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PREFACE

Tl„ ol.jeot of .l,i., ,.„k i, ,„ , , „,_^

oi the Universities.

The pnneiples involved in the different propositions are
Illustrated hy carefully -rra.Jed s,.t« ,f •

,

^
-^ "> oradul .sets of exercises, while the

miscellaneous sets give m-it^r,-.,! f •

,^ ,. , .

* '^ "".it^rial fur review purposes andalso contain a considerable number of examples thatcorrespond in diHicult, to those given on the problem
papers for scholarship candidates.

In the part on Analytical Geomet.y the formula- whichmust be fixed in the memory are set forth in bold type.

Acknowledgments for valuable assistance received from
hiin are due to Mr. r. Norris, B.A., Mathematical
Master of the Ottawa Collegiate Institute.

Ottawa, April, 1911.
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SYNTHETIC GEOMETRY

rifAPTEIl I

Theorems of Mexelais and Ceva

1. Menelaus- Theorem :-If a transversal cut the
sides BC. CA. AB of the triangle abc i„ the points
D. E. F respectively, af . bd . ce ^ fb . dc . ea
(Note -T-Afi transversal must cut two sides and the third

side jn-oduced, or cut all three produced.)

B C
^'^- '

P.O. 2.

Draw AX. BY. CZ ± to the transversal.

From similar z\s:

—

AF._ AX
FB BY

'

BD BY
DC CZ

'

and CE
EA

CZ
AX

By multiplication,

and

^1 X ^ V CE -

FB "^ DC ^ EA" " ^'

AF
. BD . CE - FB . DC . EA.

wwp^<rMW¥^^f^i9^mm J^.



2
SYNTHETK^ OEOMETRY

2. Converse of Menelaus' Theorem -If in a ao^

the points d. e. f are collinear.
^'

C ^D B-

Fio. 3.
'

Fio. 4.

Join EF. an<l prcxluco EF to cut BC at G.

V FEG is a St. line,

•• '^'"•BG.CE^FB.GC.EA.
(§ j^

But AF.BD.CE.FB.DC.EA. by hypothesis.

BG GC
• , dividiriir, —

''' BD DC
BG BOor. by alternation — ^
GC DC"

;• ° '"•"^^*^"'' ^^-'^'^ D- (O. H. S. Geometry,
§ 121.)

•*• D. E, F are collinear.

rj»a

^•lgWllil^^^ly«ifli»3Mi^i5£^At;S^KJtg^^^V^1Bi^^
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THEOREMS OF MEXELAUS AXD CEVA 3

a Ceva's Theorem:-If from the vertices a b co A ABC concurrent straight lines ao bo co bedrawn to cut BC, CA AB al- n r .t Z^ ,

AF.BD.CE.FB.DC EA ' "^^P^^^^^^ely,

(Note.— D. E and F 7>mst he on the three sides or «no^ »vh and on the oth,r two produced.)

Fio.
Fio. a

(§1.)

FOC is a transversal of a ABD,
••• AF

. BC . DO = FB . CD . OA.

BOE is a transversal of a ADC,

.-. AG
. DB . CE = CD . BC . EA.

By multiplication, and division hy do, oa and BC
AF. BD. CE - FB . DC. EA.

(For another proof of this theorem see O H SGeometry,
^ 122, Exercises 12 and 14.)

'SPL'^.TsiCTitTiga^^ it.rs-'ST^^aMB
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.SYNTHETIC GEOMETRV

4. Converse of Ceva's Theorem • ir -

on the three sides Bc. ca ab or^f~^^'
'" ^ '^«^'

sides and on the nftullT' / ^^ °" °"® ^^ these

respectiveirbetlkenfo r/'^^^ °- ^. ^
the lines ad be cf a- . •"

^''•'''^'^^•°°-
^'^^'-'. Bt, CF are concurrent.

Fio. 7.

Fio. a

Draw BE, CF and let them cut -it o T
•

let it cut BC at G.
°- "^""^ ^O and

••• AG, BE, CF are concurrent,

••• AF
.

BG
. CE - FB . GC . EA

But AF.BD.CE = FB DC e1 1 , .

^^ ^'^
'•o

•
DC

. EA, hy hypothesis.

A, dividintTf,

or, by alternation,

A G coincides with o.

••• AD, BE, CF arc concurrent.

BG _ Gc
BD ~ DC'

BG BD
GC DC"

xi^-^mma^jmHKiiS'^ y.'gay
'

it.*--:??;



THEOREMS OF MENELAUS A'.D CEVA |

6. The perpendiculars from the vertices of a tri-
angle to the opposite sides are concurrent.

Fio. 9.

In A ABC, draw AX ± BC. BY ± CA. CZ ± AB.

To prove thut AX. BY, CZ are concurrent.

A AZC
I A AYB,

AZ ^ CA
YA AB'

BX AB

.

ZB BC'

CY BC
XC CA'

AZ BX CY CA AB
YA ZB XC AB BC

Similarly,

and

BC
CA = I.

AZ
. BX . CY = ZB . XC . YA.

•'•> by § 4, AX, BY, CZ are concurrent.

6. The point where the ±.s from the vertices of aA to the opposite sides intersect is called the ortho-
centre of the A. The A formed by joining the feet
of these ±s, X. Y. Z in Figures 9 or 10, is called the
orthocentric, or pedal, A.

7rjx:^r-'m%imf ''mmMmm^9aK\im
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•SYXTHETIO GEOMETRV

7—Exercises
1- Show, from t}.e converse of CevVs Tl...nirdmns of a '. are cx.ncurrent.

""""' *''** ^''«

2- Jn A ABC. the hisectors of the ^s A B C . o**• °i C cut BC,
CA. AB at D, E. F respectively. Show that AF - -il_

2062 -r.
' "'''' ^'''^* AF. BO. CE =

3. Show, from the converse of Ceva's Tl...bisectors of the Z.s of a ^ n
^''corera, that tlieOf a z. are concurrent.

^- I'l A ABC, the hisector of f»,„ • . .

respectively. «how that AF = _if_.

If - '^ - a'

76665V '
^ " ^^'

" = 22, show that AF . BD . CE =

5. ShoH, from the converse of Ceva', Tlbisector of the L at nn« ! T
T''<^orem, that the

of the exterior ^s atT, e Ti
' '' '"' *''« '"-'^^«-

'^^ ^n A ABC, AX BY or fi 1 .

^t O. Show thatT- ' '" ^^' *''^' '^S '«t«'-«ect

(«) rect. AG . ox = rect Rn r.x,
/Av ,

• BO . OY = rect. CO . QZ •

* -t.AB.AZ=„ct.AO.AX.,«.AC.Ay

OX i xkT
'""'

' ""—iW c«,„ of , ,3;, „, ^^

(</) if S be the centra of fi

ABC ana SO he ;;t ,0 I'lwiirsr'^'
^^^^^^ "^ ^

(/) AX, BY. CZ bisect the Zs of fl.« , ,

/ \ r ^i ,
01 tlie pedal A XYr-

iff) of the four points A r r^ r^ ,

'



EXERCISES
^

(^) if a .-, LMN 1,« fonnod by ,lrawi„g throurih ABC1"- MN NL. LM
„ BC. CA. AB resp-ectivelyf O is tl^cireuinscnbed centre of ^:, LMN

;

ABC ''Is^ BS 'cs""'"
'' ^'"^ -—rihe.1 circle of A«t.t,. AS, BS, CS are respectively j. Y2 2X XV .1

sides of the orthocentric A
' ''^

atVp^'/^""' "" '"''"'^'^ ^"-^'^ *«"«h«« BC, CA AB

1°AF /;rr''"'''
^"" - - "'^ ---p---;r. iho'

If « = 43, 6 =: 31, c = 26, show that AF. BD. CE ^ 319o

ale «rl ^^ "^'"^"^ "'^'^ ^-^^^^ ^'^ inscribed 'circle

AB^' ir f' f^^; ^" "'""'^'^ '""'" *°"^^'«« BC at D andAB, AC produced at F. E respectively. Show that FB = . - c
If « = 40, 6 = 30, . = 50, show that AF. BD.CE = 18000.
10. The St. lines joining the vertices of a A to thepoints ot contact of the opposite si.les with any one of tieescribed circles are concurrent.

11. O is a point within the A ABC and AG. BO. COproduced cut BC, CA AB -.f n c c .. ,

. , ,, ,

'
^'^' '^° •i'^ D, E, F respective v. Thecircle through D, E. F cuts Rn i-a *» • .

o. ., ° .

i^. « curs BC, CA, AB again at P, Q. R.ohow that AP BO or ,...,» .
> Vi ".

«!-, oy^ ^^f^ j^py concurrent.

12. The bisectors of Z. b, C of A ABC cut CA. AB at

that
':;^'^''':\ ''^' «C r-l"-Hl meet at D. Provethat „D bisects the exterior Z at A.

1.1 The points where the bisectors of the exterior ^s at

co'lliL^
"^ ^^"^ '""^ ^^' ^^' ^^ -P-^'-b' are

comnea'r.
'^'"•'"^^^- ^^-e that L. M. N are

''1
(.'ft
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SYNTHETIC GEOMETRY

Pa.r« of corresponding
«ide.s are "Sar!

"^'"'^^^^-- "^

State and prove the converse.

!«• The inscribed circle of /, arc t >BC CA. ABatD. E. F respectivdy ef ko t "" "'"^^
'"*-t BC, CA. AB respectively [' , ' °' °^' P'-'^^ue.-d

L. M. N are coJlinear.
^ "•• "^ "^^ «''«^ that

i«- Tantfents ''n fj,^

\8. Given the base and vertical L f .«^ Its orthocentre. ^ ^^ a /,, ii,„j y,^ ,^^^^

19- If the base BC ond v,.rf.- .

given, and the base be W I'^ D t "', '^ "^^ ^^^ ''«

-"troid is an arc containing n.^'
"' ?^' '^'^ ^'^ the

havang OE as its chord.
'^"^^ *° ^ A. and

Bc'^n^'"
'«

'^ ^ having AX ^
cele

,""'""' ° ^'- -tJ-
'" '"' '-^"J S the circumscribed

centre. «bo. ti.at OS cuts Toat the centroid G. (Use Ex. 6,
' )

Show also that G is a poi„of tnsection in SO.

A general enunciation of these
•^^"'^^ 'nay be -iven a« f ii

»i^;g?;^?i=rw
i-t..-, T^^'\^|P5''''J^-



EXERCISES
9

21. Where is tlie ortlioceuLre of a rt.-^.l ,\ ?

22. If one escnbed circle of , ABC touch AC at F andBA pro,luced at Q and another escribed circle touch AB

iJucl ^r P''"'''"-'» ''^ »<. ^H. KG pro,luced cut BCproduced H, pouas equidistant from the middle point of BC.

thf:P.\^
° ^'

;l.« orthocentre, S the circumcentre and I

I'll



10 SYNTHETIC GEOMETUV

The Nine-Point Chicle

8. The three middle points of the sides of a tri-
angle, the three projections of the vertices on the
opposite sides, and the three middle points of the
straight lines joining the vertices to the orthocentre
are ,il concyclic.

.A

Lot ABC bo a A. AX. BY. CZ tho ±s from A. B. C
to BC. CA AB respoctivoly, O the orthocontro, L. m' N
the middle points of aO, BO, CO respectively D, e! F
the Kiime points of BC, CA, AB respectively.

It is re(iuired to show that the nine points X, Y. Z.
L, M, N, D, E. F are concyclic.

Join DE, EF, FX.

V F is the centre of circle ABX.

.". L FXB = L FBX.

V FBDE is a W^rn,

•*. Z FBD =- L FED.

/. L FXB - ^ FED,

f-Agaatritfaf^igaaaci^.aaf^aHg'gra^^



THE NINE-I'OIXT CHICLE U
And .*. D, E, F, X are concyclic.

Sirnilarly it may Ixi shown that the circle throuirh
o. E, F passfH aI.so through Y and Z.

Join MX, YD.

V D in the centre of circle BYC,

.'. L DYB = L DBY.

Similarly z MXB - z MBX.

.'. ^ MXB = z MYD.

And .. Y, X, D, M are concyclic.

Similarly this circle pa.s.se.s through L and N.

.*. The nine points are concyclic.

' i|

iEBTS?«w» ^""iww ^^tmoTi^^aimm^mBiaf^* <a(P"



IS SYXTHETIC GEOMETRY

9. The centre of the N.-P. circle is rt the middle
point of the straight line joining the orthocentre to
the circumcentre; and the diameter of the N -P
circle equals the radius of the circumscribed circle'

S, O are tho circumcentre un,J orthocentre respec-
tively of A ABC. '

DX is a chonl of tl.e N.-P. circle, hence the ri-^ht
bisector HK of DX must pass throu-li the centre.

""

Similarly the ri^^ht bi.sector of YE pusses throu.^h
tlie Centre.

^

But tl,M j.,s bisectin^r dx. EY both bi.sect SO.

:. K the iiiiildle point of SO is the centre.

Join DL ami SA.

DL is the dianu'ter of the X.-P. circle since DXl is
i It. Z, auJ SA is the radius of the circum.scribed
circle.

AL, SD are both j. BO. /. AL, SD; and SD ^ AL
(§ 7, E.x. 6, d.)

Hence LD = AS.



SIMPSON'S LIXE

SiMiNoN's Link

13

Flu. U.

10. If any point is taken on the circumference of
the circumscribed circle of a triangle, the projections

colltear'" °" '^^ **""" ''''^' °^ ^^^ '"*"«^^ ^'^

I-'-t P 1m' nuy poi/.t <;ti the-

ciHc ABC. X. Y, Z. th(^ pnv
jcctioiis of p ,,n BC. CA, AB
ri'Mpi'clively.

It is n'(|uiiv(l to .sli,,sv timt
X, Y, 2 jiro ill tliu sjiiiie st.

line.

J'«:.i ZY. YX, PC, PA. Q
Z PYC = z PXC, .-. p, Y,

X, C fii-e coiicvflic, and Z
XYC = z XPC.

Z AZP
I z AYP *> rf /u • A -. „

-ul Z AYZ . Z APZ.
" ••

' ' •

"" "" ""'^" ''^•

APCB is a cyclic .|Ua<liilateral,

•'• Z APC + z B = 2 It. Z.s.

In (juadrilaterai BZPX,

^•s BZP, BXP are rt. Zs,

A Z ZPX-(- z B = 2 :1. Zs.

Hence z ZPX . z APC. and a.s tlie part APX iscommon to these z.s,
^ '^

^ APZ Z XPC.

.'. Z AYZ = z XYC, and
- XYC f z CYZ .. z AYZ + CYZ ^ 2 rt. Z.s;

.-. XY and YZ are in the same st. line. >M



14 SYNTUETIC GEOMETRY

11.—Exercises

1. P is the orthocentre of ,-. dEF, ami the l^m EPFGIS completed. Show tli-if nr- ; i-
"" *=-*^'^^

t .
oiiow tlut DG IS a diameter of the cirrlocircumscribing DEF

L M ^M ;;
^°^'

' '" ^''^ ''^"^'^ «^ *'>« inscribed circleL. M. N the centres of the escribed circles. Prove that thecircumcircle of A ABC bisects IL an.l LM.

circles''^';hl\,"; h'
''•

r
"" ^"'''•''^ "^ ^^-^ --"^-l

the N P . f ""'' circumscribed about ABC istne IS. -p. circle of A LMN.

ABO ?
''

'!r
"'""^^""^'•^ «^ ^ ABC. Prove that As OBCABC have the same N.-P. circle.

locus !flh''" I"";"'
'"•''"'• ^ "^ ^ ^ «'-- that the

centre at the middle point of the base.

6. If the projections of a point on the si.Ies of a A erecolhnear, the point is on the circumcircle of the A.

Sid!; S"f '
"""'"'

:"f
'^''' ''' P'-">^'^^«"^ «" the foursid. s of a given quadrilateral are collinear.

^\Jut ''"T
""'" "'"'' «*^ ^^•'•^"Sh ^-" -rtices of a-V .iiHi Its orthocentre are each pniml f« *i •

i

scribcl about the ^.
^

"^ "'" ^'""'"''^ '^"'="'"-

9. The ± fn„n the mi.MIe point of a side of a \ onti.e opposite side of the pedal A bisects that side.
"

10. Construct a /\ eiven a vpr^r.v fi.,> • • ,

the orthocentre. '
''" ^'"•^"'"--'^ -"1

11. DEF is a /. and Q is its orthocentre. About DOFa circ e is described and EO is produced to meet the
circumference at P. Show that DF bisects EP



EXERCISES
15

1-. II the cen reof the mscribo.l circle of /„ ABC. and
Al. Bl CI are prcxluccl t.. ,neet tho circu.ncircle at L, M. N.Prove that I is the orthocentre of . LMN.

13. I is the centre of the inscrihed circle of ABC andUje^c^ircle of .. ,BC cuts AB at D.
'

Prove "that

14 In /, ABC. the ±h from A, B to the opposite sidesmeet the circumcircle at D, E. Show that arc CD -: arc CE.
ir). XYZ is the perlal .\ of /, ABC. Prove that A, B. C

are the centres of the escribed circles of /\ XYZ.
16. X, Y. Z are the projections of A. B, C on BC. CA

AB. Prove that

(«) YZ . ZX = AZ . ZB;

{/>) YZ . ZX . XY =3 AZ . BX . CY.

17. Construct a .\ having given the base, the vertical L
and the radius of an escribed circle. (Two cases.)

18. O is the orthocentre of A ABC, and D. E, F are the
centres of the circuincircles of As BOC. COA. AOB. Show
that z^ DEF _

. , ABC.

19. In the A ABC. the ± from A to BC is produced to
cut the circumcrcle at P. P.-ove that the Simpson's Line
ot P IS

II
to the tangent to the circumcircle at A.

20. P is any point on the circumcircle of /\ ABC The
i-s from P to the sides of the A meet tho circle at DEF
Prove that .;^ DEF A A ABC. ' '

21. P is any point on the circumcircle of a A ABC ofwhich O IS the orthocentre and X the projection of A onBC; AX produced cuts the circumcircle at D and PD cuts

i!^l n/' f?-'"
^'"'' *'•' ^""P'""'« ^'"« «^ P l^i^e'^ts Pe',IS

II
OE, and bisects QP.

'
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A..d:As OF Rectaxglp:s

12. If from the vertex of a triangle a straight lineIS drawn perpendicular to the base, the rectanSecontained by the sides of the triangle is eqiallthe rectangle contained by the perpendicular andthe diameter of the circumcircle of the triangle.

AX i. BC and AD is n diame-
ter of the circumcircle of /, ABC.
To j)rove tliat

rect. AB. AC = rect. AX. AD.
Join DC.

V L AXB = L ACD,
and L ABX - l adc.

.-. A AXB
I I A ACD.

AB AX
AD ~ AC

/. rect. AB . AC = rect. AX . AD.

13. If the veri:ical angle of a triangle is bisected
by a straight line which also cuts the base, the
rectangle contained by the sides of the triangle isequal to the rectangle contained by the segmentsOf the base together with
the square on the straight
line which bisects the angle.

ABC is ,'1 , and AD the
bisector of z A.

It is required to show that

Fio. 15.

the rect.

BD . DC + AD»
AB . AC = rect.

Circumscribe a circle about
tlie A ABC. Produce AD
cut the circumference at

to

Join tC.



BA EA^

AD AC

AREAS OV RECTANGLES 17

In As BAD, EAC Z BAD - Z EAC, Z ABD z AEC,

/. Z ADB = Z ACE juid the .s .•ire similar;

lience

and .-. BA . AC - AD.EA.

But AD . EA = AD (AD + DE)

= AD' + AD. DE

- AD^ 4- BD . DC
/. rect. BA . AC = rect. BD . DC + AD^.

14. I'he sum of tlie rectangles contuined hy the
opposite sides of a (luudriiatend is not less than the
rectangle contained by the diagonals.

ABCD is a quadrilateral,

AC, BD its diagonals.

Required to show that

AB . DC + AD . BC is not

loss than AC . BD.

Make Z BAE = Z CAD
and z ADE -^ z ACB.
Join EB.

As BAC, EAD are similar, Pio. 17.

BA_ CA
AE AD

and Z BAE = z CAD,

As BAE, CAD are also similar.

From tlie similar

AB^ AC
BE CD

s BAE, CAD

and .-. AB . CD - AC . BE.

M
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BC
. AD = AC . ED.

From the similar As BAG. EAD
BC ED

,

AC " Ab- and

Consequently AB
. CD + BC . AD . AC (BE + ED)-

but BE + ED is not <BD;
••• AB.CD + BC.ADisnot < AC . BD

tained by its opposite S. °' ''^ ^^^'^"^'^ -""

nw M«orew» IS a particular case
of that of § 1^,

ABCD is a quadrilateral in-
scribed in a circle.

To prove that

AC
.
BD = AB

. CD + BC . AD.
Make ^ BAE ^ ^ CAD, and

produce ae to cut BD at E.

A ABE
1: A ACD,

AB BE
AC CD'

AB . CD = AC . BE.

•• A ADE
I .\ ABC.

AD DE
AC ~ BC'

AD
. BC = AC . DE.

AB
.

CD + AD
. BC = AC . BE + AC . DE

= AC (BE + ED)
= AC. BD

Fio. 18.
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1(5.—Exercises
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1. If the exterior vertical Z A of .\ ABC he bisected by
a hue wliicli cuts BC produced at D, rect. AB . AC = rect.

2. Draw A ABC Imving a = 81 mm, h = GO mm r = 30mm Buect the interior and exterior Z.s at A and produce
the bisectors to meet BC and BC produced at D and E
Measure AD, AE; and check your results by calculation.

3. If R is the radius of the circumcircle and A tl- -^rea
of A ABC, prove that

R =
4̂ A"

If the sides of a A are 39, 42, 45, show that R . 243.

A ARO 'T^ ^T ''" '''' circumcircle of an equilater.alA ABC. Show that, of the three distances PA PB PCone IS the sum of the other two.

5. From any point P on a circle ±s are drawn to thefour sides and to the diagonals of an inscribe<l quadrilateral.
Prove that the rect. containe<l by the ±s on either pair of
opposite sides .s equal to the rect. contained by the ±s onthe diagonals.

6. With given base and vertical L construct a A having
the rect contained by its sides eq^al to the square on :given St. hue.

'

7. A B, CD are given points on a circle. Find a pointP on the circle such that PA . PC r: pb pd.
8. AB is the chord of contact of tangents drawn from apoint P to a circle. PCD cuts the circle at C, D. Prove

that AB . CD = 2 AC . BD.

$
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Radical Axis

drawn to"Jr" f ""' P™"'» '™" -"'"^ "."genis

[Proof left for the pupil.]

19. A, B are the centres of two cirrlpc «<• a-
R, r respectively.

*^''^*^'^® °^ ^^du

To prove that the radical axis of the circles ic: .
St. hne X AB and cutting it at a point m such that

AM' - MB^ = R2 - r'.

Fio. 19.

pJITb.'"
"" •"'"'' ™ "'" ""'»' "-«. ""d draw

Draw t})e tanofents pn dp* f^ ai • ,

PA, PB, AC. BD.
' ^"^ ^'^'^ '^''^''^'^' •'^"•i .join

PC'=PA»-R^.PM»+AM'-R^
PD'^PB^-,. =PM^+MB^-r».



n.vnicAL AXIS

But. hy the 'Iclinitioii of nuliciil jixis, PC - PD.

AM^ - R> ^ MB' )-,

or, AM - MB' - R^ - /•'.

.•• (AM + MB) (AM - MB) = R» - r».

But AM + MB = AB,

21

.-. AM - (AB - AM) R"

AB

.•.AM = i(AB+«^^/=).

Hence, AM i-* ji constant distance for all positions
of P on the radical axis, and

/. the ± PM is the radical axis.

Also it has been shown that

AM' - MB- -. R2 _ r\
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circles.

•SVVTIIETrO CROMETIIY

20. To draw the radical axis oftwo non-intersecting

Fio. 20.

Let A. B be the centres of tlie tw,. circles
Join AB. Tl.rou-h B draw bc i a« ..•

circle with centre b at C 1,1 e„t tr
'"'""^' ''"^

the radius of the other circle
^° ^"l'"' ^'^

CUttin^thehrstatE/wEMH^^'"^^^^^
BM' = BE^ - EM^ . AB^ + BC^ - EW.
MA' = AE^-EM^.AB'+BD^-EM'.
•• BM' - MA» =. BC- - BD .

'•' V § 19, EM is the radical axis
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22.—Exercises
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1. Draw two circles, nulii 1 inch ami 2 indies, with
their centres 4 inches apart. Fin,] a p.,int whose tangents
to the two circles arc each 11 inclies in h^ngth.

2. The radical axis of two circles bisects their common
tangents.

;3. Prove tliat the radical axis of any three circles taken
two and two together m(!et in a point.

Note.—This j)oint is called the radical centre of the
three circles.

4. O is a fixed point outside a given circle
; find a st.

line such that the tangent drawn from any point P in the
line to the given circle ecjuals PO.

5. If the sfjuare on the distance between the centres of
two circles eiinals the sum of the s(,uares on their radii,
the tangents to the circles at a common point are at ri<'ht

angles to each other.

Note—Circles which cut each otlior so that the tangents
at a common point arc at right angles to each other are
said to be orthogonal.

6. Two given circles intersect each other. Draw a system
of circles coaxial with the given circles.

7. Draw two non-intersecting circles with centres A and
B. Draw their radical axis PO cutting AB at O. From
O draw a tangent OE to either circle. Witn centre O and
radius OE describe a circle cutting AB at C and D.

The circle CED cuts the two given circles orthogonally.

Show that any circle which cuts one of the first circles

ortiiogonally, and lias its centre in PO, cuts the other
orthogonally and passes through C and D.
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On t..e circle CED take any point F. ,l..,.v t,.. tangenta F to the cud. CED an.l lot it cut AB at Q. sCtl«.vt tin. circle w.tl, centre G u„,l rmlins QP i. ,

with the first two circ-I.-s ; an.l tl.U ,.?

''""'"'

«.stc. of circio. .„,., ,„ 'aj,. t ;i ^z ::"""' "

non-intersecting circles.
* " ^''«"

N0TE.-X0 circle of the coaxial syst.-m has its c.-ntrebetween C and 0. and conse,„ently 'these ,.o;ntsae^tho limiting points of the system.

tlu'cJHef''"™ T""
P"'"' "* ''''"-^"*'' >'« '--" to two circleslu. htlerence between their s,,uares e.,uals twice the rec'Hn,^e contained hy the ± fron. P on

'

the ra.lill L ofthe two cn-cles and the distance between their centr"

of a J'".
'?""'"' '''""" ^'•"" " '"'"t''".- P">-"t to any circleof a coaxial system is bisected by the radical axis.

to whici'l
''" ^°"" "' ''" '^"'*'"''' ^'^ -^ --'« the tangents

11. If O be tho orthocentre of / ABC the ..mvI... 1"'^ " "«' 00 a, .u.:,':!i,i!;;,:t'
"-

1.1 Tf circles are described ,.„ the three sides of •. „<^-eters, their radical centre is the orthoce;;!:::^;,;^

ZX 'cr'''' 1
"" P"^"' ^ "^ ^^ '^^^^ ^^' BC meet in L-ZX. CA meet in M; XY, AB meet in N. Show that L M n'a.e o,. the ra.lical axis of the circumscribed and N Pcircles of ^ ABC.

(NoTE._^s MAZ. MXC are easily shown to be similar.)
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CHAPTER II

Medial Sfctio.v

2a When a .straiglit line in divide.l into two parts
such tlmt th.. 8<,uare on one part is equal t.. the
rectan^rlo contained by the
i,'iven straight line and the
other part, it is said to be
divided in medial section.

24. To divide a given
straight line in medial sec-
tion.

Let AB l>e the ijiven st.

line.

Draw AC ± AB and = AB.
Bisect AC at D. Wif centre
D and radius db describe an
arc cuttin<,' CA jjroduced at
E. With centre A and radius aE describe an arc
cuttint,' AB at F.

Then AB is divided in medial section at F.

DA^ +2 DA . AE + AE' _ DE%

- DB'.

= DA' + AB'.

But AE-AF, and 2 DA ::. AB
.•• AF' = AB^ - AB . AE.

= AB (AB - AF).

= AB . FB.

25

Klu. 21.
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So.—Exercigea

1- If a St. line AB !>., .livi.led «t F so that AP AB BFshow timt AB : AF = AF : BF.
~ AB. BF,

Give a general statement of tl.is result.

-.Draw a st. l.ne AB. Through A .Iraw AC ± AB ami

de r.he a„ arc cutting AC p.-^lueed thn.ngh C at Fy^ith centre A and radius AF descrlLe «.. ..•
BA prcKluced tLrou-d. A at

_'"^^,"^'^'^ '^ '"» >"'' <="tfng
r niiuu„n A at G. bliow that AQ^ = AB . BQ

^^AB is said to Ik, divid.l externally in medial section

3. A given st. line AB is to l.e divi<led in medial section,

length ..Tlr
'""' "' ""'""'

" ''" '"'«''' ^' ^°' ^- '"^^

Then, by the def.nition of medial .section, y^ . a (a - .•)

or X- + ax - a- =. 0.

i»; _ —Solving this quadratic ecjuation

t the constructif
, in i;

;
and the construction in Kx. 2 oy th(> rwt

HlKnv that the constructi.
. in ^ 24 is suggested l,y the root

— 'I rt r o

1. Divi,le a St. line 4 inches in ler.gth in me,lial .sectionM._ U.e length of each part, and .est the results 1^

.'). The difference of the .squares on the parts of a st line

ttrpartr
'"' '''""" "^""'' "'' ''''""='' ^-""^^'"^'^ ^^y
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e> Tf AB 1... ,livi.l...| at C so tl... AC A8 . BC. show
that AB' 4- BC .'JAC.

7. If ,1m. .si.|...s of a rt. Z.l
, aro in .-ontinu,..! proportion,

tl.o J. fro,u ti.e rt. L .livi.loH th.- hypofnus.. in ..u-.liai

lose sides are in geometrical

section.

•<. I)escril)e a rt.-/-.l
. , wl

progression.

2n To describe an isosceles triangle having each
o Me angles at the base double the vertical angle.

Dr:nv ;i St. line AB :uu\ .livi.lo it at H so tl.nt
'^"'-AB.BH.

^^,^^
Descnhe arcs with centres A, B and ra.Jii AB AH

respectiv. ly and let them cut at C.

JdIii AC, BC.

ABC is t!.. IT iiiired
. \.

Join HC.

^ B is coini.ion to tlu; s ABC, CBH 1
and since ' /

AB AH
AH BH

AB BC
BC BH'

B

J-i.i.

••. these
. .s are similar and ^ bch = / a.

\ • AC AB AH
BC AH HB

'

.*. CH bisects L ACB.

.'. L ACB twice L BCH = twice L A.

and also /. ABC = twice l A,
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-7—Exercises
1. Kxpross tlu, Zs of tho

. . ABC (Fig. 22) in degrees.

2. Construct Z-s of 'MV, IS', [)\ f,", :3".

3. Show tl.at AHC (Fi-. I'J) is nn isosceles /. Laving the
vertical Z three times each of tlu- base Ls.

4. Tn a given circle CAB draw
any radius QA. Divide AO at H
so that OH-' = AO . AH. Place the
chord AB = HO.

Join BH and produce BH to cut
the circumference at C. Join AC,

ShoNv that AB is a side of a
regular dt-cagou inscribed in tlie

circle
; and that AC is a side of

a regular pentagon inscribed in
the circle.

r>. Show that the si.Ie of a regular decagon inscribed in

IX cu'cle of radius /• is
^

(y/') - 1).

6. The square on a side of a regular pentagon inscribedm a crcle e.juals the sum of the squares on a side of the
regular inscribed decagon ami on the radius of the circle.

7. Show that the side of a regdar pentagon inscribed in

a circle of radius r is
o \/ 10 - 2v^r).

8. In a circle of radius 2 inches inscribe a regular decagon
by the nu-thod of Ex. 4. Measure a side of the decagon and
check your result l)y calculation.

9. In a circle of radius 3 inches inscribe a regular penta.^.n
by the method of Ex. 4. Measure a side of the pentagon Tnd
check your result by calculation.
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10. In a givon circle <lraw two radii OA. OB at rt. Zs to
each other. Bisect OB r, '.;

Join AC, and cut off C < =. CO.

Show that AD is ei| ai to a
si«le of a regular decaj^ua i;.

scribed in tlie circle.

The regular inscribed pentagon
may be drawn by joining alter-

nate points obtained by placing
successive chords each eciual to
AD.

11. Draw a regular pentagon on a giv,.n st. line.

12. Circumscribe a regular pentagon about a given circle.

13 ABODE is a regular pentagon. Show that AD, BD
trisect Z ODE. >

ou

14 ABODE is a regular pentagon. .Show that AC, BDdivide each other in medial .section.

15. Construct a regular r>-pointe<l star. What is themeasure of the Z at each vertex '.

Hi. Construct a regular decagon by cutting off the corners
ot a regular pentagon.

17. <).. ..St. line 2 ind.cs i„ le„„,|, j,,„il« „ „,ular

your result by calculation.

IH If the circumference of a circle be divide.l into n
equal arcs,

(a) The points of division are the vertices of a regular
polygon of n sides in.scril)ed in the circle

;

(b) If tangents be drawn to the circle at these points
these tangents are the .,des of a regular polygon of „ side^
circumscribed about the circle.
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^Ii.scELLAXEors Theorems

28. ABC is a triangle and p is a point in bc
-i_ ,. . BP nsuch that I?- . "

. It is required to show tha^.

Draw AX J. BC.

2 BP , PX.

tlu' first of these

second hy n, ;uh]m<j: tl

'/<BP . //PC, we obtain

From .\ ABP,

AS- = AP^ + BP2

From A APC,

AC^ = AP^ + CPM-2CP. PX.

Multiplying; both sides of
equations by ///. both sides of the

md using the conditi(
le I'esul

ion

"'AB=+»AC^:- (m + //) AP'^ mBP2
-f- 7;cP'

-'9. What does t! le

In a ABC, a

result in § 28 l)econie wl

III lit.

77 no,), I, = 90
Fiu.l the distances fi

lien lu - V ^

IK in and c = 128

trisection ab.
»"» C to tile points of

ABC is a \ rt-zL(l .if r> i i

It 18 re(|uirod to show that X + y = z.
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Similar H^ruros an- to each otli.r as tl.u s.juan-s <

correspondiiijr sides.
ill

Fio. 26.

Y
Z AB '

X SC-
AB-'

.
X r _ AC- 4- BC-\
Z ~ AB-

But AC-f BC= AB-.

•• X + Y = Z.

31. Prove the theorem (,f § 30 by drawino- a ±.om c to AB and usin. the theoivm :-If three st
lines are m continued proportion, as the lirst is to the
third so Ks any polj-.on on the first to the similar
and similarly de.scribed poly^rcm on the second.
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Similar and .Similarly Situated Polygons

32. Similar polyrrons ^.e said to be similarly situ-
ated ^^lK.n their corresponding si.les are parallel and
d'-.wn in tlie same direction from the corresponding
vertices. ^ "

33. If two similr triangles have their corresponding
«uJes parallel, the .st. lines joiring corresponding vertices
are concurrent.

Let ABC, DEF be two similar A, J,a^ing the sides

EF.' Fd' DE
''^'P^'^"''^^^ ^' ^" ^''^ corresponding sides

Fio. 27.

Prove AD, BE, CF concurrent.

34. When two similar polygons are so situated fhat
their corresponding sides are parallel but drawn in
opposite directions from the corresponding vertices
they are said to be oppositely situated.

In Fig. 28, the similar ,\s ABC, DEF are oppositely
situated. ^ '
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35. If two Similar polygons have the sides of one
respectively parallel to the corresponding sides of
the other, the straight lines joining corresponding
vertices are concurrent.

Fio. 29.

FlQ. 30.

Let ABODE, ahccU bo two .similar polycjons, similarly
situjiteil ill Ficr. 29, oppositely .situated in Fio-. 30

Join Aa, Bh and let the joininij lines meet at O.
Join CO cutting he at .r.

From similar As,

AB ~ OB ~ BC"
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li^'putlavsis,

AB
he

BC'

l).r =. I,c^ jind

.". OC passes tliroii<rI, ^

Similarly it may Ik- shown that the st. lines joinin..
iiio reiii.unnii.'' '

^

tliruu^l) O.

pairs of corresijondincr vertices pass

."5 (i.—Exercises

1. Tnsrril)e a .-^(juare in a givpn .\.
three solutions.

i^hdw that there are

->. In a given inscrihe a rectangle similar to a given
rectangle. Show that there are six solutions.

^. Tn a given semi-circle inscrihe a scjuare,

0. The base of a square lies on one given M. line andone o Us upper vertices lies on another given st. line
Bn.,1 the locus of the other upper vertex.

7. Tn Figures 29 or .30, P is any point in AB, Q is any
p.>.nt .n CD and ;>, , are the corresponding points in Jrd respectively. Prove that PQ

|| pg.

S. A ABC A abc, hut their corresponding sides areBC />o meet at P. The circles BP/," CPc meet
tt O. Prove that tlu>

• . abc mny he rotated alx^ut
position where it is similarly situated to A ABC

not
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HaUMOMO RaNGFS AM) Pkn'cils

37. A set of colliiioiir points is called a range.

38. A .set of concurrent struijrht lines is called ji pencil.

The lines are calL-d the rays of the pencil ; an.l
their common point is called the vertex of the pencil.

39. When three ma<rnitudes are such that the first
has the same ratio to the third that the dirterence
between the fir.st and .second has to the .litference
between the .second and third, the ditrerences bein-
taken ni the same order, the magnitudes are said to
be m harmonic proportion. (H. P.)

Thu.s, if a, h and c repre.':ent three imn)bers .such
that ii

: c = h - <, : c - h, a, h and c are in H. P.

40. Take any point C in a st. line AB.

A C B „

>
'!

Fio. 31.

Find the point D m AB produced such that AD : DB =
AC : CB.

00 Then since AC : CB - AD : DB,
by alternation, AC : AD - CB : DB.
••• AC : AD - AB - AC : AD - AB.
.'. by the defini ion of § 39, AC, AB, AD are in H. P.

(/>) By inversion, DB : AD ^ BC : AC.

.'. DB : DA = DC - DB : DA - DC.

.-., by § 39, DB, DC, DA are in H. P.
35

"M
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«tio the distances from either'efd of the ran^*^!the other three points are in H. P.
^ °

StHte ami prove a co.uerso to tliis theorem

^B - AD
. DB, It IS called a harmonic range

If any point P be joined to the four points of a har-momc ran,., the joinin. lines form a harmonic pe„;i5.
42 If, in the harmonic pencil p (a c a n^ as raight line through b parallel to pa cut ^c 'poat E, F respectively, be = bf.

Fio. 32.

Z.ACP lABCE.
AP : EB ^ AC : CB.

/. ADP A BDF,
AP : BF = AD : DB.

But, by hypothesis, AC : CB = AD : DB.

AP : EB - AP ; BF.

EB = BF.
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HARMONIC RAXrJES AND I'KNCILS ^7

4.*]. By a proof .similar to tfiat of § 42, tlie follow-
ir.;r co..v..,.so to tl.o theorem of timt article may be
.sliowii to l)e true.

If, in the pencil p(a. c. b, d). a straight line
through B parallel to pa cut RC, pd at e f re
spectively such tha^ be bf. then P(a, c. b, d) is a
harmonic pencil.

44. Any transversal is cut harmonically by the
rays of a harmonic pencil.

A transversal cuts the rays PA. PC. PB. PD of the
harmonic pencil P(A. C. B. D) at K. M. N, L respectively.

Pi3. 3a

It is re(iuired to show that K. M. N. L is a harmonic
rarif^e.

Throu^rh B. N respectively draw EF. gh li pa.
V P(A, C. B, D) is a harmonic pencil, and ebf

,i ap
.'.

, by § 42, EB = BF.

From similar As,
^N _ H , np bp
NP BP NH BF

.'.
,
by multiplication, GN : NH = EB : BF

/. GN = NH; and .-. , b^ §43. K. M,' N. L is a
harmonic range.

lii^
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mUl tl t u.' r-'
''••^••""•"'" -"U- A »n.| 8 are

r D
?"'' ^°"J"^^tes with r..s,....t (.. c

JUgrates w,tJ, ,v.sj,oct to A am] B.

4C. Exercises

1. Sliow )h,w to tin.l the £„„..(, ,

wJ-n Mnv. rays aro .iv.-n.
^ '"anno.uc p.„eil

-'• Prove the theorem of ij u when fl,,. f

t'- -ys pro.luce.l through U.o vc^!!!;:

'""^•""' '^'^^^

•*5. Tn the a ABC the l,isector.s of the interi. ,• iextenor ^s at A out BC a.u] BC ..,

''"*'

respectively. Show that BDn e?
^7'''""'. ''^^

°' ^a, o, C, E IS a haniioriic itin'^c.

^- A, C, B, D IS , hannonie nm^e nnrl o ;

on the circle H.- i

" ^ '** '^">' P'^'^^

PA PBre r T;'
"" ""^ ''' '''''""^^«'-- '^'-w that

State and prove a converse,

'• A, C, B, D ;; a harmonic ran^e «I,r.u- ). «. *i
de.scrihed on AB CD n« .r /

*'"'" *'''t f'o circles

gonaiiy.
' "' ^''"""^"'^ ^'"^ ^-'^ "tl-r ortho-

at

SI

7_
The inscrihe,! circle of A ABC touches BC. CA AB

-^F meets CA produced at P.
nionic rantre.

low

(Note.—U«e Menelaus' Theorem.)
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EXERCISES
3f)

.-<. Tl.o diamotor AB of a ..ircle is ± f, .-i H,.,,.,! cD
P H .any point on the circu.nf,.n.„(.e. PC, PD c.it AB orAB produced, at E. F. Sl.ow that A. E, B. F is a hannor.ic
ninge.

9. Throuj^h E. tl.o nnd.lle point of tlu. sidn AC of tl.o
/, ABC, a transversal is .ir.ivvn to cut AB at F, BC pro
•meed at D, and a line thron-h B i| CA at G. Show that
G, F, E, D is a liarinonie raiu'c.

10. A cmiinon tangent of tsvo given circles is .lividcd
har.nomoally by any circle >vhich is coaxial with the -dvea
circles. "

11. Tn a cirdo AC. BD are two diameters at rt. Lh to
«".ich other, and P is any point on the .piadrant AD. Show
that PA, PB, PC. PD constitute a harmonic i>encil
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The Complete Quadiulatehal

'^7. The H;rnnj ff)rrnt'(l hy
four str!ii<,rht lines wliid, meet
HI pairs in six jxiints is called
a complete quadrilateral.

The fi(rure ABCDEF is a
conipltjte (luadrilateial, of

Z which AC, BD ami ef arc
the three dia;,'()nals,

H.JiH i" u
""""P^^*^ quadrilateral each diagonal is

and the angular points through which it paJses.

is
.1 complete .|Uadrilat..ral havin.r the

Fio. 31.

ABCDEF
dia;(lia-unal AC cut by db at P and hy EF at Q.

B

Fio. 35.

rantre.
nionic

It is required to show that A, P. C. Q is a har
ngc.

FD
. AQ . CB ^ DA . QC . BF.

M



-w^

I'OLLS AND PoLAlts

Tlur trunsvorHHl dpb cuts (I.,- si.L.s „f tia-
/., by Menflaii.s' Theoniii,

FD. AP.CB ^ DA. PC. BF.

Hunce, by division,

or,

AQ QC
AP PC

'

AP AQ
PC " QC"

41

ACF und

and .-. A, p, c, Q is .i bannonic rant,'t.'.

From the above result it is seen that F (A, P, c. Q)
IS a bannonic pencil, and conse-iuently, by '§'44,
D, P, B, R is a bannonic ran<re.

Sbow, in tbe same manner tbat
harmonic ranjre.

F. Q, E, R is u

Poles axd Polars

49. If tbroujrh a fixed point a line be drawn to cut
a|,'iven circle and at the points of intersectif)n tanirents
be drawn, the locus of the intersection of the tanrr(.„ts
IS called the polar of the fixed point; and the fixed
point IS called the pole of the locus.
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50. If c is the centre of a given circle and d is a
fixed point, the polar of d with respect to the
circle is a straight line which is perpendicular to
CD and cuts it at a point e such that ce. cd equals
the square on the radius.

Fio. 36. Fio. 37.

Throu<rh D draw any .st. line cuttin^r the circle at
A and B. At A. B draw tan<ront.s to the circle inter-
sectinjr at P.

P is a point on the jwlar of D.

Join CD and from p draw PE j. CD.

Join CP cuttin^r ab at F. Join CB.

^s DEP, DFP U'c rt. ^-s.

D. E, F. P are concyciic.

.•. CE . CD r^ CF . CP,

But CF.CP = CB-.

CE . CD = CB^,

Then, .since CD and CB
be constant.

are con.stants, CE mu.st also
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/.the polar of D must he (he st. h^nc j_ CD throu.^hthe hxe,l i,oM,t E such that CE . CD = est
51. If a point P lies on the polar of a ooinf nw.h respect to a circle, then Dalies 1\CX
In Figures m and 37 p lies on the polar of d.
To prove that D lies ou the polar of p.

V CF . CP = CB', and DF x CP.
•••

.

l>y
§ 50, BFD is the polar of p.

.-. D lies on the polar of p.

52.—Exercises
1- P is a point at a distance of 4 c ni from fl,«ol. circle of ,.a,,, c „,,, c™,.„et tie pZ^^
2. P ,s a pouit at a distance of 7 cm fr..,., tl..

of a ci..c.e of radiu, 5 c„,. Co^fuct :,:^ ."'V^™'™
3. Draw- a st. line at a distance of 7 cm from fl„. .

of

^
ci^le of radi. 4 em. Construct .^Xfir^.

4. AV hen the point P i, v^ithin the .Wen circle thepolar o P ^,,« .iu,out the circle; and when P T wihthe circle, the polar of P cuts the circle.

5. The polar of a point on tho circumference is ihotangent at that point.
"lerencc is the

6. P is a point without a given circle and the polar ofP cuts the circle at A. Show th-.f da ; .
^

circle. ^ ''^ '"^ tangent to the

Give a general statement of this theorem.

7 If any number of points are collinear, their nohrswith respect to any circle are concurrent.
^

8. Any number of lines m. >. f!,...^, i

n..oc.of.w.po,.™ri;!r?;;:f™-r«»''
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nnl . J ^
*'"' ^'"' I"""*'' '''"^^' <^'"^t A lies on the

polar of B with respect to a circle, and conse.,uently, B
lies on the, polar of A. and if C be the intersection of the
po urs of A and B. then the line joining A and B is the
polar of C.

Defimtion.-A A such that each side is the polar of the
opposite vertex is said to be self-conjugate.

10. If a St. line PAB cut a circle at A. B and cut the
polar of P at C, and if D be the middle point of AB.

PA . PB = PC . PD.
11. Two circles ABC. ABD cut orthogonally. Show that

the polar of D. any point on the circle ABD. with respect
to the circle ABC passes through E. the point diametrically
opposite to D. "^

12. A is a given point and B any point on the polar ofA with respect to a given circle. Show that the circle
described on AB as diameter cuts the given circle ortho-
gonally.

1.3. ABC is a A inscribed in a circle, and a 11 to AC
through the polo of AB with respect to the circle meetsBC at D. Show that AD = CD.

53. Any straight line which passes through a
fixed point is cut harmonically by the point, any
circle, and the polar of the point with respect to
the circle.

P is tlio fixed point, o tlio centre of the circle,
PACB any line th.on^rh p cuttin^r the circle at A B
and the polar EC of P wJMi le.spect to the circle at'c
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It

raiiw.

is ro,,uirecl to show that b. C. A. P is a harluonic

Joii BO, OA. BE, EA and produce BE t(J F.

PO.OE = OA. ,. PO:OA = OA:OE.
and L POA is

these As ai

conuiion

similar,

to tl le POA, AOE,

L OEA =: L OAP.
and consequently

.-. Z PEA = Z OAB = L OBA.
Similarly, from ,,s POB, BOE,

L OBA = L OEB = Z FEP.

Z FEP ^ ^ PEA
and PEC

Hence

since

BO BE

i« a rt. L, L BEC - l CEA.

_^ BP
CA EA PA '

and B, C. A. P is a harmonic ran<re.

Prove this theorem when the line pab passesthrou<,di the centre of the circle.
'

cirda"
''" '"""" "'"^ ""' ^^'^"'^ ^ ^'^ -'thin the

TV«i^«««»^'«r
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54. ABCD is a quadrilateral inscribed in a circle.
AB, DC are produced to meet at E; BC, AD to meet
at F, forming the complete quadrilateral ABCDEF.

Fio. 39.

AC cuts BD at G, KG cuts AB at L.

From the complete (juadri lateral FDGCAB, A, L, B, E
and D, K, C, E are harmonic ranges, (^ 48 )

.-. L and K are points on the polar of E; (§ 52.)
that is, GF is the polar of E.

Similarly, gE is the polar of F.

Hence FE is the polar of G ; and the .\ efg is self-
conjugate with respect to the circle ABC.
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f).!—Exercises

1. Tangents AB. AC are drawn to a circle. Tl.e tan-^entat any pouU P cuts BC. CA. AB at X. Y, Z respecti;elyShow ti.at X, Z, P, Y is a l.annonic range.
^'

2^If PM.QN be respectively drawn ± to the polars of

§p!oq
'"^''' '" '' ''''^'' ^'"'^^ '"'''' ^' O- PM

: QN =

NoTK.— Draw OK I PM Ol i r»M . i .,

OPK, OQL.
"""^ simdar As

3 A an.l B are two points such that the pohvr of either
with respect to a circle, with centre O. passes through the
other. Prove that the pole of AB is the orthocentre ofthe A AOU

4 D is the middle point of the hypotenuse BC of the
rt.-^d A ABC. A circle is described to touch AD at AProve that the polar of either of the points B C with
respect to the circle passes through the other poi„t.

5. If a quadrilateral be circumscribed about a circle the
St. hnes joining the points of contact of opposite si.les' are
concurrent with the two diagonals of the quadrilateral.

C. C is the middle point of a chord AB of a circle and
D. E are two points on the circumfcence such that CA
bisects the L DCE. Prove that the tangents at D and E
intersect on AB.

7. If, in figure 39, ABC is a fixed A and D is a varialL-
point on the circle, prove that each side of tl.o \ EFG
passes through a fixed point.

8 Using a ruler only, find the polar of a given poir.t
with respect to a given circle.

wifh
^^'"°;/"^^^«»^>^' fi»J the pole of a given st. line

with respect to a given circle.

10. Using a ruler only, draw the tangents from a given
external point to a given circle.
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Miscellaneous Exercises

56.— KxKuoisEs ON Loci

1. C„,„t™ct ll,c locus „f „ p„i„t ,„,,, t,,„j ^|,„ j^^

3. A fixed point O is joino.l to any point A on thecncu.n 0,-enee of . ,iven circle. P is ./pit on or su

t

that the ratu. of OP to OA is onstant. Find the locus

Find the locus when P is on AO produced.

St \rl !r',
^"'" ° " '*"""^ *° "^"^ P"'"^ A on a given

OA uch that the -oct. OP . OA is constant. Show thatthe locus of P is a circle.

Find the locus when P is on AO produced.

5 Through a fixed point O within an L YXZ draw aSt. hno MON. tern.i„ated in the anns of the ^ and sichthat the rect. OM . ON has a given area.

6. Find the locus of a point such that the sun, of thesquares on .ts distances fro.n the arn>s of a given t Z. Jequal to the square on a given st. line.

hom Uo guen intersecting st. lines equals a given st1"K, cons,sts of the sides of a rectangle ; and the ocus of

pr^uced;rts.f;i:r;ftL:x"'^^^°^"'^
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8. Given the base of a ,'. and tlip ratio of the other
two sides, find the h)ciis of the vertex.

9. AB is a fixed chord and AC a varial.ie chord of a
given circle; find the locus of the middle point of BC.

10. Find the locus of the points from which tangents
drawn to two concentric circles are ± to each other.

11. Construct the locus of the centre of the circle of
given radius which intercepts a chord of fixed length on a
given St. line.

12. Find the locus of the centre of a circle of radius a
which cuts a given circle at an z A,

13. A circle rotates about a fixed point in its circum-
ference. Show that the locus of the points of contact of
tangents drawn

||
to a fixed st. line consists of the circum-

ferences of two circles.

U. In A ABC, two circles touch AB at B and AC at
C respectively and touch each other. Find the locus of
their point of contact.

15. As are described on a giver, base and having a given
vertical Z

.
Find the loci of the middle points of their sides.

16. In a quadrilateral ABCD, AB is fixed in position,
AC, BC and AD are given in length :

—

(a) Find the locus of the middle point of the other
diagonal.

(i) Find the locus of the middle point of the st. line
joining the middle points of the two diagonals.

17. What is the locus of the point P when the st. line
MN which joins the feet of the ±s PM, PN drawn to two
fixed lines OX, QY is of given length.
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IS. BAG IS any cl.or,! passiny tlnou.^M, ,v f.xod point Awnlun u ..ven circle with centre E. Circles described onBA, AC as chords touch the ^iven circle internally at B Crespecuely and cut each other at D. Show that the lo^us
ot D IS a circle described on AE as diameter.

19. AB. CD are two chords of a circle, AB bei„.. fixed
in position and CD of .^Wo.^ length. Find the loci of the
intersections of AD, BC and of AC, BD.

20. A and B arc the centres of two circles which intersect
at C; through C .c st. line is drawn terminated in the
circumferences at D anrl P nA itd i ,

^t P 1.- 1 .1 , ,
' ^^ ""''" Produced to meetat P. bind the locus of P.

2h A transversal cuts the sides BC. CA. AB of a givenA ABC at D, E, F respectively. The circumscribed circles
of the Z.S AFE, CED cut again at P. Find the locus of P.

22^ From C. any point on the arc ACB. CD is drawn
i- AB; wi h centre C and radius CD a circle is describe,!

at P. innd the locus of P.

23. Two similar Xs ABC. ABC have a common vertex
A. ami the ABC rotates in the common plane about
the point A. Show that the locus of the point of inter
section of CC and BB' is the circumscribed circle of A

24. If a ., ABC remains .similar to itself while it turns
in Its plane about the fixed vertex A and the vertex B
(lescril,es the circumference of a circle, tin.l the locus of C.

25. OX. OY are two fixed st. lines and from them equal
successive segments are cut off"; AC, CE. etc. on OX- BDDF. etc., on OY. Show that the middle points of AB

'

Cd'EF, etc., lie on a .st. line
jj

to tiie bisector of the Z XOY

i#^
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26. AB is iho .liameter of a given circlo, E iho. contre
and C any p,„nt „n the ciiou.nfp.vnco. Pro«luc.. BC to Dmaking CD ^ BC. Fin.l ti.e locus of the point of inter-
section of AC and ED.

27. A rectangle inscribed in a given /. ABC has or.e of
Its s„le.s on BC. Show that the h.cus of the point of
interseet.on of its diagonals is the line joining the ,„id,lle
point of BC to the middle point of the ± from A to BC.

28. Any secant ABD is drawn from a given point A to
cut a given circle at B and D. Through A. B and A D
respectively two circles are drawn to touch the .-i'ven
circle

;
find the locus of their second point of intersection.

29. Any chord BAC is drawn through a fixed point A
within a circle. On BC as hypotenuse a rt.-Zd ^, BPC is
described such that A is the projection of P on BC. Find
the locus of P.

30. Any circle is drawn through the vertex of a given
^. Find the loci of the ends of that diameter whicir is

||to the line joining the points where the circle cuts the
arms of the Z.

31. Through C, a point of intersection of two -iven
circles, a st. line ACB is drawn terminated in the ciix-um-
ferences at A and B. Fin I the locus of tho middle point
of AB. ^

32 From a fixed point P, two st. linos PA, PB, at rt.
Lh to each other, are drawn to cut the circumference of a
fixed circle at A and B. Fin.l the locus of the middle
point of AB.

33. A llgm is inscribed in a given (,uadrilateral ABCD
with sides

!i
AC and BD. The locus of the point of inter-

section of the diagonals of the Hgn, is the st. line joiniu-,
the middle points of the diagonals of the quadrilateral "
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Maxima and Minima

57. If a inarjnitudo, Huch as the lon«;tli of a st. line,
an angle, or an area, varies, subject to jjiven condi-
tions, it is said to be a maximum when it lias its

peatest possible value; and a xrmimum when it has
its least possible value.

,')8.—Exercises

1. A and B are two fixed points, imt' CD is a fixed st.
line. FiiKl the point P in CD, such that PA + PB is a
minimum.

(a) When A and B are on opposite sides f.f CD;
(b) When A and B are on the same side of CD.

2. A and B are two (Ixcd points, and CD is a fixed st.

line. Find the point P in CD, such that the diflerence
between PA and PB is a minimum.

(a) When A and B are on the sanie side of CD;
(i) When A and B are on opposite sides of CD.

3. Two sides AB, AC of a A are given in length. d
the Z A for which the area of tlie ,\ h a max.

4. A, B are two fixed points. Find a point P such that
PA- 4- PB' is a min.

->. A, B, C are three fixed points. Find a point P such
that PA» 4- PB= + PC'^ is a min.

6. The rectangle contained by the two segments of a st.

line is a max. whe- the st. line is bisected.

7. Through a given point within a given circle draw the
chord of min. length.
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H A. B are tw„ fixo.l p„i„ts. Fin,! a poi„t P on a
fixed mvdo such tl.ut PA^ + PB' is a n.ax. or min.

9. Of nil /.s of .ivfin haso an.I ^Mven v.-rtical L, the
iso.scfl».s A lias the gn-atest area.

10. Give examples showin- that if a nm-nitn.le vary
continuously, a maximum value is in a p..siti..n where the
luagn.tmle is greater than in the positions dose to it on
either si.Ie

;
an.I a minimum value is in a positi,.,, „hore

the magnitude is less than in the positions close to it on
either side.

11. Give examples showing that if a magnitu.Ie vary
continuously, there must he between any two e.,ual values
of the magnitude at least one maximum or minimum value.

12. Find the max. an.I min. st. lines from a given point
to a given circle.

13. Of all chords .Irawn through a given point witi.i„ a
circle, that which is bi. ecte.l at the point cuts ulY the
min. area.

14 GMven two intersecting st. lines an.I a point within
the L forme.1 by them, of all st. lines drawn throu.^h the
point and t.>rminate.l in the st. lines that which is bisected
by it cuts oil" the min. aiea.

lo. Of all As on the same base the isosceles ,\ ha.s—
(a) Min. perimeter when the area is given

;

(ft) Max. area when tlie perimeter is given.

IG. Of all As having a given area, the e,,rilateral has
min. perimeter.

17. Of all rt.-Al An on the .sau.c hypotenuse the
isosceles A has the max. perimeter.
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18. FimI a j«.int ,.• ^^iven st. li,..- sud. that the sum of
the .squares ..f its ,h> ,. f....... Uu. -mv.-,. j,.,i„,s is a u.in.

1!). A an.l B are t,«„ v.-,, points on .1... sanu- .si<le ,.fa «.ven St nne
:

fi. . .„ point in th. l.n,. at .hieh AB
sul'lciuls the laa.

20. Two towns ,,. ... ,„ osite sides of a .anal, un...,UH]Iy
distant from ,t, a,, ,.

•

p,,site co ea,!. oth.r. y\lj,
must a bridge .>e 1„ '^

,,^ ^,,^,,^^. „., ,,^^'

t..o ..stance l.t« „.
. ,,, ^,,^ ,

may he a mm. ?
" '

21. A llgm is insc, ...l i: . ,,3. ,,,,,.;,„ f,.„„, .^

n the hase st. hnes to 1,,, ,.,„, k,,,, „,, ^^^^.^^^ ^^
the im.nt for which rho ar.'a of Cue

,
gm is a max.

22 Thr max. nvtangle inscrib,.,! in a given .^ e.,uals

2;{. A is th,> centre of a given circle an.l B is a point-thout the circle. Draw a st. lino BCD cutting the ^1
at C and D and such that the area .,f the

, , ACD is a max.

24. A, B are fixo.l points within a given circle. Find a
point P on the circun.f,.r,Ma..3 such that when PA PB
pro.!uco.l meet the circumference at C. O respectivelyCD IS a max. •"

•'5. Find the poi,;t in a given st. line fron. which the
tangent drawn to a given circle is a min.

26. Through a point of intersection A of two circlesdraw the max. st. line terminated in the two circumferences.

(Note -Drmc CAD the line of centres and any other
st hue EAF. ././. c. D. E, F to the other point of rnter-
itctinn and nsie xirnilnr ...-(.)
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nas the le.i-l perimeter.

circle fiM,l u p,.„.t p such that ^ APB is u ,„hx. or a „nn.

29. A is a fixed poir.t within the z XOY. Tn OX OYfind p.„ts C. D respectively, .uch that the ^.-ri-net'er of"'e
i_ , ACD is a iinn.

30. The L A of the .-, ABC is fixed and the .sum ofAB. AC^H constant. Prove that BC is a n.in. when

31. A i.s a fixed point within the Z XOY. The st linoBAG c.UsOX.OYat B.C. Prove that BA^C imm. wiien OB = OC.

32. If the area of the rectangle contained \,y two .st lines
- gnon, the sum of the 1-ne.s is a min. when the, are .^^J^.

33. If the sum of the .s,,.,ares on two lines is given thesum of the lines is a n.ax. when they are equal.

^

34. CAD is any st. line through a common point A of
cn-c-les CAB. DAB. Prove that CA . AD is a ma... whenthe tangents at C. D meet on BA protiuced.

35. Descrihe the maximum
. . DEF which is sinnlar to a..ven A ABC an.l has its sides EF. FD. DE pa.ssin!

cZear
'"''' '"' '""'' "' ^' " ^^'"^'' '^^^ ^^

36 A. B are ti.ved points on the sa.ne side of a fixed
St. Ime XY. Place points P. Q .. XY such that
distance PQ equals a given st l.ne and AP + BQ isa mm. ^
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59.—Theorems

1. Concurrent st. lines drawn f.-om the vertices of theA ABC cut tlie opposite sides BC. CA. AB respectively at
D, E, F. Show that

^

sin ACF. sin BAD
.
sin CBE = sin FCB . sin DAC . sin EBA.

2^
Concurrent st. lines drawn from the vertices of theA ABC cut the opposite sides BC, CA, AB respectively at

D. E F. Prove that the st. li„es drawn throuM. the
•niddle points of BC. CA. AB respectively

|) to AD. BE CFare concurrent. '

3. Show that the area of a ABC = »/«(«- aR.- 6) (.- c)where 2s = a + b + c.
M* »-/

4. Find the area of the A ABC r.nd also the radius of
Its circuracircle, given:

(i) a = Cr> ram., h = 70 mm., c = 75 mm.
;

(") a = 7 cm., b = 8 cm., c == 9 cm.

a^aJI^','^'
^' ^"^ *'"" '^"'"''' "^ t'"^' '-'^''^^'^ circles ofA ABC, the circumscribed circle of /, ABC is the N -P

circle of A LMN.
'

6 In Ex. 5 if I be the centre of the inscribed circle.P the point where the circumscribed circle cuts IL andPH be J. AC, AH equals half the sum and CH half the
diHerence of b and c.

7. U O be the orthocentre of /, ABC, A. B, C. O are the
centres of the circles which touch the si.les of the pedal A.

8. The Simpson's lino of a point P bisects PQ where O
IS the orthocentre of A ABC,

^f^ii.^'^'.^f
'"'' ^'''^ tangents to a circle; E is the foot

~ ^ B on the diameter A
bisects BE.

prove that CD

^^^^^^•-t^
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10. The ± fr.,m the vertex of the rt. L „„ the hyp.,,tenuse of a rt.-Z.d A is a harn.onie „,ean het.een I
7zt:i£i :^r"- '-^^ •- ^"^ -- - --

11. The side of a square inscribed i„ a /. is half the

of the A fonned by jomu.i? the ini.hno points of its sides-and the two As have a common centroici.

13. ABC is a A. Describe a circle to touch AC at Cand pass through 8. Describe another circle to touch BCat B and pass through A. Let P be the second point of
intersection of these circles. Show that z ACP -

z. CBp
- Z BAP; and thnt the circu.n.scribed circle of apC

QBA - z^O.n
''• ^'"'' ""^''^'- P«'"^ «-•' that ZyBA = Z QAC ^ ZQCB.

14^ O is the orthocentre of A ABC, AX, BY CZ an sheis from A. B, C on the opposite sides, BD is a diameter
ot the circumscribed circle. Show that :—

(«) DC ^ AO
;

{l>) AG' + BC^ =: BO' 4- CA» = CO' 4- arj u
,, ,.

~ ^^ rr **o - the sqivjre
on the diameter of the circumscribe.! circle.

15 If a A be formed with its sides e.,ual to AD. BECF the medians of A ABC, the medians of the new /;wii be respectively three-fourths of the corresponding sides
ot the original A.

r- s c,

IG. The opposite sides of a cjuadri lateral inscrib,.d in a
circle are produced to meet; show that the bisectors of thetwo Zs so formed are J. to each other.
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17. AG is a median of the J, ABC. BDEF cuts AG, AC
and the lino througli A 1 BC at D, E, F respectively.

Show that B, D, E, F is a harmonic ran<'e.

18. If A, C, B, D bo a harmonic range, sliow that

-l = -!-+-L.
AB AC^AD

19. A, B are the centres of two circles. A common
tangent, direct or transverse, cuts tlie line of centres at S.
Show that the corresponding ends of two

|| diameters of
the circles are in the same st. line with S.

20. A, B are the centres of two circles of radii R, r.

The transverse and direct common tangents intersect the
line of centres at P, Q. Show that

AP AQ_ R
PB QB ~ r'

Note.— If A, B be the centres of two circles, and
points P, Q be found in AB and AB protluced such that
AP AQ R ,,

PQ-
= Q3 = 7. the points P, Q are called the centres of

similitude of the circles.

21. If a circle touch two fixed circles, the lino ioinin"
the pomts of contact passes through a centre of similitude
of the two circles.

22. In a system of coaxial circles the two limiting points
and tlie points in which any one circle of the system cuts
the line of centres form a harmonic range.

23. If two circles cut orthogonally, any diameter of one
which cuts the other is cut harmonically by that other.

24. The six centres of similitude of three circles lie

three by three on four st, lines.
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-5. The suJes AB. BC. CD. DA of a quadrilateral toucha crcle at E F. G. H respectively. Show that the o,.p..
site vertices of ABCD. the intersection of the din.onali'ofEF -H and the intersections of the opposite sides of EFGHtorm two sets of collincar points.

26 A and B are the centres of two circles an.l C thepomt where their radical axis cuts AB. Show that the
locus of the centres of circles which bisect the two circum-
ferences ,3 a St. line

||
to the radical axis and cutting ABat D so that AD = BC.

"

nn^I"-w' f^'^^""
P""'"'' "^ *''« ^"^Sonals of a complete

quadrilateral are coUinear.

^F

nnff°°/v
''\* '"'"'"'''^ quadrilateral; L. M, N the mid.lle

points of Its diagonals.

Draw LHK
|| AE, XMG

|| FB and join GH.
Prove L, M. N collinear.

Jh 1^?^ '" * quadrilateral a.ul O is a point within itsuch that A AOB+ ' COD = SOC 4- AnnHnf fU» 1 /. .

-' °^^ + - >
AOD; .snowuiat the locus of O i« iha cf r • • • ,

DointM nf fV.«!i- ,

"*" •''*'"'"8 the middlepoints of the diagonals AC and BD.

:r-'ti

^m ._.K
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29. If a quadrilateral be circumscribed alx)ut a circle,
the centre of the circle is in the st. line joining the middle
points or tlie diagonals.

"0. G is any point in the base BC of the A ABC and
O is a poinc within the A such that I, AOB + /., COG =
A AOC + A BOG ; show that the locu- of O is the st. line
joining the middle points of BC and AG.

31. G is the point of contact of the inscribed circle of
Z\ ABC with BC. It is required to show that the centre
of the circle is in the st. line joining the middle points of
BC and AG.

32. A is a fixed point on a given circle and P is a
variable point on the circle. Q is taken on AP produced
so that AQ : AP is constant. Show that the h.cus of Q is

a circle which touches the given circle at A.

33. S is a centre of .similitude of two circles PQT, P'QT',
and a variable line tiirough S cuts the circles at the
corresponding points P, P' ; Q, Q'. Prove that, if STT' is

a common tansrent

SP . SQ' = SP' . SQ - ST . ST

.

34. AD is a median of the A ABC. A st.

cuts AD at L and AB at M. Prove that
AM : AB.

35. The locus of the point at which two given circles

subtend equal la is the circle described on the join of
their centres of similitude as diameter.

36. Having the N.-P. circle and f)ne vertex of a A
given, prove that the locus of its orthocentrc is a circle.

37. AB is a chord of a circle and the tangents at A, B
meet at C. From any point P on the circle ±s PX, PY,
PZ are drawn to BC, CA, AB respectively. Prove that
PX . PY = PZ^

line CLM
ML : LC -.^
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3a Prove that the radical axis of the i.iscribwj circle u(
A ABC a».I the escnhed circle which touciies BC and
AB, AC produced bisects BC.

39. If a St. line is .livi.led in medial section and fro.n
tlie greater segment a part is cut off e<,„al to the less
show that the greater segment i.s divided in medial section.'

40. If a St. line is divided in medial section, the rectan-le
contamed by the sum au,l difference of the .-egments^is
equal to the rectangle contained by the segments.

41. In Figure 22, show that the centre of the circumcirclo
of A HBC lies on the circumcircle of / AHC.

42. The St. line which joins any two points is the polar
with re.spect to a given circle, of the point of intersection
of their polars.

43. The point of intersection of any two st. lines is the
pole of the st. line which joins their poles.

44. Show that the radius of a circle inscribed in an
equilateral A is one-third of that of any o„e of the escribed
circles.

45. The five diagonals of a regular pentagon intersect at
tive points within it. Show that the area of the pentagon

3 ,0
A, \\here A IS

with these points for vertices is

the area of the given pentagon.

46. ABCD is a rectangle. If A, P, C, Q an.l b, R. D, S
are each liarmonic ranges, show that P, Q, R, s aie
concyclic.

47. If one pair of opposite sides of a cyclic (,uadrilat(-ral
when pnnluced intersect at a fi.xed point, prove that the
other pair when produced iiitcrspft on a fi.xed st. line.

What is +he connection between the fixed point and the
fixed St. lii. ?
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48. A, B, C, D and P, Q, R, S are liarmonic ranges
and AP, BQ, CR are concurrent at a point O. Prove that
DS passes through O.

49. A, B, C, D and A, E, F, G are harmonic ranges
on two St. lines AD, AG. Prove that BE, CF, DG are
concurrent.

60.

—

Problems

1. Draw a st. line, terminated in the circumferences of
two given circles, equal in length to a given st. line, and
II

to a given st. line.

2. Through a given point on the circumference of a circle

draw a chord which shall be bisected by a given chord.

3. Tn the liypotenuse of a rt.-Ld A find a point such
that the sum of tlie 1 s on the arms of the jt. L equals a
given St. line. What are the limits to the length of the
given St. line?

4. In the hypotenu.se of a rt.-Z.d /_\ find a point such
that the difference of the J.s on the arms of the rt. L
equals a given st. line.

When will there be two, one or no solutions?

5. In the hypotenuse of a rt.-<^d J^ find a point .such

that the ±s oii t'>e arms of the rt. Z are in a given ratio.

6. Through a given point draw a st. line terminated in

the circumferences of two given circles and divided at the
given point in a given ratio.

7. In a given circle inscribe a rectangle having its

perimeter equal to a given st. line.

8. In a given circle inscribe a rectangle having the
(hfference between adjacent sides equal to a given st. line.
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9. In a given cirde inscribe a rootanglo Laving its sidesm a given ratio,

10. In a circle of radius 5 c«,. inscribe a rectangle I.avin-
Its area 22 sq. cm.

"

11. A and B are fixed points on the circumference of a
given circle. Fin.l a point C on tl.e .•ircun.ference such
that CA, CB intercept a given length on a fixed chord.

12. A and B are fixed points on a circumference. Find
a point C on tlie circumfenmce such that CA, CB cut a
hxed diameter at point.s e.jually distant from the centre.

13. In a given /\ find a point such that the ±s from
It to the sifles are proportional to the lengths of the sides.

14. Two towns are on different sides of a straight canal
at unequal distances from it, an<l not opposite to each
otlier. Where must a bridge be built i. to the direction
of the canal .so that the towns may bo equally distant from
the bridge?

15. Divide a given st. line into two parts .so that the
squares on the two parts are in the ratio of two given st
lines.

16. Construct the locus of a point the difference of the
.squares of who.se distances from two points 3 inches apart
is 5 s<iuare inches.

17. Two points A and B are four inches apart. Con-
struct the locus of the point the sum of the .s.iuarcs of
whose distances from A and B is 20-.> square inches.

18. Divide a given st. line into two parts such that the
sum of the squares on the whole st. line anrl on one part
is twice the square on the otlier part.
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19. Two non-intersectini,' ciiclos have their cpntros at A
and B, and C is a point in AB. Draw a circlo through
the point C an.l coaxial with tlic two given drcles.

(Note.—-Use Ex. 22, !^ 59.)

20 Construct a .. having one side and two medians
equal to tJiree given st. lines. (Two cases.)

21. Construct a ,\ having the three medians equal to
three given st. lines.

22. Given the vertical L, tlie ratio of tlie sides contain-
ing It, and tiie diameter of the circumscribing circle-
construct the A.

'

23. Given the feet of the Xs drawn from the vertices of
a A to the opposite sides ; construct the A.

24. Draw a circle to touch a given circle, and also to
touch a given st. line at a given point.

25. Draw a circle to pass through two given points and
touch a given circle.

26. Draw a circL to pass through a given point and
touch two given intersecting st. lines.

^
27. AB is the chord of a given segment of a circle.

Find a point P on the arc such that AP + BP is a
maximum.

28. Find a point O. within a /\ ABC such that :—
(1) A AOB : A BOC : A COA -1:2:3;
(2) A AOB : /, BOC : L-. COA = I . m : n.

29. Find a point such that its «listances from the three
sides of a A may be proportional to three given st. lines.

30. Through a given point within a circle draw a chord
which shall be diviued in a given ratio at the given point.
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line. F'ind a point
31. A, B, C, O are points in a st. line,

at which AB, BC, CD subtend equal Zs.

32. Given a vertex, the orthocentre an.l the centre of
the N.-P. circle of a A, construct the ..

33. Having divided a st. line internally in medial
section, find the point of external division in medial section
by ratio and proportion.

34. Describe an equilateral A with one vertex at a given
point and the other two vertices on two given

||
st. lines.

35. Find the locus of the middle point of the chord of
contact of tangents drawn from a point on a given st. line
to a given circle.
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formula:

T1.0 following important results from algebra and trigonometry
are frecjuently used in analytical ge<»uietry :—

1. Tho roots of the (juadratic eciuatioiw (ta:' f 2/»x + r = are

'» a
These roots are

reaJ. if '.«>. or -,<«•;

imaginary, jf /,= .^ „^.

.

eijual to each other, if 1,^ . ,»<•
;

ecjual in magnitude hut

opjtosito in sign, if ;, o •

'"*'"""'' if /-^ - ac i.s a i.erfect square.
One r<K.t = 0, if <• =^

;

hoth roots -0, if /, = (, ^ y

- 2/*Tho sum of the roots
((

The product of the roots = -1.

t.'. The fraction '^ - » , if /, = o and a is not = 0.

••!. The equati..n ax + l.,j + ,- = is the same as px + .j,j + r = 0,

if " = Z* =. ^

4. <»j» + 2bx + <• is a i)erfect s.iuare, if b^ = ac.

and a^x + h^y + c^z = 0,

then V

iii

7 1



^ l^Mû

*^ FORMn^:

a. For all values of n,

sin *a + r„.t «n =r 1.

7. If tan a = A-, a ^ /„h 'A-.

8. trin (A ± B) - sill A ro.s B ± <•,..< A ,«•/» B.

c.w (A + B) = con A r.« B + sin A »/»t B.

9. »in A + «H B - 2 «iu ^ + ^. ,;,h ^ ^ ^ et^
2 '» ' '

10. tan (A ± B) = J'^'_^ ± '"" B
1 + tun A /<!« B*
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ELEMENTARY ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY

CHAPTER I

Cartesian Cooudixates

1. Analytical, or algebraic, geometry was ir.vente.l
by Descartes in 1G37. an.l tl.is inventi.,n marks the
begmnin- of the liistory of the modern period of
mathematics. It ditters from pure geometry in that
It lays down a general metho<l. in which. l,y a f.>w
simple rules, any property cat. be at once prove.1 or
disproved, while in the latter each problem re<,uires a
special method of its own.

2. The Origin. In plane analytical geometry tlie
positions of all points in the plane are determine.l by
their distances and directions as measured from a fixed
point.

If the points are all in a st. line, the li.x,.d point is
most conveniently taken in that line.

fc

Kin. 1.

Thus, if the distance and direction of each of tlie
po.nts A. B C. D. E from the point O are given, the
positions of these points are known.

The point o is called the origin, or pole.
1

r-'vi
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3. Use of plus and minus. In al^rebra the sicrns
plus and nunus arc u.se<l to indicate opposite qualities
of the numbers to which they are prcH.vcd

; and in
analytical <reonietry, as in tri .Tonometry, those si^nis are
used to show difference; of di.ection. In a iiorizontal
St. In.e distances measured from the ori^ri„ to the
ri^d.t are taken to be iwsitive, while those to the left
u.-e ne-ative; and in a vertical :,t line distances
measured upward ar>: positive, while those measure.l
downward are ne<,'ative. Thus, in Fij,r. 1. if OA = 2 cm
OB = 3 cm., OC :-- 5 en.., OD = 1 cm., and OE = li cm

'

the positions of these points are respi-etively repre-
sented l,y 2, 8, 5, - 1 and - 3. the understood unit
bein^' one centimetre.

KecTAXGULAU Co< )RI)I \ate.s

4. Coordinates. When points are not in the same
St. line, their positions are determined by their distances

Fio. 2.

from two St. lines ,,'0,r an.l yO>, .l.-Hwn lhr.,„^rb the
oriiTin, tlie distances beinjr measured in directions
the given st. lines.

11 to
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These lines are called the axes of coordinates, or
shortly, the axes.

x'Ox is called the axis of x, and y'Oy is called the
axis of y.

From a point P draw PM i| Oy and PN j o.;, terminated
111 the axes.

PM is called the ordinate of P. and PN ( = OM) is
called the abscissa of p. The.e two distances, the
abscissa aiul ordinate, are called the coordinates of
the point.

Sometimes, from the name of the inventor, they are
sptjken of as cartesian coordinates.

5. Rectangrular coordinates. When the axes are at
i|. ^.s to each other, the distances of a point from
the axes are called its rectangular coordinates.

y
Fio. 3.

xP

M

To locate the jjoint (.f whicli the abscissa is 4 and
the ordinate 3 when the coordinates are rect^ingular,
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measure the distance OM = 4 units along O.r and atM erect the X PM = 3 units. P is the required point.

TT"- - ... ^ , . .— -6 -

i
- .-. _

r . L 1

-1 '
1

1 T-rri
-r- ' ,- 1 1

4-L -T^
1

J -LI n^
_,( u -^ 4_u _u/._i T~ ~r

' r^ —^f-—^— ^
' i—r-

^'-it- ^^^^T -^— it Ik-

1

''

'
1 "m_L 1

-^ -'
1-^ -4- "T~

"

-r-r- f4- Ji' 1

1 1 r ""' —
1

''
\

\
f^ —

1

lm±l±m±i+ 1mri ^- -HH
Fio. 4. ((7nit --=

J inch.

)

In Fig. 4, the abscissa of P = OM = 28, the ordinate
of P = PM == 2. The position of this point is then
indicated by tlie notation (2-8, 2). Yor Q, the abscissa =
ON = - 1-6, the ordinate = QN = 26 and the position
of the point is indicated by ( — 1(), 2()).

Similarly the position of R is (-1, -1-(J), ;ind
that of S is (1-4.. -1-2).

xOy, yOx, j-'O/y' and y'0,r are rosp(>ctivcly called
the first, second, third and fourth (juadnints; and we
see from the fliagrani, that:

—

for a point in the first quadrant both coordinates
are positive

;
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J;^
'^ 1'-'"^ '-'-'''' iUUrl .,u:^,.,.,,U.nk :.,.. ,,.,,^^^^^^^^^^^

for a |„,|„t i„ ti,.. fourth tl,. al^sciss,, i, ,.„itiv„ .,„.,

Thus th... si^niH or tliu C(«,r,liM„|„, ,i,„,„ .„

6—Exercises
L Write down the coordinates of the points A B c nE. F, G, H and O in Fig. 6.

^
'

'
^' ^•

fi'i- B. (Unit = A inch.)

the folowng points :_A (4, 3). b (4-6, 0). C ( - 2 -5)

3. Oraw a diagram o« ,,,uared paper ami mark the

y ' ^A ( ^, 0). Describe a circle with centre O and
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radius /). Should the circle pass through the seven points?
Why ?

4. The side of an efiuilateral .\ = 2n. One vertex is at
the origin, one side is on the axis of x and the Za is in the
first (juadrant. What are the coordinates of the three
vertices '.

5. One corner of a jijuare is taken as origin and the axes
coincide with two si.ies. The length of a side is b. What
are the coordinates of the corners, the s(iuare being in the
first quadrant ?

The Distance Between Two Points

7. Ill ijencnil. tho abscissa of a point is rcpresenteil
by ./•, the ordinate by y.

s. To find the distance between a point p (,/•,, y,)
and the origin.

Frtati P draw PM ± O./'.

V PMO is a rt.-zd A,

.-. PO^ - OW + PW
= .C,- + 7/,-

.-. po - v/i;^ +77.
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9. To find the distance between p (,,, , . and

(•
1

- ''^y + (/

10. H till

o,

point Q in § 9 coiuci.lPs will

I - 2/,)-.

(yi - yj^

and
y_, = 0. Substitutin<r t}

\ tli(! oriirin

pression ftn- PQ in that articl

it'st! values, in tli

e We obtain

PO = 1/

T] shows that the result in iis
of that ill

I

11. The result in § {» hol,|s .rood

i« a particular ciise

f T ary two points whether tl

or nel,^•ltive.

'/' ///' sfti/ce for))),
113 coord inatea are positive'

-. :,M:
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For oxiiinple—Id is miuirecl to Hnd the distance
between P (- 3, 2) and Q (5, - 2).

H.x:
—

--::-^q::-::
1

1 1

1 1 1 1
1

1 1 1
1

1 I

1
[-1

±;± - -^

4~"~l ^*-

|:E.====:r:r:?:=::;^iii
Fid, 8. (ITnit = ,•„ inch.)

Dniw PM, QN 1 0,f
; QL ± PM.

Tlio li'ii^rth of ML r= lonrrtli of NQ = 2.

,-. PL - PM + ML = 2 4-2 = 4.

The \vu^ih oi QL NM = 5 + 'i = 8.

PQ- QL= + PL^

= 64+ IG = «0.

••• PQ 4v57

If ill tlic expression for PQ fomid in § 9, wo sub-

stitute - ;i for ..••,, 2 for //,, o for ,/., aiid - 2 for y.„

we obtain

PQ v/( - 3 - 5)-' + (2 4- 2y

4 l/5,

the sivnii^ result.
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12. I ho particular cas.'s in §^ ]0 an.l H iiiustrato
what iH kn„un as the continuity ut th.; f„rnmh,.m analytical -..Hnotry. H.t.' c.minuity nn-ans that
f/nwnd .-...sultM which are ohtai.uMl wh.-n the c...>r.Iinat,..
in the «l.a-raui us,.! arc all pr.sitiv.. h.,1,1 tmc in the
same ioi-ni lor all points.

13. To find the coordinates of the middle point
of the distance between two given points p (r„ y,)and Q (.'•.,, y,,).

'
-^'^

FlQ. 9.

Let R (./, y) bo the inid<lle point of PQ.

Draw PM. QN, RL X Oa;
; QS j. RL; RT j_ PM.

From the Ofjuality of \s prt, RQS,

QS -. RT and RS -r PT.

.-. NL = LM,

/. X - x., = ./•, - X.

• ,. _ -^i + ':

2
"." RS =r PT,

••
:'/ - ., .- = ^1 - ?/•
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Thus tlio C(X)i-(ii nates of R an'

^1 + X- yi + y..

2 ' 2 •

14. To find the coordinates of the point dividing
the distance between P (r, .,/,) and Q (..:, .,.) in the
ratio of m to n.

' '

'

Fio. 10.

Let R (,,•, y) Ik. th.' i)oiiit dividin.' PQ such that
PR _ m
RQ "

71

'

Draw PM. QN, RL ± O.r; QS ± RL; RT J. PM.

Froui the siuiilur As PRT, RQS

RT PT PR
QS RS ~ RQ

- It)

n

RT m

•_ .^1 - X m.

^ — X.,
" n

'

inx — mx., r= 7/.r, — 7?,r.
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111 + n
PT _ ,„
RS

n

m

".'/ - ^*y.. = II y I - ijy.

?/
= >nh + my,.

m + n
Thus the cwmlitijites of R un-

nx, + mx,, ny, + my.,

m + n ' m + n '

1.-5. li-tho point R be tnkoM in PQ pro-luced such thatPR
: RQ = m : n, and the coonlin.itoH of p, q 1,^

•'•p y,). (.r,.
2/,) it n.ay be shown by a i>roof similar to

that in the previou- article that th.' coordinates of r are

mx. -_nxi my., ny,
m - n ' m - n '

n.s. rcs»/fs and also those of § § /.; «„,/ y^ ^^,
t/u- s.inu' for o'Jijjuj' and rectawnda r axes

10. —Exercises
1. Find the di-suuieo between ti.e j,„i,u (fl, 5) ^nd (1 - 7)and test your resuh, by mea.sure,nont on squ^ireti paper.

'

2. Find the disbince betwe<>„ the points (2, -3) an.l
(-1, 1) and test your result by measurement o„ s,,uared

3. Find the coordinates of the nu.l.lle points of the st b esjoimng the pairs of points i„ exerci.se.s 1 and 2 respectivc^v
and t..vt the results by measurements on the diagrams
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4^
Firui, to two ,leci.nal places, the discance Lotween

( -^, i) and (4, -4).

J.
The vertices of a •. are ( - 2. 4), ( - 8, ^ 4) and (7, 4).Pimlthe lengths of its sides.

G. The vertices of a ,\ are (-1, D) (-4 _ o) /- _ g^
Find (a) the lengths of the si.les

; (I) the' lengths' of the
medians.

7. The vertices of a quadrilateral are (4 3) ( - 5 o\
(-3, -4), (6 -2). Find the lengths of its 'sidA Ll 'also
of Its diagonals.

8. Find the coordinates of the middle point of the stIme joining (3, - 2) and ( - 3, 2).

n\r'''\ '''%r'"''
"^ '''''''''''' «^ ^he St. line joining

(I, 3) and (6, 1).

10. The St. line joining P ( _ 4, -3) and Q (R, -1)
IS divided at R (., y) so that PR : RQ = 5 : 2. Show thatX y-

11. Find the length of the st. line joining the origin to

12 The St. line joining the origin to P ( _ 4 7) is
divided at R, Q so that OR : RQ : np = 3 . 4 . ./ p.,
the distance RQ. '

"

13. The length of a st. lino is 17 and the coordinates of
one end are (5, -8). If the ordinate of the other end
IS 7, hnd Its abscissa.

14 Find in its simplest form the equation which expresses
the fact that {x, y) i.s ciuidistant from (f,, 2) and (3, 7)

15. Find the centre and radius of the circle which passes
through (.., 2), (.1, 7) and (-2, 4).



EXERCISES jQ

16 Find the points which aro distant 15 from ( - ,> _ lO)and 13 from (2, 14).
^ ' '^^

17. Prove that tlio vertices of t vf /,! i-

fro™ tw „,M.„„ H,. „r
,:

';;;;:;;;'
^-' '^""-""

SHg,jestion:— Tak- the rorb'.,- of the rt / f
the sides ^vhxrh contain the rt. Z for a.res.

18. In any A ABC prove that

AB' + AC^ = -1 (AD^ + DC-'),

where D is the middle point of BC.

Suggestion :-Take D as origin, DC as a.is of .. and the
± o BC at Das a..is of g. Let DC . a, and the coordi-
nates of A he (i-j, y^).

19. If D is a point in the base BC of a ABC such
that BD : DC = m : n, show that

n AB' + m AC = {,n + n) AD' + n BD= + ,« DC^.

5«i/^..<.V>n .-T-a^l. D «. origin, DC as a.ris of , and the
± to BC at D as a.ris of y. Let BD = - ni„, DC - na, and
the coordinates of A be (.r^, y ).

20. The vertices of a /. are the pr.ints (.r„ y,). (...„ y_^^
(^:i' V:)- Find tlie coordinates of its centroid.

"'
"

'

21. The St. line joining A (2, 1) to B (•% 9) is produced
to C so that AC : BC = 7 : 2. Find the coor.linates of C.

22. The St. line joining A {\ - 2) to B ( - 4, - G) ispmluced to C so that AC : BC = .?
: 2. Find the coordi-

natjs of C.

K-'Sxc;
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The Area of a Trl\ngle

17. To find the area of the A of which the
vertices are A (a-,. y^\ b (.„ y.,) and c (.r^, ^3).

"^1

Fio. 11.

Draw the ordinates AL, BM, CN.

From the diagram,

A ABC = ALNC + CNMB - ALMB.
The area of a quadrilateral of which two sides

are
|| = half the sum of the

!| sides x the distance
between the i| sides.

•• ^'•'''' =^ ^ ^^"^ + ^N) X LN = H3/1 + 2/3) (^3 - ^,).

CNMB . 1 (CN 4- BM) X NM = H2/3 + V.) {x, - x,),

ALMB = 1 (AL + BM) X LM = Hy, + 2/.) {x, - X,).

••• A ABC = ^ { {y, + y,) {x, - x,)+ (y, + y.^) ^x, - x,) -

ivi + y-dix^-x^)}.

Simplifying,

A ABC = I {x, (y, -.

y3) 4. ^^ (y^ _
y^) ^ ^^ ^y^ _

^^^^ j

,
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Note.— 7%« points hare brm taken in cirmlar onhr about
the A in the opposite direction to that in which the hands of
a clock rotate; if they are taken in the same direction as the
hands rotate, the formula will yire the same result only it

tcill appear to be negative; but, of cours.- the area of a £,
must be positive.

18. To find the area of the A of which the vertices are
(3, 2), (-4, 3), (-2. -4).

Fw. 12. (Unit = ,»„ inch.)

Draw the diagram on squared paper. Draw the
ordi.iate.s AL. BM \. Throuo), c draw RCS

|| Ox to
meet AL, BM produced at S, R.

A ABC = BRSA - A BRC - A ACS.

91

2

BRSA = I (BR -f AS) RS =i (^ + 6) X 7

%li

f-H.
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A BRC = J BR X RC = A X 7 X 2 ==\

A ASC - i AS X SC = 1 X G X 5 -

u
2

30

A ABC = 91 14 - 30 _ 47

2 -
2

•

If ^we substitute the coordinutes of A, Band c in the
foi inula of § 17, wo obtain

A ABC = 1 {3(3 + 4) + (-4)(-4 - 2) + (- 2) (2 -
3)}

= H21 + 244-2)=iJ;

the same result as before.

This illustrates the continuity of the symmetrical
result found in § 17 for the area of a A.

19.—Exercises

1. Find, from a diagram, the area of the A of which
the vertices are (o, o), {a, h), (c, d). Check your result by
using the formula of § 17.

^

2. Draw the following As on squared paper and find
their areas; checking your results by using the formula of
S 17:—

(a) (1,4), (-2,2), (5, -1);

(*) (4, -:>), (-5, -1), (_2, -6);

(«) (0,0), (3, 4-.'5), (-2-5,4).

3. Find the area of the quadrilateral of wliich the
vertices are (3, 6), (-2, 4), (2, -2) and (7, 3).

4. Find the area of the quadrilateral of which the
vertices are (0, 0), (4, 0), (3, G) and ( - 3, 3).
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5. D, E, F are respectivt-ly tiic mi.l.llo p>ints of tlie sides
BC, CA, AB of a A. Prove by tlie formula of § 17,
taking B as origin aiul BC as axis or x, tliut /, ABC - 4 A
DEF.

6. Find the ama of the /. of which the vertices are
(•^. I/), (3, 5), ( - 2, 4) ; and thence show tliat if tliese
points are in a st. lino % - x = 22.

7. Find the area of the A A ( - 3, 2), B (7, 2), C (3, 10);
and show that the J. from A to BC - BC.

8. A man starts from O and goes to A, from A to B,
B to C. C to D, D to O. If O be taken as the origin
and the coordinates of A, B, C, D are (0, -

3), (8, 3),
(-4, 8), (-4, 3), find the distance he has travelled, the
unit being one mile.

9. Show from the formula for the area of a /. that
A (3, -2), B (19, 10) and C (7, 1) are in the same st
line. Find the ratio of AC to CB.

10. Show that if the coordinates of the vertices taken in
order of a quadrilateral are (x„ y^), (x,, y.), {.r,, y.,) and
(*4> yi)> its area is

h {^i (2/.. - y^) + ^. (y, - y,) + x, (y, -
y.,) + ^^ (y^ _ y j.

11. In the A OAB, P is taken in OA, Q in AB and R
in BO so that OP : PA = AQ : QB = BR : RO = 3 : 1.

Show that A PQR : A OAB = 7 : 16.
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Loci

20. Tlic! (lefinitioii of ji l(x;u.s (see Ontario H. S.

Gt'Oinetiy, paj,'o 77) is:

—

When a figure consisting of a line or lines con-
tains all the points that satisfy a given condition,
and no others, this figure is called the locus of
these points.

Tho condition which the points satisfy may be
expressed in the form of an eiiuatiou involving; the
coordinates of the points. For example, take the locus
of tlie points of which the ordinate is eijual to 3.

This condition, whicli is expressed ])y the eipiation

y = S [i.r.:~Ox + 1/ = 3], is satisfie<l by an infinite

number of points, as (0, 3), (1, 3), (2, 3), (7, 3), (-4. 3),

etc. All such points are on a st. line AB , to O'- and 3

-B

y
Fio. 13.

units al)ove it
; and tins st. line contains no points which

do not satisfy the condition. Thus the equation y = 3
represents the line AB.

'^rm^wm^^^->w^i



LOCI
If)

Su.ulurly the e(,uation y = -3 represents a >,. li„e
II Or. an.l three units i,eIow it ; ,. .. 3 represents a st
i">«

II Oy and three units to the ri^M.t of the ori-nn
and ,; =. -5 a st. lino

| Oy and 5 units to the left
or the ontrin.

For another exan.ple let us tnke the condition to he
that the abscissa and onlinate of each i,oint are ....nal.
rhe points (0. 0), (I. 1). (2. 2). (4, 4), (-l.il).
K 5.-5), etc.. satisfy this condition. It is expressed
by the e<iuation y = x. If we draw a dia^rram on

•
'Jnit = ,^ inch.)

squared paper, n,a... ionic of these jjoints on it ui.d
join them we get a st. line AB l,isectincr the L^ rO„
and x'Oy' every point on which satisHes the cdveu con
dition. Between O and (1, 1) there are an infinite
number of points, (i. |) (i. \), (,V. M (',, .;), etc..
ylnch satisfy he condition, and so on continuously
hroughout the hue. Thus the equation y = x represents
the line AB.

M^^^^^^¥S^m^I^E^F^€k^
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A;;iun, we may considor the point wliich ii..a.',s m
that its (listmice from the origin is always 5. Its locus
is plainly the circumference of a circle. Particular

"TV -TJ- -T---
[ 10.8)

'

—I— ,J^
"^ '" " " ^^ !i ~ "

. ^-^-ikf^ ^s^d'* '

' /^ ^~MjT
J Xi V
Y ~'V~

"""

y t"

7 T
u \

[i-»o) ^»*)r'

t jr"

* ft
'

1 f\
'

' \ 'mM Y
— -.—

\ i ^
5 2
^ V 1.

^'^
^*^ ~ 2—r^'
"l

Fio. 15. (Unit ^ ,^ inch.)

points on this locus are (5, 0), (4, 3). (8, 4), (0, 5).

(-3, 4), etc., and its ecjuation is Jj^^ if = 5 or
X- + y"- = 25.

21. In the e(iuation of a locus the numbers that
are the same for all points on the locus are called
constants; while those that chanj^e in value con-
tinuously from point to point are called variables.

Thus, in tlie .'(luation .r^ + y^ = 25, x and y are
variables and 25 is a constant.

W'W'r-'vtMm^



EXEHCISES

22.—Exercises

!l

1. Firul four or fivo points on tJ.o , ... , ,

.ach ,f tl.o follow.n. e.,u,Uiou.s
; an-l ar.uv h. lo..,.s ousquared papor ii, each ca.M- :_

'

(").'-= -4; (/>),+ y^o; (^.,. -,V - 0.

2. A pomt ...oves .so that its .hstancc fn.,„ the ,«is of
- -5 tnnes .ts .li.tance fro.a ti.e axis of ,. Fi," t eequation of its locus.

' '"

(b)Vl'Tl
'"" '' -P"---^-' ''y the equation „o ,, . o

;

4. A point moves so that it i.s e,,ui.li.stant fro,,, theong.n an,i fron. (.. 0). Fin.l the e,,uation of its uZ.
fl. A point moves so that it is eq„idistant fn.„. theor.g.n and rem (.3. -5). Find tl,e equation of its ocuand draw the locus on squared paper.

'

6 A point is equidistant fro,,. (1, _
.) ,,„,j (

_ .j _
F.nd the equation and d,aw the locus o„ .squared pa'per.

7. A point moves so that its .iistance from ,1, .3) isalways
5. Find the equation and show that t k/ ijcu

pas-^ -! through the origin.

8 1 he coordinates of the ends of the ba.se of a . .,re(-2. -.3) and (4.-,), ,„,, u.o , U. of the n. . i' n

(0. 0) and
(.,, 0), an.l its area is 10. Show that' tl!equation of the locus of its vert.x is y = 4.

10. The coordinates of the ends of i] base of -,
-ire

of"th
"1'^

'"V"' ^^ '""' '''' ^''''^
^'^ ' ^'"d the equationot the locus of Its vertex.

^''^wou

mjt^W'^^fm'^^mL^: m^^^Wv^Wm:.
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7.

10,

13,

•t,

2.*}. Ai ('(|Ufition comi.'ctiiii,' two viriiihlfs .r and y
lia»uti ititiiiit... iminbfp of .s..Iuti„„H. For exiiinpl.., in
the t'.umtion // = 3 ./• + 7, if any vuluo is pven to .r,

tho coiresponrlin^r viiluu of y may then Ijc .leterinined!
Thus, when

(") '• = 0. ^ =
(l>)''- = 1.// =

(c) ,/; = '2, 1/ =

(,/)., = _i, y =

(') •'• = -'\ V = -2,

(/)-'•-- J,^= 8,

etc.

Tlio, in general, continuous lino which passes throufjh
all the points (a), {b), (c), etc., is the locus represented by
this etjuation.

Another e.juation as ^x + 3j/ = 8 has also an infinite
number of solutions, and if these two equations are
solved toj,'ether, the common solution obtained, in this
case x= -1, 2/ = 4, gives the coordinates of the point
of intersection of tho loci represented oy the eiiuatJons.

Sets of solutions which satisfy the equation
4u; + 3y = 8 are given in the following table :—

y

(d) - 1

CO 5

4

-4

.ii^5f^ -^1 -:-^M'i.



EXERCfSES
2.S

If WO plot the.s<. two H,.t,s of results on «,,,nuv,l

Fio. 16. (Unit = A Inch.)

paper, we see that the loci appear to I,. ,st lineswhich intersect at the point ('l)(-l, 4).

24.—Exercises
1. Plot the following loc-i on .s.,uaro,l vu,,.,- ,„„! i\ud tU.coonhnates of the.r points .>f intersection :-

(a) 4.r - y = 1 ^„^| ^ _ 2y ^ _ JO.
(A) a; + 2y = 7 an.l 5,i- - 2y = n"^;
(r) 3r+8y = - lSaml4r +3./ = -

I

'

('0 3.r + 4y . an.l .r-' + y-- ^ ,00;
(>') 3.r - 5y -f 45 = and a-2 -f ^2 ^ jgg

'

2. Find the points where the locus 3.. -5^+45-0cuts the axes.
•'y -h 4J - U

3. Find the points where the locus .2 + o _ gthe axis of a-.

-^ y - b x cuts

m

i •

-i'^g^i
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4. Find the locus of a point such tliat the square of its

distance from {-a, o) is greater than the square of its

distance from (a, o) by 2 a-.

5. Find the equation of the locus of a point such that
the square of its distance from (-2, -1) is greater than
the square of its distance from (,', 3) by 11.

f). A (1, 0) and B (9, 0) are two fixed points and P is a
variable point such that PB = 3 PA. Find the ecjuation of
the locus of P,

7. Plot the following loci and show that they are
concurrent :

—

3x + 4y = 10, 5a: - 2?/ = 8, 4x -f y = 9.



CHAPTER II

The Straight Lixe

25. To find the equation of a st. line in terms of
the intercepts that it makes on the axes.

Fio. 17,
Fio. 18.

Let the St. line cut the axes at A. B so tluit OA - a
OB = b.

Take P (.r, y) any point on the line, and draw PM
; Oy

and terminated in Ox at M.

From the similar /,s APM, ABO
PM AM
BO ~ AO

. y _ <i-x
" h "IT'

'"'
a + t = 1-

Note.—/« is seen from the diagrams that both the proof
and the form of the equatio7i are (he same for oblique and
rectangular axes.

25

k
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26. To find the equation of the st. line passing
through A

(.J, y,) and B (,.,, y.).

Fio. 20.

Take any point P (.r, y) on the st. line.

Draw AK, BL PM n Oy and terminated in Or at
K. L, M; and AN. BR

,, 0,« and respectively tenninated
in PM at N and AK at R.

From the similar A.s PNA, aRB

AN PN
BR ' AR"

AN = KM - OM - OK = ,r - x
,

BR ^ LK = OK - OL ^ ,r, - x.„

PN - PM - NM =. PM - AK =. 7/ - y„
AR= AK - RK ^AK - BL = y^- y,,

' ^1-^2 Yi-yV

anfZ'V^' ^\T -^""^ '^" ''"'^'""^^ '''«' ^^"^^^ 'f'- proof

rectanyular axes. ^

i». .-'w I
*.-

'. 1 -• 'rri^i^ixt riiM n ii him T iii'.. TIE^
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27.—Exercises

1. The equation of the st. liio passing through (4, .3) and
( - 2, 7) is by tlie formuhi of i! 20

.r- 4 y -.3

4 + 2 ~ 3 - 7'

or, 2.r 4- 3»/ = 17.

To find the intercepts which this line makes on the axes,
let y -= and .-. x = ^<l, let x = and /. y
the equation of the line may now be written

'•>-. By g 25

X V

^ + ^ = '-

Tliis is clearly the same as 2,»,- + 3y = 17.

2. Write down the equations of the st. lines which make
the following intercepts o)i O./-, Oy respectively:—

(«) 5, 2; {h) -4, -G; (,.) 3, -8.

3. Find tlie equations of the st. lines through the follow-
ing pairs of points :

—

H (G,

2),J3,
1); (/>) (_i, 2), (-.3, -7); (.) (4, -6),

( - 7, 2). Find the intercepts these st. lines make on the
axes.

4. Find the point where the st. line which makes inter-
cepts - 3 and 5 on Qx and Oy respectively is cut by the
St. line X = - .5.

5. Find the point where t'le st. line making intercepts 7
and 2 on Ox- and Oy respectively meets the st. line through
( - 2, 7) and (5, _ 3).

6. Find the point where the st. line through (3, 5) and
(-7, - I) meets the st. line tlu-ough ( - f<, 2) and (G, 5).
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7. Prove that (11, 4) lies on the st. line joining (3, -2)
and (19, 10) ;uul Unci the ratio of the segments into wiiich
the first point divides the join of the other two.

8. Find the ecjuations of the sides of the /^ of which
the vertices are (4, -2), (-;',, -1), and (-2, - G). Find
also tlie equations of the medians of tiie A and the coordi-
nates of its centroid.

9. The vertices of a quadrilateral are (3, 6), (-2, 4),

(2, - 2) and (7, 3). Find the equations of the four sides.
Find also the equations of the three diagonals of the
complete (iiiadrilateral, and sliow that the middle points of
tlie diagonals are collinear. Find the equation of tlje st.

line passing through the middle points of the diagonals.

10. Find the ve-tices of the A tlie si.les of which are
U.T - 3y = - 45, 5j; - 11^ = 47 and 3x -\- hj = 7.

11. P (a;j, yj) is any point and ^ + -^ = 1 cuts Ox,

A. B respectively. Show that the area of the A

Oy at

PAB =

'iKh- ..'^<k yfuwM^^^mn^imi^A^:- •V«.':r*-^'
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28. Ah explained in elementary al<rebra, the degree
of a term, with respect to certain letters, is the number
of such letters that occur as factors in the term.

3^-, -Sy, ax, hy are terms of the first degree with
respect to x and y.

5x"-, 3y'\ -2xy, ac^ are terms of the second degree
with respect to x and y.

29. Degree of an equation. An ecpation is said to
bo of the first degree in x and y when it contains a
term, or terms, of the first degree in x and y, but no
term of a higher degree than the first.

The general equation of the first degree in x and
y is

Ax+By + c =0.

An equation is said to be of the second degree in
X and y when it contains a term, or terms, "of the
second degree in x and y, but no term of a hi<dier
degree than the second.

'^

The general equation of the second degree in x
and y is

A.«2 -f Bxy + cy"- + Ox + Ey + F = 0,

or, in a more convenient form,

axi' + 2hxy + hy- + 2(jx + 2fy + c = 0.

i »
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30. To prove that an equation of the first degree
always represents a st. line.

.

L^'t (./!„ //,), (,r„ y.,\ (,,.3, y,^ |j^3 „„,, j^l,^^,, ^^^^ ^jj.

snnultaneous valiK-s „f ,r an.! ./ which satisfy tho
eijuation A,r + B/y -f. c = 0.

Then, (1) A,r, + By, + c = 0.

(2) A.r. + By. -f- C = 0.

(3) A.r,, 4- 8/73 + C - 0.

From (1) and (2).

A ^ B c

Dividincr the three terms of (3) respectively by
these equal fractions and by any one of them,

a's iVi - 2/,) + y, (.r, - r,) + .r, y., _ ,r., y^ = 0.

Rearranging the terms, we get

(4) ^1 {b; - Z's) + -r, (y, - y,) + :r, (y^ _
y^,) = Q.

From § 17 the area of tlie \ form.id by joininf<-

(^1. 2/i), (-^2. yo), (.^3, y3) is

h {^'1 (U^ - Vi) + X., (y, - y,) + .r, (y, -
y,)}

and .-., from (4), in this case, tho area of tlio A is
zero.

This can only be so when the throe points are in a
St. lino, and .'. as any three points the coordinates of
whicli satisfy

A.C + By + C =
are in a st. line, this equation must always represent
a st. line.
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.'U. The- o,,uati.m A.r + B// + c lu.iy 1,.. cl.an.^.<l
to tlio lorin

X
!l+ -•^=1.

C _ C
A B

an.I by coinparin^r this with the efjuation of § 25,

X y

wo see that the iiitercept.s wldch this st. line
Ax -f B// + c = makes on the axes of ,c and y are
respectively

A •*^"'J - B-

The same results are obtained by alternately lettin<r

2/ = and x = in A.*- + B^ -f- c = 0.

'^

82. To obtain the result of § 2G fj-om the j,a'neral
equation of the tirst deijree.

Let (.r„ 7/,), (x.,, y.,) be fixed points on the st line
represented by the ^reneral e.juation, and we have

(1) A.r + B_y + C = 0,

(2) Arj + B//j + C = 0,

(3) A,/', + B//,, 4- c = 0.

From (2) and (3),

_A_ B c(4)
x.^ - ,'•,

''\!h - '•illx
Vi - Vi

:., from (1) and (4),

'' (Vi - y-^ + y (>,> - .rj) + x,y., - .r,,y, = 0.

This equation is seen to bo the same as

g - -^'

i ^ y - Vx

'h - -r y, - y.;

when the latter is cleared of fractions and simplified.
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33. To find the equation of a st. line in terms of
Its inclination to the axis of x and its inteicept on
the axis of y.

PlO. 21.

Let the St. line cut O.r, Oy at A, B respectively
/: BAx' = a, and OB = a.

Take any point P (.r, y) i„ the line, and draw PM i

Ox, PN J. Oy.

Tan BPN = ^ = BO- PM ^ a - y
PN OM X

But, ^(w BPN = fan PAM = _ fan a.

a - y
a?

and .-. y = X tan a + a.

If we let <aw « = m, the equation becomes

y = mx + a.

'JfF'-;f
rSW
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In this e(|untion vi is culled the slope of the line,

and the Z «. ovfan-hn, is alw.-iys measured by a
rotation in the positive direction from the positive
direction of Ox, i.e., the / is traced out by ji radius
vector startincr fn,ni the position A.r and rotatinj;
alx)ut A in the positive direction to the positi(»n Ab!

NOTK.—/'or ohlvi„e n.ce,H the jrroof and result arc different
from thoxe given above fur rectamjular axes.

'.n. The equation A.r+B»/ + C - may be changed to

A
X — C

B'

from which by comparison with

,j = m,r + a,

it is seen that the slope of tlie st. line A.); -f B/y + C -

-. Q. and its intercept on the axis of y is -IS
B

II

m *w^^-^
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tfte 1 on ,t from the origin and the i made by apositive rotation from Ojr to this ±
ac oy a

Lot the X OM from O to the line = ., and

Take any jjoint P (.,•, y) in the st. line.

Draw PN XO... NR a. OM. MH,Oy to nuot NR at H.
OR 4- RM =

J).

OR ^ ON cm RON = .,• cosa.

RM - MH cos RMh ^ PN CO, MOy ^ y ,i„a.
:. X cos a + y sin a = p.

NoTK.-Z'or oOllr^ne ares the proof and result are differentfrom those given above fn- rectangular axes.

36^ To reduce the equation Ax + By + c = tothe forn. x cosu + y .in a = p, v^here p is always a
positive quantity. ^

Th equations

X cos „
-I- y siy^

AX
will be identical if

+ By + c
p =
=

cod a sill a
A =-r- =_

- p

••K.«»lt S
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If C is (I positive (|uantity,

C - A ~ B " .
—

I A'+ B»

35

1

I A' 4- B-'

C _
I A^ 4- B^

If C is H ne-o,tivo .nmntity, tla-se results sh„ul.l Ik-

A . _ B

I A'+ B'
I A^4- B' '

written

cos a B -C
VA'+B^ ,A» + B''''' ,A-fB'

Thus the etjuiition is

A'— H-
=p By

lA^+B' 1 A'+B» VA'4-3^'
the upper s.cjns hein^^ viikeu when c represents a
positive .juantity and he lower siu„s when c renre-
sents a ne^'ative quantity.

37. Ex. 1. Reduce ihe eciuation 3x + 4y - 12 = to
the form ./• co,s <i + >/ .^in a = p.

Here
r/ 3^~^2 ^ y/^^ ^ 5

Dividin-,' the given e(iuation hy 5

3 4 12

'J O

'r4

± from the oricrin on the line is
^

"

cos a = ^, sin a ^ ^.
and /. . = tan ~\^\ while the

Ex. 2. Reduce the ecjuation ,r - y + 7 = to the
lorm .r co.s a -\- y sin a = p_
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Here |/'l- + 1- = i^ 2.

Dividing the ^jiveu e«jimtiuii by _ j/g

1^2 ^ 2 i/2

, xroH VS5+
If sin 135' =or

V2
rt:, a _ 13.5

, m.i the X from the orimri on the st.

line is—-.

88. To .«nd the equation of a st. line in terms of
the coordinates of a fixed point on the line and
the z which the line makes with Ox.

Fiu. 23.

Let Q (.t\,
)/,) be lii.- fixed point and the z.

Tuko a ly point P (x, >/) on the line and let QP = r.

Draw PM, QN ± Ox and QR j. pm.

QR = PQ con P^R,

QR = NM = j: - .r,, and Z PQR = z f).

X — ,r,

CO.S
= r.
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PR = PQ .^i„ PQR

PR ^ PM _ RM ^ PM - QN = y - y^.

8«n e
'"

;{7

X -X, y-y.
= r.cos H sin t)

Tl.isfonn will fn.,,„o,.tly 1... fn „s..f„| i,. ,,,...
bl.ms_tl.atnuolv. th. distune. Mweu.(w^

y-y.?---*' = - -. r
1 m =^-

^ Hn.l
»j

are callo.l the direction cosines of tne .st
liwe, awl I- + ttr = 1.

'•a For cm.ve.m.nce ,>f n-nM-onou the .li(i;.,vMt furn sot the e.,uati.,„ of the st. h-,.- are here Collected:-
'

(1) A,'' + B// -I- c = 0.

(2) •"+'/ = I.

(3)
.f - ,r,

//i - //..

(5) ./• tvw ,j ^ ,^ .,1^^ ^^ ^ ^^

(G)
"-~ "' - '/ - .'/.

I in

tlJV!"
''

?';:
^"""' ''"""-'• ^'" •"•'"•" '^) take,

tlie conveiuent lorm :—

(7) y = vix.
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li" the St. line joins the on<,rin to ii Hxod point

(''i. //i). '^vo ;;ot, by lottin^r .,.., :^
,,^ ^ q in (3):—

(H)

"i //i

If the St. line passes thnnigli (,/,, ij^) and its slope is

rn, the e(|U;iti(jn is

(9) 11
-

//, = //< (X - ./•,).

4u.—Exercises

1. N;inie the cou.staiits and variables in each of the nine
eciuatioiis of ^ ."5!). Explain the meaning of each con.stant.

\\ Inch of these eciuations are of the same form for rectangular
and obliijue axes ?

'1. Draw the following st. lines on .S(|uare(l pajjcr :

^^(•);, + 5"-'^{a) X + I'y = S
; (6) ;{., - 7// =

((/)L'.. + 3y - 13; (.) % = 4...

3. Kind the e(|uation of the st. line.

(d) through ih(! origin and making an Z of 30" with O,,-

;

{/>) through the origin and making an Z of 12U° with O,-'

;

((;) through (0, ')) and making the Z tau i

J with O.'-

;

('/) through (*>, - 3) and making the Z eo.s > ? with 0.<'

;

('') througli ( - :i, - I) and making the Z iy with Ox.

1. In the .\ of which the vertices are ( - "^
;")) ('5 -7)

(") find the sloj)u of cadi side :

{/>) shdw that the medians are concurrent and find the
centroid.

T). O (0, (I), A (C, 0), B (1, (1), C (-J, 8) are the vertices
of a (lu.idrdateral. Hhow that the st. lines joining the
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'M)

mid.lle points of OA, BC, ..f AB, CO a,„i of OB AC are
concurrent, an,l find the coordinates of their co.nn...n point,

fi. Find the equation to the st. line through ( - 1 .-i, thatcuts ofr equal intercepts from the axes.

T^Find tl. length of the ±fn,n.,he origin to the lino
?.' + -y - 10; find the Z which this ± ...akes with 0„-.

8. What is the condition that the st. lin.. A.- + Bv + C -
may • • j t '^ — \j

(<() pass through the origin;

(/>) be
II
Q,.

;

(') 1^«
II
O//

;

('I) cut off e(inal intercepts fi„,n the axes
;

(') make Z 4o= witli 0.<:

;

i). What must be the value of /., if th. line ./ = „„• . 7
j)asses through (

- 2, o) .'

./ t >

10. Find the values of >u and „, if the st. line y _ ;.,• + apasses through
(
- i', .3) and (7, i').

'
'

11. Find the values of a and b, if the st. line
'' + -'^ ^

l
passes through ( - 2, - 5) and (1, _ 2^

" ''

in a "sf l!L.""'
"" '"'"'' ^^"' ' ^''^' ^'"' °)' <«' ''') --^^

l.'{. Show that the intercept n.ade .m the line ,• k hvthe hnes A,. + B,y + C - an.i A. + By + C -- i. thesame for all values of k.

-r y -T v. u y. the

^^- P ('V .'/,) is any point and the lines A,- + B// + C
outs Or, Oy at N. R r.-spectively. Show that ,\ PNR =

C
2 AB '^•'i + ^^1 + C).
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The Axgle P,etweex Two Straight Lixes

41 To find the z between two st. lines wl-ose
equations are given.

(i) Let the given equations be y = m,x + a, and
y = m.,x + Ko.

Lot AB be tbo 1

?/ = vh,.r + ((., wben B, C
Z BAG = 0.

ine
1/ = m.,x + a, and AC be the I

are on the axis of

ine

Let

Then m^ = tan AB.r, vi., = tan AC f.

Z = z AB.r - Z AC.r.

tan 6 —
tan AB.r — tun AC.i

1 + tan ABx . tan ACj

«', - m.
1 + ni^ni.,

6 = tan
i-ii — nio

-1
'^1

1 + m m.,

(ii) Let tlie

A,,/' + B,// + C, =

These e(

ifiven etjuations

Illations may be chanjred

A.t: + B// + c = and

iuati(

y = - r,^^ - ^ and V =B B

to

B
X —

B,
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•'-.^yrhin.-^iorm.and-^'^
fo,- .,. ;,. the aW

result, the Z Ix-tween the Jint-s
'

_ A ^ A,

J
AA, '"" AA, + BB,
BB,

42. Condition of Parallelism. If two st. li,u..-, aro
!!, they make e.,ual Zs witi, the axis of ,; ir their
slopes are the sai .

.-., if their e(iuations aro y = ni^.r + ,,_ and y =
w*r -1 ^, the condition is

nil = m..

If tlieir equations are A,,- + B// + c = and
A,.^ + B^y + c, = 0. the conditi.'m is

_ A _ A,

B - -
b;

or, AB, - a,B = 0.

Tins may also bo written
^^_

= | ; an.l we see that
the equation ox + hy = /. can be \nade to represent
an n.hmte number of st. lines by .ivin^. different
values to /.; as:- a.r + hy = /, ,,,. + ,,^ ^ ;,, ^^^

43. Condition of Perpendicularity. If the st lines
y = mV- + a„ y = m.,K + a., are ±.

tnn -> i^i-- 1*^ ^ '^_

1 + «ij}/r, 2"

1 + m^m.^
= «

,
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This will U. trn.. if i + ,, ^ ^ ^^^^^^ .

mjuiml condition is
> .. mt

m,m,. = - 1.

JimilaHy. if ^,. + b, + c = an.l A,,,- + b,, + c, =

AA, + BB, = 0.
rito St. lines

A/
-f- B// -f c =

B./' - A// + c, =
HatKy the above condition and ., are j_ to each

^14.—Exercises

1. Find the ^ between the st. Jines

(a) 2x _ 3y = 9 and .r + 5 y = 1 1 ;

(f^) 3.x- + 5,y = 12 ami (17/^ + 30) x + 33y = 19;
(c) % = 3a; + 12 and 5.,- + 3>/ = ]7

(d)4x + 7y = 13 and 3x -y = 6.

2. Find the equation of the st. line
|| to Cr -In = 13and pa.ssing througli (-2,-5). ^ **

Solution :-The required equation is

6 (X 4- 2) - 7 (// + 5) =
;

i.e., 6x - 7y = -23

3. Find the equation of a st. line throuc^h (-3 -
-,)and

II
to 9,r + 4y = 18.

^
' ^

4. Find the equation of the st. line drawn throu^d. ( - o
-5) and X to G,*: -7// = 13.

°^ "'

5o/«/ion .-Tlie required equation i.s

7(x + 2) + 6(y + 5) =0;
«.e., Ix + G.v + 44 = 0.

5. Find the equation of the st. line drawn tiirou^h (i o.
and _L 3a; -'2y =1. o l^. -;
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6^
Find the e.,uati..„ of ti.e st. li..,- passi„. through

(-3, 6) ami
||

to tl.e st. line Joining (•_», fi) ,„„1 (7, .
|)

7. Find the o.,„ation of tl.e st. line passing .hrou^^h (-J, 6)ami 1 the st. line joining (-3, H) and (7, -
1).

^

8 Find the equations of St. lines .Lawn through (f, 7)which make Zs 45^ and 135^ with Or.

9. Find the equations of st. lines .Irawn through ( - D - 3)winch make Is 30" and 100" with O,,-.
« ^ ' ^^

10. Show that the ±s from the vertices of the '

(1 3)

1 ?' ~^^'
^V^^

'° '''^ opposite sides are concurrent!: and
tind the coordmates of the orthocentr...

li. Show that the ±s from the ^orticos of the (0 0)
«, 0),{b, c) to the opposite sides are concurrent; and 'findthe orthocentre.

12 Find the ratio into which the ± fron. the origin onhe St. hne jouung (J, 6) and (5, 1) divides the distance
between these points.

13 Find the equations of the st. lines which pass through
(h, A) and form with y ^ ,„.. + ,, .,„ i,,,,,,.)^^^

.

^^^ ^^.,^.^,^
the vertex is at the given point and each base Z = „

Fiu. ir}.

Solution .-—Let y - /• = M
where the vahie of M is t.

/') represent mw side of tl

111(1.

IP .i
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Tun II =

M

- M
1 + III M*

VI - tnn a

1 + m ((III a

.". the equation of this side is

'/
;. ^ "t - tnn a
*^ -

, ^ ,
(-^ - ft)-

I f m titn a

If for a wo substitute 1S0= - -:. the equation of the other side is
louiKl to be

y _ 1. ^ m, + tan a , , ^

I - m tan a

14. Find the equations of the st. lines passing through
(2, 8) and making an Z of 30" witii 3.c - 12y = 7.

15. Find tlie equations of the st. lines passing through

( - 1, - 2) and making an Z of 45° with ^ u.
^^ - i

7 ^ 5 ~ '•

IG. Show that the equation of the st. line throu^li (n b)
and making an of 60° with .,• cos a + y sin a = p is

y - i = (,r - „) tim (a ± 30°).

17. Sliow that the right bisectors of the sides of the A
(0, 0), (a, 0), (b, c) are concurrent ; and find their point of
intersection.

IS. Find tlie equation of a st. line X to A.r + By + C
= 0, and ut a distance p from the origin.
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Peiu'kndiculaks

45 To find the length of the ± from P (x„ y,) to
Aar + By + C = 0.

Fio. 26.

Draw PM ± the given st. li„o. Join P to N Rthe points where the given st. line cuts o.,-, Oy.
'

A PRN = 1 PM . RN.

QON = — ^ and OR = _ O

••• RN = ^i9! j_
^' c

VB^ + A - AB V
'A'^ + 8^,

By the fornuila of § 17,

AB V'^ + ^ - 2ab ^^''i + B.y, + c).

Ar^±B>/j + c/. PM = -
VA' +'B-

The length of the X is /,

^5L±fyL±o
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In tlu! .liu^rniin AB is the lino represented by the
ecjuation 4x + r)i/ - 20 = 0.

^HH- -^-^ X
<^

^

fc> _s fj l_

-J^u^-----^ -^
i-2w- _j ii '

4: ^v X "^^
^^
«:i^^__: ±:x ^^

-_ _
^*^ ^ ^^

^^
s

.ML. -_SJL
i tfj^- s^f-

1

Kiu. 27. (Unit
r'n inch.

)

If in the expresmrn 4c + 5;/ - 20 we substitute
the coordinates of points O, P. Q, R, s which are not
in the line, the following results are obtained.

For o (0, 0), 4.r + 5(/ - 20 = - 20.

" P (5, -5), 4,/' + 5.7/ - 20 = - 25.

" Q (-8, 5), 4,/- + 5(/ - 20 = - 27.

'• R (5, 6), 4.'' + 5// - 20 = + SO.

M S (10, 8), 4./- + 5y - 20 = + 85.

In these results it will be observed that :—

For the ori^rin the sign of the value of the expression
is the same as the sign of the absolute term.

For other points that lie on the same side of the
given St. line as the origin the signs of the values of
the expression are the same as the sign of the result
for the origin; while, for points on the side remote
from the origin the signs of the values of the expression
are different from the sign of tlie result for the ori^nn.
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A formal proof of tlieso pn.p.Ttifs is .riven in tljo

next jirtic'lo.

40. To prove that the sign of the expression Ax
+ By + c is different for points on opposite sides
of the line ax + By + c --- 0.

y p

%^

^
N '~' -Q

\1 Fi

Fi(i. 28.

P ('^i' 2/i). Q i'^'-' !/) ''i'"'^ iiny points on opjjosite sid

of A.7- + B// + C -= 0.

raw PM, QRxO.r ami let them cut the i/\\vn I

D
at N. S

ine

7/ = PM = PN + NM >/> = QR = SR - SQ.

A'j + By, + C = A,r, + B.PN + B.NM + C.

and A,/'. + B//,. + C = A,r., + b.SR B SQ + C.

But, N and S are lx)th tlI on ttie ifiven Inn-

si

A,/', + B.NM + C = 0,

and A.', + B.SR + C = 0.

A,''i + B//i 4- C = B.PN,

and A.I.. + B//,, + C = - B.SQ.

nee PN, SQ are ])oth taken as jjositiv e (luanti-

ties, A.t\ + B.Vi + C and Ax., + By., + C 1liave o
.siirns.

pposit(
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WluMi .! -= 1111(1 // = tlu! L'Xi)rt'.s.si(,ii A.'- + B// + C
Woiiics C, .-. a point wlioso counliimtcs wli.-ii suhsti-
tuted ill A.,' + B// + C ;,mv.',s tlio saiiu! jsi^r,, as c
is on the «iinn' side of the st. line A.*- + B// + C =
as the oriirin.

47. Sign of the Perpendicular. It follows from
the prcccdinjr article tli.tt, if the positive si^'u is

always taken for j/A-~+^, wh.-n the si^n, of

»/A--:-f~B.i

is the same as the si<rn of C, tlu; point (,/•„ ?/,) and
iho on<;in are on the .same side of the lint; A./- + By
+ = 0: and when the si^'ji of this fraction is

diflerent from that of C, the point (.',, ,/^) and the
oriijin are on opposite sides of a./' + B// + c = 0.

4H. To find the equations of the bisectors of the

FlQ. 29.

'^s between the lines Ax + By + c
B,y + c, = 0.

= and A.jr -f
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The Is ti) tilt! Ht. lines f

cither l)i.scct<,<r arc <'<|U!il to i.icli otlier

ruiii any j„,int p (.,_ y) ,,„

tl u' rci luircil • (|Uiili()ns an.'

_AX + By -f C ^ ..
AjX + B,y + c,

/A- -f- B-
» A,--f B,

If tl lo e<

tl

I
lint ions ar." so written that C iinij c 1

10 sanio si;rn and P is on the his.rtor ..f

iJlve

contains the ori.

SI ^'11 as the Is fro: I tl

:in, the J.S fro(M P have tl

the L that

If same
le on

e<iuation of the bisect

.l,'iii on Ihe lines, antl tl le

or IS

A./' + B// -f C

»'am^b^
1

•' + B,// + C,

» A,- + B,-

If P is on the hisector of th
contain tho onVin, tlu; J.s 1

L which iloes not

and tl 10 O(juation of th.e hisectc

'••111 P ha\e opposite .si<<-i IS

A,r + B// + c

V^A- + B-

)r IS

+ B,// + C,

r'A,-' + B.
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41). To find the distance from {a, b) to Ajt + By +c ()
in the direction whose direction cosines are /, m.

.

'''!" "'M"'itiuM ..(• tl... St. li,..- passin. thr..„;;h (,/. /.)
rii the ^nv.'M «lirfcti<jn is, l»y J^ ;{,s,

•' — " _ // - h

I — '

—I'.
' lit

SuLstitiitin^r tlu-so v,ilu.-s for ,,• ..u„| ,, j,, a., + By -|.

C =: 0,

A/* 4- A/r + B/> + B///,- + c ^ 0.

Aa + Bb + c
Al + Bm

.50 Tl.r I..„^rt|, of tl... J. f,,.,u (,/, /,) to A. + By +C _ may In; (l.-.iu,.,.<l f,,,,,, tl„, msult of {5 41).

Foi- if
'' - " _ ''' - '>

X
'

L - „,
'^'"J Ar + B// + C =.:0 are

± t<» cat'h other,

A _ B _ A/ 4. B>/*,

/ ~ .. ~ ^•-' + V.-' ^ '^^ + «'"•

since /-' + //(,- ~ 1.

Also I'iicli of tlicsi! fractions

.". r = —

rA^'-f B^
I'A-' -f B2.

»7- + m-

.'. A(f + B?/t = I A- + B^,

and till! lcn«,'tli of the X is

Art + b/> + C

/A^nnB-
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51 To find the equation of a line passing throuc-hthe intersection of two loci.
h-j**^^ tnrough

The •'(juatiun

•.om.oltlu.,i..t.h..re,.iM..n.I,,n.,uvs....tsHst.li,....

^J (•'•,. //,) is iUr. i>„int of i..lLTs,rtiun ..f

A'' + B// H- c -
(2;

•'' A,r + B,,y -f c, -: 0, ^.y

If two equations are multiplied by any numbersand the results either added or subtracted Te resultmg equation represents a locus that passe

'

hrough the point (or points) of intersect! of theloci -epresented by th . first two.
r>2. AVr|,«y,/, -Fin.I the f.,„;itio„ of til.- s.

the intersection, of 17.. - 7, ^ , l'']^ !
'" '7^'"« ''"""«''

'"•'' ^ "'^ - " ' (••<•«
i l!»y ;i4) (.

.« a .t. hne ,as.sing through the .nter.ect.ua of the ,i,.t two hne.s.
This e(iuiiti(a. n.iiy jjc wiitten

Vil+ 17)x + (l!J/- 7)^ - liU^ y^o.
If this line is X to lb' - 4// - j;{,

11 (.•{/ f 17) - t (ly/ - 7)

and the required equation is found to be

'S2j f SSy = 179.
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53. To Hnd tin; coiiditioii lliut tlio tliree at. lines

a, a; + /^, 7/ + r', = (1)

(i.,x + h, >/ + r.. ^ (2)

n.j' + h..
// + c, ^ (3)

may l)e concurrent.

If the Miree st. lines ju-e concurrent, the coonlinates
of the connnon point satisfy the tlnee ecjuation.s.

For that point, from (1) and (2),

^ ^ .'/ ^ 1

hi c, — /a, c, c^ a., — c, ((, n^ h., — ,i., 6/

Divi(lin(r tlie terms of (3) respectively by these

cfjual fractions,

a., (hi f, - b., r,) 4- f>., (c, a., - c, a^) + ,-, (//, 1,., - a,, />,) = 0.

This is the relationship that must hold amon;^ the
constants in order that the lines may be concurrent.
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•'>^- Exercises

1. Find tho U'li^'tl, of the ±
i'l) from

( - t, 7) t,, -,,, - V
,

j
.

{/') from (- l, -3) to
'

, •• ;
.

(') from (.l, -2) »o y 7.,.^ 1 ,

(.0fn.m(_2 _7)to,lH. s,. Hm- Joini... (5, 3) ami
V

~" •*> - ' ) ;

(e) fro^. the origin to the st. iin. joining (7, 0) .nd

2. Find the distance between the
|| li,»e.s 4,- - 3v -

4x - 3y -^ 2.
'' ^

'

3. Find the distance l,etween tiio
i|

lines a.,- + bu + ,

4. Find the point in the line ^ + ^ =. - 1 such that its

± distance fron. the st. line joining (2, 7), (."i. ;?) i. 8.

5. Fiml the e,,uation of tin- st. line through the intersec-

tion of 3,,: --ly = 12, -yr + \y ^ <j ,,,,j
,

j,,
- ^ // ^ ^

(See 15,^5 51 and 52).
"^

'^

6. Fi..<l the eqtiation of the st. lino Joining the origi.i to

the intersection of '"

4. '
\ .i,„j f ,•'''_

,

^
7. Find the distance fro.n the point ,.f intersection of

'^- - .>y = 13, 4r+ yy . t3 to the line 12.. .. 5y.

_
8. Find the e(,uatio„ of the st, line passir.g throu^rj, .1,,.

intersection of w = m ,• A- <• „ _ „. . 1 ,

'"^

.-} 7/
-^

« + 6
- ^-
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9. Sliow l,h;it the st. liiuss .r -j- 2// = 5, 2x + 3y = 8,
3./; + y = 5, .,•

-f. ^ ^ 3 aiul 2..- - // =:= are concurrent.

10. I'ind Iho condition that tlie linos ax -\- hy -{ y = 0,
h.c + /;// -j-/ ^- 0, y,c + /y -f c = are concurrent.

11. Find tlie Cjuation of the st. lino passinjj throui,'h tlie

intersection of y = vtr + r, y = ,/. ,,; + ,- and also throu-di
{a,h).

12. Find the eciuation of the st. line joining the origin
to tlie point of intursection of Af 4 By + C = and
A,..- + B,y -f Ci -^ 0.

13. Find tlie dist;ince from tlu; ortliocenlre of the A
O (0, 0), A (8, 0), . 3, 5) to the st. line AB.

U. Plot the lines 2..: - 3y .. 1, 3.r + y -= 7 on squared
paper and find the intercepts that tlie bisectors of tiie As
between tliein make on the axis of y.

15. Find the equations of the bisectors of tin; Zs between
5,*' - 12y ^ 17 and !^r + IHy -^ 31.

IG. Sliow tliat tli(! l)isectors of the supplementary Zs
between y = m.i- + a and y = m^.c + a^ arc J. to each
other.

17. Find tlie equations of the bisectors of tlie -^s between
the St. lines joining (4, '>) and (

- T), 2) re.spectively to
(•"', -7).

IS. Sliow that the st. lines .(• -f 6y = 15, 2.;; _ 5y -f 4 = Q
and 'd.r. -(- y = 29 are concurrent.

19. Tlie sides of a
. ^ are 3.r + \y =. la, 12.c - 5y = 17,

24,1; + 7y = 30. Plot the lines on s(iuHred paper and find
the point where the bisectors of the interior Zs of the A
intersect.
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20. Find tho Of,uation uf il.o st. line i.a.sin^ ,l„.„„!.rl, tlio
intersection of the lines 2r - 3y = t] ,.,,,,1 .•!,,•

i- (,/ Is
and also througl, il„. middle point of the st. line joinin-'

( 1,2) and (.3, [).

21. Find the .listance from (.1, ;5) in th.' di.vction in

which the slope is t(. tiie line l.r - l\„ 1.3
I ;;

^

22. Find the distance from ( - I, (]) in the direction of

.
which tlie slope is 1 to the lino '^

< -^ - i

2
"^

;5
^ '•

Draw tiie diagram on si|uan'd p;ipcr.

23. The sum of the distances from a point to the lines
x+ 2.V-7. ",,,• - '2>/ 11 is 7. Show that the locus <,f the
point is a st. line which makes efpial Zs witli the given st.

lines.

24. Find the distance helween the i' lines '' '^

'•'' ,11, a '^ b - '"'

+ , = «.
a b

2.5. Find the equation „f ' ij,,,, j.assh.g tlu-ough P
(2, r>) and cutting O-- at A, O// d so that AP : PB =7:3.

LG. Find th(^ ecpialions of tlie .st. lines passing through
(4, 7) and making an Z of 45" with 3.r - 10 _y

- S.

27. Find the equations of the st lines passing throu-di
-1, -/) and forming an ecjuilateral _, with .".'• - L'y = 7.

28. Find the ecpiations of the st. lines drawn \ to

5x- - 12y r-r 9 and at a distance 5 from it.

29 Find tho ecjuations of the tw.. st. lines whicli pass
througii (4, 7) and are ecjually distant from A (7, .'5),

B (3, - 1 ). Find also the distances from A and B to
tlicse linos.
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311. Find the point in 4.r - 3// = 12 which is equally
distant from (•.', 7) and (4, - 1).

31. Having given the length of the base and the difference
of tlie Hiinaies of t! e other two sidi^s of a A, prove that the
locus of its vertex is a i^t. line ± the lase.

3-2. Find the equations of the st. lines which are at a
distance 2 from tiie origin and wnich pass through the
intersection of x - 7// + II .. and Ih- + 4^ - 17 = 0.

33. Find the equation of tiie st. line
|{

to A-- + By +
C = and at a distance ji roin the origin.

34. Find tlie equation of tlie st. !"ne passing through
(h, I) and ± t.j A.r -f- By + C = 0.

35. The eijuations of the sides of a /, are ').i: -L- 3ij -

lo =^^ 0, 2r -
,y + 4 = 0, 3.. - 7y - 21 = 0. (a) Show

that the ±s fn.m the vertices to the opjiosite sides an;
concurrent and find tiie coordinates of the orthocentre. (/>)

Show tiiat the right hist tors of the sides are concurrent
and iind the coordinates of the circuincentre. (r) Show
that the ccntroid is !it a point of tiisection of the st. line
joining the orthocentre to the circumcentre.



CHAPTER III

Tin: .SruAKiHT Lime Co.VTixrKi,. Tkax,sf()hmat„.v
OF COORDI.VATES

5.5. An equation ,.f the sc-con.! ,h.^v., may represent
two St. lines.

For ex^uuple. 2.,- - 5,. y + :},^^ =. o is the san.e us
(.^ -//) 2.C -Sy) = 0, un.l will )„, true for all val.us
ol X and

,y whicl, u.ake either of the factors ,,• - y „r
2x -Sy equal to zero, an.l .-. all points on the st
>nes .r - ,, = 0. 2,. -3// = are on the locus represented
by 2x'--5j'y + 3y- = Q.

Similarly, an equation of th,; third de.nv.> may
represent three st. lines, one of the fourth .hun-.v nnl
represent four st. lines, etc.

"

5G. The general equation ax- + zhxy -f by- -
represents two st. lines passing through the origin.

Solving as a (juadratic in ./•

(I V-

from which it is seen that thr .iven equation is
equivalent to

{ax + hy + y ^//Trr;^/.} [a,- + h^-,, ^krZT,^ ^ o,

and .-. represents the two st. lines

(IX + hy + y vw:r„}) =

ax + hy - y ///-' _ al) = 0,

both of which i)a.ss throuidi the ori<rin.

57
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It li' < nil, the lines ;ir(! Ijotli J-cal.

If //-' = ,il,^ tlic lines uio coincidunt.

If A- < <>/>, tlio lines arc ini;i<iin;uy, Jiiid wo. have
two inia^qnaiy st. lines passiii'j; throuj;!! tli.; real point

(0. 0).

r>7. To find the / between the two st. lines

represented by ax- + 2hxy + by- = 0.

The tfiveii enuation may bo wiitten

I> b

If !/ - ntyi: and .//
- y/r,,/- are the factors of the

exiH-ession on the left hand side of this eciuation,

2A <i
Wj + m., = y-, m,m.,= , .

I> ' b

•-
, o , • 4//-

I)-

" IT"
4 m,m.,

(vt. — VI,)-
4 (/,- - <(b)

and ?>ij — m., = 2 i/A- - «/)

If then is the Z between the st. lines, hy § 41,

b
t((n = ~ '

2 i/A'-^ - ,ib

1 -|- Vl^^ill.,

X
<6 4- /^

2 i//t^ - a/>



THE STIIAKIUT Lr.Vi: (OMIM i;i)

= tan
1/
I h - ab

a + b

Condition of perpendicularity. If = 00
,

((in r= -c. This will he the Ciis.' if

a 4- i> = 0.

r>s. To find the equation of the st. lines v.hich

bisect the zs between the st. lines represented by
ax- + 2 //A-^/ -f 6y- = 0.

Let tlie ^fivcn (.'(juation re{)resent the st. lines

y — myV = 0, // - m...v = 0, so tliiit

''>lt (I

The eiiuations of the hisectors of tlie Zs hctwceii

tliese lines iue

,—

:

-~+T =0:111(1 —-_z:—

-

" =0.

These equations may he combined into

(// - »i,.r)- _ (// - m.,,!'^- ^
1 + //if' 1 + iH.r

Simplifyintj and dividinrj hy ///., — >//,,

(?«i + ///.) u'-
- 2 (ni^iiK, — 1 ) xi/ - (//t, + /''j) .'' = 0.

Substitutin<j and multiplj'ing by l>.

h (X- - yO - (a - b) xy == 0.
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V

on. To find the relationship that must connect
the constants in the equation

ax- + 2hxy + by- + 2gx + 2fy + c =0
in order that this equation may represent two st.
lines.

If tho <;iv('n eqimtioM reproseiits two st. linos, it
mii.st be ('<|uivalcnt to two e.iu.itioiis of tlu- fon.i
>/ - ;//,./ - ,/, = 0, y - m.,.r + a., = 0, from ••itlicr of
which

// can he expresHcd in tuiiii.s of tiie first de^'ree
of J'.

Solvin^r the <riven C(iujition for y, wc obtain

^ - (h.r_^J) ± V(}u- + /)- - /; (,ij.2 + 2 i,X + c)

b
^

•

III ()r(l..r that tlie.se values of y may be in tenn.s of
the tiist (Ie,<,rree of ,,, the e.xpre.ssion nnder the radical
si<,ai must be a peifict K(iuare ; i.e.,

{h- - ah) ,'' + 2 (J<f - hg) ,,. + f _ /,,.

is a perfect stpiare f(jr all values of ,*.

••• 0'/ - ^>g)- = (ir-- ah) (f - he).

Simj)Hiyinfr, we <ret the condition in the form

2fgh - af - hg"- - rir- + ahc = 0.

GO.—Exercises

I. Show tliat tho following eqiiatioii.s represent two st.
lines and find the separate eciuations of tlie lines :—

(rt) aP- - {a + 6) .r = _ „h (h) x"- - y'i .-=
;

(c) X"- - 3.ry =-- 0; {,1) 8.<-'+ 3y2 = ]0.ry;

(.) ,.y + l,r = ^y + ah; (/) 3x--' - lOxy + Z,f~ - Ux
- 7y - 20 - 0.
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2. Show that 2r^ ^ 7.>y |- C.y- + 2r 5,, 4 =. ...pre-
sents two St. liiirs ii.i.l find tin. slop,, uf each.

.3. uteri >ret tlio K.cus represented by .<// - U.

4. Find llie Zs hetwc'en the st. lines in I. (,/). {,) a.id (
/").

5. Find the condition that ,1x0 + /,,,•
-f. ,.y + </ (j may

represent two st. lines.

G. Find the value of B f.-r ;• l.ich the e*iuation 3,.-' -

lO.ry + By- - 2x - 2y .- 'Jl will reprt-sent, two st. Iin,-s.

7. Find th(! single equation which represents tlit; two ,st.

lines passing through (r., .3) an.l making an e.piilateral
. !

with the axis of .1:

8. Prove that y'^ - 2.n/ src a + :,"- = represents twf. st.

lines through tiie origin and inelined to earli other at an
^ = a. Show also that one of these line; mak<>s tii.^ same
/ with the axis of .»• that the other makes witii tli<^ axis
of y
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THANSF<)llMATIf)\ OK ( 'ooKDrXATES

01. It is oFtcii iifcossaiy to c'liaii<;.> tli(> roonliiiatos
iiivolvf.l in a jiroM.-ni into n .litfeivnt s.-t which are
rcfiTiccl to jixcs diawii

(") from ji new orij^iii, or

(/') ill (lircctiotis (litfV'rcnt from th." ori^ri„iiI iixos.

id. To change from a pair of axes to another
pair which are

il to the former, but have a different
origin.

II Y

:-h-
N

M

Vu). 3(1.

Q (/', /) is thi- la-w ori^nn.

T.<'t P (,/•, //) In; any point referred to Or and O//
and X, Y the coonlinate.s of tlie .same point referred
to the new a.Kes QX and QY.

Draw PNM j_ to O.c and QX, an<l let YQ cut Ox
at R.

X = OM = OR + QN = /t + X.

?/ = PM = QR + FN = / + y.
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THANSKOItMATlOX Ol • ()()iU)|\A'H;s (i.'i

'I'lins. if For ./•, ;/ n-sjicftivcly wr siil.sf itiil.- //
-f- x,

/.' -f Y 111 any f<|iiati(Hi t!i.' oy'v/m i, ciiaii^v.l (,, tli.-

point {/i, I).

To ivttini to tlh- ori^rin;,! ,„-i;^.ii, tli.- siihstiini inns
wouM l.r X := ./• - //, Y =^ // - /,-.

OS. To change the direction of the axes, without
changing the origin, the axes being rectangular.

Fm. ;il.

Lft P (,/•, y) be any point rcfcrnvl to o./, O// : and
X, Y tht! . linat<-.s of tlic same point ivi'.Tiv,| to
axes OX, OY sucli that ^ XOx = „.

Draw PM J. O,'', PN ± OX, NR J. Or. NS ± PM.

Z NPS = !)0 - Z NAP = 00 - / MAO =
,<.

.r = OM = OR - NS = X ro.-< ,j - Y v/// „.

y = PM = NR + PS - X si,> „ 4- Y < n.-< „.

Tlius, if for X, y we .suUstitute re.spectivcly X <v« a
- Y f<in a, X sin o + Y cos n, the a.\e.s are rotate<l in
t!i!' positive direction through au Z u.
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()!•. lly §;{.">, ill an ((iiiHtioii of ilic form ./• cos ,i + y
Kill ,1 ^ y), tlu! I.iiLjUi of til.' JL from 111., orijiin <>a tlio

St. line IS tli<' iibsoluto ti'iiii p.

ir witliout flum^iii;; (In- ilir..cti<.n of (lie nxt-s, the
onuiii 1m- tiansfenv.l to (./•,, //,) (.|,e (•(juiitioii iH-conies

u:, x cfAV a 4 // sin ,,-=/'- ./•, ro.-; ,< - y^ .v/;;, „

Tlu! 11. -w ei|uatioii is (,f tli.t saiiio form as tin- ol<l

one except that the ahsohjte term is now j> — ,/, fox „

This absohite term is th.-ii the leni,'tli of the ±
from tlie new ori;^nii to the st. line; or, reverting' to

the uri<,'irial ori^irin, tl,.; leiii,'tli of the J. from (r,, y,)
to the line .r e.y.s a + ;/ sin ,< =z p is y> — .,•, r.« « —

y^
sin (I.

This is the same jis the result that wouM he
obtained by iisin;,' the formula of § 45.

CO.—Exercises

1. Wiiat does tlie e.juation 2./- 1 l.,y -f 12//'-'
-f- 7.r -

13,// +3 = heconie wlicii the ori^'iri is dialled to the
point (1, 1) the directions of the axes being unchanged?

2. Transform the equation ./- -|- .<y _ 7j' _ 4y 4. ]
o =

to
II
axes through (4, - 1).

3. Find the point that must l>e taken as origin the
directions of tlio axes being unchanged, in order that the
terms of the first degree in x and y may vanish from tlie

e<iuation x- + y- + fw; - 9y + 17 = 0. Find also what the
etjuation becomes.
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4. Show that th<f t<Tiiis of ihf first <1.\s,m-('c in ,. jiml ,/

will vuiiisli from the <'xpri's>inri n.,- +- 2//./</ + Ay- + 2'/.>- f

2/}/ + .•, if the ori-in \„- rluuv^M t.,
(^'^'

'"', '"' "^\

the directions of the axes li.'iti,' lui •hiiii.'cd.

5. Tninsfonii ilie e.|uaiion A'' f By + C - *' l>v rotatiri"

the axes tliroii;,'h an L of W) .

6. Fiml what the e(|uatioii ,/-'
v'-' ft- Uocomes wh.-n

the axes are turned thnjuirh an L of 45'. the ori"in

reniaininj,' trie same.

7. Show that the e<|iiitiori ./ -f y- „' is n ,t chanijed
wlieii the axes are tiiriit-d tiircmi/h aiiv L „, the ori"in

remainiiij,' the same.

X. Find what the e(inatioii n.l.- 3J j .l-y y-

becomes when the a.ves ar.> turned throu-li an L of GO',

the origin remaining tlie sanie.

9. Find the smallest positive L through which the axes
must lie turned in order that the cocilliicnt of ,/•// in the
equation r,<),,- -f I'i .,-,,+ CO/- -.V) may vanish; and also

find what the ccjuation becomes.

10. Show that the term involviri'.,' .•;/ in the exjm'ssion
ax- -f 2 h.ri/ + hi/- will vanish, if the axes are tinned
through the ^

.

y, tan ' -~-—

.

a - b
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fiC).—Review Exercises

1. Find the distances between the following pairs of

points :
—

(a) (-•_>, 7), (0, -1');

{/>) {-la -\-h, a - -Ih), (a - h, ^a + h)
;

(') {a cos a, a sin a), (
- 6 cds a, - h sin a).

Verify the result in {/)), on sfjuared paper, wlien a = 1,

-. A ( - 5, -
1 ), B (4, G) are two given points, P is

taken in AB and Q in AB prochiced such that AP : PB =
AQ : QB = .")

: ;5. Find the coordinates of P and Q.

'^. Find the area of the .A of which the vertices are

(M lV>), (-211, []!,) and {a, h).

4. Find the area of tlio /. contained hy the lines

'Ix + lly + 43 = 0, 9.-,- -f .s_y - 14 = and 7,«; - Sy +
20 = 0.

5. Find the ± distance from ( - •_', 3) to the line

Should the result be considered positive or negative and

why ?

(>. Find the condition that the throe poii o (./•,, ^j),

(•'> ^j)' (';)' //;j) ""'y 'i^ '" "• ^^- ''"e.

7. Find the locus of a point such that the sijuare of its

distance from (
- .'5, - 7) exceeds the sijuare of its distance

from (5, 0) by 4.'}.

f<. Prove that the e(|uation A.'- + B// + C =^ represents

a st. line.

9. Find the equation of the st. line which is equidistant

from the
||

lines a.r -\- hi/ = c, n.r + hi/ = d.
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10. Find tlie diuatiori of a st. lino wliicli iiiiikes ati Z a
witii 0,y and cuts oil" an intercept b from Or.

11. Sliow that the st. lines A.',' 4- By -|- C = (>, A,.r -f B,y

+ Ci = are
||,

if AB, = A,B.

12. K.Kpluin the meaning of the constants in th(> eijuations

;}; - h If
- k

cos sin ~

13. Sliow that the line i/ - x tan a passes thiviigh tlie

point (a cos a, a sin a), and find tlie eiiuation of the J. to

the line at that point.

U. Find the Z between the st. line Joining (-4, 5),

(5, 1) and the st. lirie joining (;5, 7), (-0, - ;?).

15. Find the values of m and a such that the line

y = mx + a will pass through (."5, -J) and ( - 1, -5).

IG. Find tlie eijuation of the st. line which passes

through (2, - 2), and makes an Z of 150' with O.'-.

17. Find the length of the st. line; drawn from (/(, k), in

tlie direction inclined at Z u to O.--, and terminated in

the line y = 7)ix + a.

18. Find the etjuation of the st. line through (/;, A), and

II *" a + i = '

19. Show that the st. lines A.-- + By + C - 0, A,.i' +
B,,y -f C, = are ± to each other, if AAj + BB, = 0.

20. Write the etjuation of the st. line which is ± ux -

by — c, and cuts off an intercept ^ d fi'om Oy.

21. Find which of the foUo'^ing points are on the origin

side of
'- - •^ = 1 :- (5, 3), { - 2, - 8), (2, - 2), ( - 6, - 14),
3 5

(-7, -17). Illustrate by a diagram on .squared paper.
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22. Show that the points (2, fi), (1, 11), (-4, 7), ( - 3, 3)
are in the four different angular spaces made by the lines

3 + 5 = ^ ^'^^
5

y = - 1.

Illustrate by a diagram on squared paper.

23. Find tlie values of a for wliicli the lines 1x - ay -\-\

— 0, ax - 6y - 1 = 0, 18.»; - ay - 1 = are concurrent;

and find also the coordinates of the respective points of

intersection.

24. Show that the condition that the Jincs ax + by = 1,

ex + dy = 1, hx -\- ky = 1 are concurrent is the same as

the condition that the the points {a, b), (r, d), (h, k) are

coUinear.

25. Find the L contained by the lines 4x -7y -{- a = 0,

3a; + lly -f 6 = 0.

26. Find the equation of the st. line passing through the

intersection of 4.0 - 7y + a = and 3.f + lly -f- 6 =
and making an L of 45' with the axis of x.

27. Find the equation of the st. line passing through the

intersection of '^ + | = 1, ^ = „,a,. _(_ c and also through

(d, 0).

28. Sliow that the equation of the .st. line joining the

intersection of x cos a -\- y sin a = p, x cos (i -\- y sin [i = p

to the origin is y = x tan ^_lt_c.

29. Find the length of the J. from (a, b) to - -I- ?^ = la b

30. Find tlie etjuation of the st. line through ( - 5, 1)

and
II

to 3.r + \1y = 17.

.31. Find the equation of the st. line through (8, -2)
and X to Ix = y \- 4.
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32. Find the crn-rdinates of tl,e f<,ur points each of wi.icli

is equally distant from the three lines
^' - f =

1,

33. Find the coordinates of the foot of the
(3, 5) to the St. line joinin- ( - ], _ :>) .i,ni (s, 1).

34. Find the separate equations of the st. lines n-i.resented
by 3x- 4- 14.nj - 2 j/2 = q.

35. Find tlie product of the ±8 drawn f.oni (3, -2) to
the St. lines represented by ijy- -f l'_>,,-i/

-f-
2*/-' _-

36. Show that the L between the lines y = ,„.»• + c.

y = nx + 6 is <an-i ---!_".
1 + in u

37. Find the tangent of the L between the st. lines
represented by 5x'2 - 8.vi/ - >/' = 0.

38. Find the equations of the st. lines which n.i.«a throu"h

(3, 6), and are inclined at an L of 45' to '^

-f
'^ =

l.
5 7

39. Show that the st. line joining the point (1, 1 ) to tl

intersection of - -i. '^- _ i ...;fi,
^ _l

'''
i ^ ^i iah ~ A "^ "^ passes through

the origin.

40. Show that the equation of the st. line passing throu-'h
the intersection of .,• cos a + y sin a = ;;, x cos ,i + ,j sin ,i

=",

and
II
to .»

-I- y = k is

{.'• + >/) Kin (« - ,j) 4- J, {,iu ,J - cos ;i) +
,i

(COS a - ,in a) 0.

41. Find the equation of tiie st. lin.; passing through the
intersection of 5,c - 7y .. IG, 2.,; -% = 7 au.i \ to
Gx- - 4y = 19.

le

.
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42. Find tlie equations of tlie st. lines drawn through

the vertices and
||

to the opposite sides of the Z\ of whicli

the equations of tlie sides are 3a; + 11^ = 23, 4x - 9y = 11,

7x ~1y = -31.

43. Show that the lines 5.r + y = 4, 2a; + ?/ = 2, 3a; -f 3y
= 4 are concurrent ; and find the coordinates of their

common point.

44. Find the equation of the st. line passing through

the intersection of ax + by + c = 0, fx + gi/ + h = 0, and

(a) also through the origin
;

(b) ± to x -{ y = k.

45. Find the equations of the st. lines which bisect the

Zs between the lines 12.r - 5y = 17, 8a; + 15// = 13.

46. F id the ecjuation of the st. line which passes through

the poini of intersection of the lines 5a; -(-?/ = 4, 4x -9y
= 11, iw- 1 is ± to the former.

47. 8how that the points (4, 2), (6, 2), (5, 2 + x/3) are

the vertices of an eqtiilateral ,\.

48. Find the locus of a point which moves so that the

sum of its distances from the axes is 10. Trace the locus

on squared paper.

49. Find the locus of a point which moves so that the

diH'erence of its distances from the axes is 10. Trace the

locus on squared paper.

50. Find the equations of the st. lines each of which
passes through ( - 5, - 3) and is such that the part of

it between the axes is divided at the given point in the

ratio 7 : 3.

51. Find the equation of the st. line which passes through

(3, - 2), and is ± to 4,<; -f y + 12 --= 0.

52. Find the equation of the right bisector of the f?t.

line joining (a, b) and {h, k).

^anai^n^TT t.l^.kL..lt:.
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53. Two St. lines are drawn tliiough (0, - 3) such that
the J.S on thoni from (

- 6, - G) .are each of l.-ngth 3.

Find the equation of tlie st. lino joining tlie feet of the Is.

54. Find the I of inclination of the lines ax + % = c,

(a -\- b) X - {a - b) y = d.

55. A st. line is drawn through (2, -4) and i. to 7.c

-3y = 11. Find the e(juations of the l)iseetors of the Zs
between the ± and the given st. line.

56. Find tiie equation of the st. lines which bisect the
^s between the lines represented by ./•-'

-f 2.'y sec (i -f i/'- = 0.

57. Find the value of h for which the e.juation .'),<-
-f h.,i/

-lOi/- -{- v + 2% 10 = will represent two st. lines.

58. Show that, if the a.\,-s are rotated through an Z of
45°, the term containing a-// vanishes from the equation
X-+ 2xy sec d + y- = 0; and the separate equations of the

two st. lines become .r : y tan
ti

59. Three vertices of a jjgm are (3, 4), (-3, !>, (5, -2).
Find the coordinates of the f(>urth vertex.

60. Prove that the two .st. lines which join the middle
points of the opposite sides of any (juadrilateral mutually
bisect each other.

61. What must be the value of »;j, if the line // = mx
-5 passes through the intersection of 7,'' -\\y ^ 14 and
dx + 2y = -11.

62. Find the area of the A ccmtained by the lines x + y
= 12,2a; -y = 12, x- - 2y = - 12.

Jk^



CHAPTER IV

The Circle

67. A circle is tlu; locus of the points that lie at a

fixed distance from a fixed point.

The fixed point is the centre and the fixed di.stance

is the radius of the circle.

6<S. To find the equation of a circle having its

centre at the origin.

Fio. 32.

Let P (.'', y) T'l'i any point on the circle of which

the centre is O. Let the radius = d.

Draw PM J. O.f. Join PO.

".' OPM is a rt.-Z<l /\,

:. OM- + PM^ = OP-.

X- + y- = a=.

72

S..
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Tliis l)('in<; tho relation wliicli liolds lu'twctMi tlu'

coordinates of any point on the circle and the ^dven

radius is the required equation.

69. To find the equation of a circle, the Centre

being at any fixed point (/?, h) and the radius equal

to a.

N M

Fio. 33.

C (//-, /.) is the centre : and P (.r, ;/) is any j)()int on

tlie circle.

Draw PM, CN ± O.r, CL J. PM. Join CP.

CL = NM = OM — ON = ,/• — // :

PL = PM - LM = PM - CN - // - /..

". CPL is a rt.-^d /.,

CL- + PL- = CP'-.

.-. (X - h)^ + (y - k)" = a-\

This is the reouired equation.

A ' '.: ..I
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70. If we I'xpjiiul tli(! i'(|natioij found in § 09, wo
olitaiii :

—

.'••- + jf- - 2//,/' - 2k
!i + //-' + /.•- - a- = 0.

Coinparinj^ tliis result witli the jfenenil eciuatiou of

the secoiul (l('<(ree:

—

a.r- + 2li.ri/ + h>/- + 2f/.r + 2fif -\- c = 0,

we see tluit tlie conditions tliat the hitter shouM
represent a circle are that the coefficients of .i- and y-

should be equal an<l that Hie coefficient of ;ry should

he zero.

Thus the e(|uation

Hj- + <iy- + 2<i.i' + 2/y + r =

may })e chan<;ed to

^ (I ' ^ a ' a-

fnjni which, by comparison with the fornuila of § 69,

we see that it represents a circle havin;^ its centre at

.'/ /\ _ , ,, ,,__ V.V" + f'^
- ac

the point (— '

,
— '

) and its radius =
^ (I a' a

71. The (general equation (jf the circle to rectangular

axes is conuuonly written :

—

x^ + y- + 2gx + 2fy + c = 0.

When the circle passes through the origin and its

centre is on the axis of .r, the equation of §69
becomes

x — a)- + y = a-,

or, X- + y- -- 2ax.
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72—Exercises

1. Write tliQ <iuiiti()ii of thn ciirle with centre (0, 0)

and radius -- \'^.

2. Write the ecjuation of the circle with centre (6, 2)

and radius — 3.

3. Write the equation of the circle with centre (
- 5, - 1) and

radius = v^26. Show that this circle passes through tlie ori,<,'iM.

4. Write the etiuation of the circle with centre (
- a, - h)

and radius = c. Find the condition that this circle pusses

through the origin.

T). Find the coordinates of the centre and the radii of

the following circles :

—

(o), 7? + 1/ - 6.<: -- 2y - 15 ;
(h), 4.»;- + A>f- + 7.r f h>j

= 16
;

(r), x2 4- r = U''; {d), x- + //' + 2 % = c-'.

6. Draw, on squared paper, the circles of which the

equations are :

—

(a), x"- + 2/- = 9
; (/>), x- + 'f = 8.''

; (''), •'•- -|- >/ + ^^ ^ "

7. Find the centre and radius of the circle which passes

through the origin and cuts olF intercepts = a and b from

Ox- and Oy respectively.

.W((<(o«.—Since the circle j.assea through the origin its .-(luatioii

must bo satistied by r = 0, y - 0, and .-. tl>e al.sohite term must be

zero. Thus the eiiuation may be written

x^ + ,/ + •_» //x- + 2/y = 0.

Substituting iu this eciuation tlie coordinates of the points (a, 0),

(0, ti) the two e(iuations
(('- + "2 ;/'( =

IP + 2 fl> =

are obtained from wliicli !/=-.,' ^ - " 77'

.-. the equation of the circle is

x^ + if

"r, (-•- f
)' + (.'/ - .)'

ax - I'il
- 0,

the centre is (i4)
and the radius =

4

2

-—-^fi^WP*
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H. Find the e<|iiati<)n of tlio c' -cle which passes through
the ori^'in and ulso thn.ugii (4, 3) ami (-2, C).

9. Find the ('(luation of the circle wiiirh has its centre
on the axis of x and which passes through tiie points
(n, 3) and (-3, 1).

10. Show from the general e<|uation of ,^71 tliat three
conditions are necessary and suHicient to determine a circle.

11. Find the condition that the circle .i-
-f-

^/^ -f 2y.r 4
2/// + c = may iiave its centre (a) on the axis of ./

;

{b) on the axis of y.

12. Find the equation of the circle which pass's tlu-ough

(3, 1) and (5, _ 3) and has its centre on the line >• -
jj = 4.

13. Find the eijuation of the circle having the st. line
joining (7, -5) and (-3, - 1) as a diameter.

14. A {a, 0) is a fixed point and P (,»•, y) is a variable
point such that PO : PA = /> : q. Show that the locus of P
is a circle having its centre on Ox, and dividing OA inter-

nally and externally in the ratio p-.q.

15. Find the equation of the circumcircle of the A whoso
vortices are (3, 4), ( - -1, 3), ( - T), -

7).

16. Find the lengtli of the chord of the circle x- + y-' =
25 cut otr by the line 3.>; + y = l.'>.

17. Find the length of the chord of the circle x- -\-
y- -

G./;+ 14y = 42 cut otf by the line a; - y = 8.

IS. Show tliat the locus of the centres of all circles vhich
pass through two given points {p, q\ (r, «) is the right bi-

sector of the St. line joining the given points.

19. Through tiie given point P (h, A~ a st. line is drawn
cutting the circle x^ + y^ -f- Igx + 2/y + c = at A and B.
Prove that PA . PB is cons> it for all directions of the st.

line.

^P*^nwsEa™»"5a
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it — !•

r us tiic i'i|uatiun uf the at. line.eon t> Ktn II

r. = h -k- r ron II, ij - k + ; k'hi ".

Substituting; these vahns in the iiiualion «»f the cin.le, ami simplifying

r' + 2 (i/j + </) coi II + (k I /•) H,n n] r

1- /.» + k- • '2;/h + 'Ifk + < - 0.

The value of PA . PB - the proiluct of the two valii>s of r in

this t'ljuation

= A' i- /(' t 'I'jh + ifk + r,

an expression which <loe3 not contain " iin<l which is . . in(lepen<lent

of the direction of the line.

20. Find the pcjnution of that chord of the cliche .»•-' +
V' + "^U'' + 2/*/ -f-

<• = whicii is hisected iit tlu; point (h, k).

Solution :~(YiTst Mutho.l). As in Kx. 10, if wc t.ike for the

equation of the chord jr =
' = r, we cot

VOM II niii II ''

H f 2 {(A + <j) COM H + {k ( /) gin ti
}

;

+ /(» + k-' + 2'jh + 2ft + c '- Q.

If the chord is bisected at (A, k) the two values of ,• got from this

equation are equal in value but opjxisite in sign, ami

.-. (Ii + ,j) ros IJ + (k + /) k'iii II = (I.

Multiplying the terms of this cii'iation by the equal fractions

h y - k
, the recjuired e(iuation is found to be

COM tl /<in U

{h + ;/) (X - //) i {k + f) {,, - k) -^ 0.

(Second Method). Let the eijuation of the chord be

y - k = m (.< - A).

The centre of the circle is (-</, -/), and the e(|ualioii of the J.
from the centre to the ciionl is

w« (.'/ + /) ( -c t a = 0.

The J. from the centre bisects the clioid, and, .• passes through
(A, k)

:. in {k + f) f A + (/
-^ 0.

A -*- II

:. the re(i!iircd e(|uation is

(A + y) (x - A) + (k +f)(,j - k) ^ 0.
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21. Find the eiiuatinri of tin honl of tins circle .*•'- + »/-

-

6.C ^ 81/ '- 24 wliieh passes flir.iugli (5, 1) aiM is bisected

at tlint point.

22. From the point P ( - .>, "1 a st. line is drawn to

cut tlio circle ./'- + »/" - 4y - lOy 17 at A and B.

H PB.

1'.
' ommon cliord of tlin

w/ -. 3i).

Find the area of the rectaii

2.3. Find the ccjuation <

circles

24. Find the condition '

circles

x^ + y- + 2y.r

-t- .> 60.

•II chord of tlu

Vz/

r-' + y- + 2,j'.. f 2,'-'-/

^ 0,

< =

passes through the origin.

25. Find the eijiiation <>f the circle which passes through
the origin oud also through (A, A) and (/c, h).



TANiiFAT 7f>

Tancf.nts

7:i. lift APQ ho 11 secant cultiiii^f a ctirvf at P .uid Q.

Fki. S4.

If the secant rotate alx^ut tlie point P initil the

second point Q approaches itnh-'initily near to P, the

Uniiting position PR of the ciiorJ is called a tangent

to the curve at the point P.

Tlie point P is called the point of contact of the

taii<rent PR.
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74. To find the equation of the tangent to the
circle jr- + y- = a- at the point P (;f„ i/,) on the circle.

Fia. 35.

Let Q (.»'.,, ;//.,) bo another point on the circle.

Then the eijuation of PQ is

X

a\ — X., Vi - >h
(1)

V P and Q arc botli on the circle,

and, x.r + yj = aK

:. , subtracting, jr{- — .r,-' -f y/,- — y.;^ = o.

.-., (x, - ,r,) (.r, + ,r,) + (//, - //,) (_y, + y,) = (2)

Multiplying the terms of (2) by the equal fractions

in (1)

{x - X,) (x, + x.^ + (y - //,) (//, + ;y,) = 0. (3)

If, now, PQ rotates about p until Q coincides witii

P, x.^ = Xi and y, = y^.

Tims etjuation (3) becomes

2 {X - X,) X, + 2 (// - y,) y, = 0,

or, a-.r, + yy^ = .r, ' + y{i
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But .>\- + //,'-' = a'-.

•• XX, + yy, = a-.

Tins is the r(M|uin'(l e(|UJiti()ii.

75. Alternative Method of fiiuliiijf tlio equation of

the tangent at the point P (.'•,, //,) on the circle ,*•-' +
if = a•^

Usini:f the tij^ure of § 74 let tiie equation of PQ l)o

(*, (1)

and

cos 8 sill

.'• = .»', + /• riis 0, 1/ =
//i
+ /• sin 0.

Suhstitutinj( these values of .;, // in the ecjuation or

the circle, and expanding

r- + 2 {.i\ coH e + /y,
../•; 0) r + ./•,- + .'/,'-' = <«'-' (2)

Since P is on the circle, j\- + //, = *'-'.

.. one value of r is zero, and e(|uatii)n (2) hecc aes

r + 2 (,r, COS + //, sin 0) = 0. {'i)

If, now, PQ rotates about P until Q coincides with

P, the other value of r also becomes zero, and,

.•. .'•, cos + Ui sin == 0. (4)

Multiplying the terms in (4) by the eijual (piantities

in (1).

•'"i
(•'• -

'''i) + //i (// - //i) = 0.

/. the re([uin'd e(iualion is
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76. Tlie equation of OP (Fi<;. 84) is
' = '^

, and by
'

'
y^

the condition of perpendicularity, the hne represented

by this equation is ± to the line represented by
xx^ + yy^ = <i\

:. the radius of a circle drawn to the point of

contact of a tantjent is ± to the tancont.

77. In any curve, the at. line drawn throucjh the

point of contact of a taniijent and ± to the tangent

is called a normal to the curve at that point.

78. To find the equation of the tangent to the

circle x- + y- + 2gx + 2fy + c = at a point
P (-fi* ^i) on the circle.

Let the equation of a chord PQ be

fly ^ tJUf y.~j^ - r, (1)
cos 6 sin

and .-. X = x^ + r cos 6, y = y^ + /• .si» Q.

Substituting these values of ,'', y in the e(]uation of

the circle and simplifying,

r- + 2 ( (.ri + (J)
cos + (//, + /) .s//*,

} r

+ X,- + y;^ + 2r/,r, + 2/vj + c = 0.

Since P (.r„ y^) is a point on the circle, this eijuation

reduces to

r + 2
{

(.f, + g) cos + (ij^ + j) sin } = 0.

If now the secant PQ rotates about P until Q
coincides with P, the second value of /• becomes zero,

and .*,

ix, + <j) cos + {yj +/) siti = 0. (2)

. j»^r*<T-i!>-HB
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Multiplying the terms in (2) by the equal t|uantities

in (1).

{X - X,) (X, + cj) + (y- y,) {y, + /) = 0.

/. X (.c, + (7) + 2/ (^1 + /') -'•i' -^i'-' -i/-'"i -fUx = 0.

But, .r,-' + y;' + 2yx, + %fy, + c = 0.

.*. , adding,

X (.'-1 + i/) + 2/ (.y, + /) + ip\ + fy, + c = 0.

.-. xxi + yyi + g (X + Xi) + f (y + yi) + c = 0.

79. By comparing the e(iuation of the tangent

x^i + yyi + (•« + -'"i) + f (y + yi) + <^ =

with that of the circle

a;2 4. yi _,_ 2 gx + 2 fy + c = 0,

the following rule is obtained for writing the c<iuation

of the tangent at a point (.f,, ^J on the circle :

—

In the ecpiacion of the circle change

X- into xxi, y- into yy^,

2x • X + x„ 2y " y + y,.
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80. To find the equation of the tangent to the
circle X- + y' -^ a- in terms of m, the slope of the
tangent.

Flo. 3«.

To find the abscissae of the points where the line

y= mx+ k cuts the circle, ehuiinate y hy substitution,
and

.r- + {mx + kf = a-,

i.e., (1 + m-) ./•- + 2 mkx + /-' - a- = 0.

If the line is a tan<rent, the values of ,/• from this
equation are equal to each other, and

.-. 7>i-^' = (1 + m-) {k- - a'),

••• /.-^uMl + m-),

and k = ± (0 v/r+~?7i-.

Thus the e(|uation of the tan^^ent is

y = mx ±a V 1 + m--

The double sign corrcspoiulH to the two tangents
that have the same slope, as indicated in the diagram.
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'^1—Exercises

1. Find the e.iuation .,f the tangent t., the circle

(") .'•- + >j- ^ 31, jit the point (.'{, Tj)

;

(i) .,••-' + y-' .. 10.,. + i2y = 39 ,1, ( ^ ,^ 2)

;

(c) ..•-" + y-' + IS,, _ ,4^ ^^ 3y ^^j ^3^ ,^,^.

('0 •'- + y- + ly.r + L'/.V = at th... ori,i,Mn.

2. Find the equations of the st. lines touching H... ,irele
X- + !/- = 35 and n.aldng an L of t.V^ with the axis of .,-.

3. Find the equations <.f the st. Hnes wl„ch tou.-h ,- u
y- = r- and are (a)

\\
to, (/,) ^ t„ tlu- line Ar + Bv +C = -^

4. Prove that, .r + '-V = 10 is a tangent to the circle
X- + !/- = 20; and find tiie point of contact

5. Prove that .. - Oy ^ ., -^
.^ ^.^,^^,,.,^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^.^^l^_

•r- + y- - K, _ 10^ + L'l = 0: an.l find the point of
contact

G. Find the condition that A,. + By + C =. n.av t.,uch

U7. Find tli(! condition that '
f 1 may touch

8. Find the condition that tiie axis .,f .,• nwiv loucii
X- + y-' + 2,j.,- + 2/y + ,; ^ 0.

^9. Find the Wjuations of the ••ircles passing tlirougii
(r), 2) and touclnng the axes of x and i/.

10. Find the equations of tiie tans.'<>Mts t,, t.h,. ..j,-,.!,.

.-'•2 + 2/2 - 2,r + 2y = 10 whicii make an L = ;j(i^ with
the axis of .c.
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11. Fin.l the Ipiigth of tlie part of the lino 2x - 5y +
10 = intercepted by the circle x- + y- + 8j- - 6y = 24.

12. Show that tlio tangent to the circle (x - a)- +
(y - '')" = »•"' Ht tlie point (..•„ y,) on thi.s circle is (x - a)
(.r, - a) + (/y - i) (y, - f>) = ,--'.

No/M<ioH.—Transform the orij,'in to the |M)iiit {a, l>) without changing
the (lireition of the axes. The transforming rehitioua are x = X + a,

y - Y + /', .r, = X, 4- ", y, = Y, + b.

The equation of the circle l>ecome8

X'+y -= r»,

and, by § 74, the tangent at (X„ Yj) is

XX, + YY, - r'.

Transforming back to the original origin, the equation of the tangent
becomes

(x - a) (./-, - a) + (y - h) (//,
- h) ^ r».

13 Show that the point ((j + r cos «, / + r sin a) is on
tlie circle (.»• - <j)- + (y - /)-' = r- ; and tlnd the equation
of the tangent at that point.

14. Show that the circles

X- + y- + 6,i; + IC.// + 24 = 0,

X- + >/- - 10.«; + 4y + 20 =

touch each other externally. Find the coordinates of the
point of contact; and the equation of the common tangent
at that point.

15. Show that, if the circles

{x - hf + (y - kf = ,-2,

(.T - my- + (y - w)^ = s'-

touch each other,

(/* - mf- + (k - nf = (r ± s)'K
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16. Find the equation of tlio coininon chord ; and the

coordinates of tiie points of intersection of tlio circles

.»•" + y- - 2.C - (jy = 14,

.,'.'
-f.

yi - f)./; 4- .'J// = r».

17. Find the, eijuation of the linic who^e centre is at

tlie origin and wliich touches tlie line A.*' + By + C = U.

18. Find tlie eijuation of the circle whose centre is at

(7, 2) and which touches 'i.v - :)y = \.

19. Find tiie centres of similitude and the eciualions of

the transverse and direct conunon tangents uf the circhs

r- + //-' - G.tr + I'y ^ G = 0,

K' + y- + .S.»: - 10// + .32 ^ 0.

20. Find the e<iuations of the common tangents of the

circles

y- + y- - \.v - Hy - 5 = 0,

x' + y- 10,/- &y - 2 ^ 0.

Find also the coordinates of the points of contact of the

tangents,

21. Find the equations of the tangents to the circle

X- + y- + "lyx + -Ify + f = U which are
||

to .<• + 'iy = '..

22. Find the ecjuations of the two tangents to the circle

X- + y- = 25 which make an _ of 30' with the axis of x.
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Poles an'd Polahs

'S2. To find the equation of the chord of contact
of tangents drawn from an outside point to the
circle x" +y = or.

Fio. 37.

L»'t P (.»',, y^) be the <;iven p(jint ; PA and PB the
tanifents.

It is rcM|uiiv(l to find the c(]uation of AB.

Take (.»', ?/'), (./", y") to represent tlie coordinates

of A, B respectively.

The etjuatioii of AP is, by § 74,

xx + yy' = (/-'

;

an<l since the coordinates of P must batisfy this

etpiation,

•»'r«' + ViU = '«'• (i)

yiiuiiariy, ,t,,p" -f- v,y'' = a-. (2)

'Sm^fm -ZT-rPFmjs;^;;

.
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From those rt'siilis it is scfii tli.it

•''| + ////i = "
is tho e(nmti()ii of aB; for:—

sinct' it is of the first de^frce it represents ii st. line;

hy (1), A is ji point on tlie line;

hy (2), B is ii point on the line;

.'. the re(|nire(l ecpi.-ition is

XX, + yy, ^ a-.

83. Tlie eciu.'ition of the ehord of eont.-iet of t.-uii'ents

drawn from an ontside point to n ciicle is of the same
form as the e(|Uatiop of tlie tan«,rent at a point on the

circle.

This is in a<,'roement with the fact that, if the ])oint

P appro.icli the cirele and nltimat<'ly f.dl on it, the

chord of contiiet l)eeomes tlie tiini,fent at P, oi- the

taiiirent at P is the f:n,il position of the chord of

contact when p aj), loaches the circle.
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8-*. To find the equation of the polar of p (jr u)with respect to the circle jr' + y^ ^r'.,
' " ^''

Via. 38.
Fio. 39.

'ri.ron^.h P .Intw any st. lino cnttin^. the circle at
A. B. JJiuw tanuentH aq, bq intcrseetini,' .it Q (X, Y).

It i.s rcpiiiv.! to find the jocu.s of q.

I»y §«2, tlie e.|Ufition of AB is

.rX + yY - .r';

••"'•1 -'ts the rr,or.linHte,s of p ,„„st .sati.sfy this e.iuution

X.r, + Yy, = ,i\

••.. .-'s X. Y .-nv the coonlinutes of any point on the
IH)lar of P, the requiiv.! equation i.s

XX, + yy, = a-.

85. The e<pmtion of OP is .•//, - ,,.r, ^ Q, and. by
the condition for p.'vj^^ndicdarity, this line i.s X to
that repre.sented Ijy x.^'^ -f ytj _ f^i

:. the polar of P i.s -,, st. line which cuts OP at
rt. Z.S
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so. If Ml.' poliir ,//, -f- ////, -,- (/' futs OP fit, M, tli.>

lon;;tl» of OM ti

OP

:. OM . OP = a-

87. The e(juation of die ix)lHr of tlie point P (.'',, //|)

without the circle ./•- -|- //-' - <r is the smne n - that of

the chord of contact of tanj^ents (h.iwii from P to the
circle. This shows tliat, wh.-n the i)oinl is without
the circle, its polar is the chord of contact produced,
or. that tangents drawn from P touch the circle at
the points where it is cut by the polar of p.

88. The e(|uation of the polar of any ]M)int P (.r,, >/,)

is of the same form as the e(|uatioii of tlie tan;;,'ent

at a point on the circle.

This is in agreement with the fact that, if the

point P approaches and ultimately coincides witli the
circle, OP becomes e«|Ual to <i, aiid .. , hy § HH, OM
becomes equal to a, and the polar becomes the tangent
at the point P
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S!». If the polar of p passes through Q, the polar
of Q passes through p.

I^'-t (•'•.. //,). (.'•,. //,) I..' til.' (•....nliiiatos of P o
n-spcctivt'ly.

'

TIh' p.,),.ir of P wit I, .vspcct to ./• + ,/- = „•-
i.s

.'•'•, + ////, = >f-.

Sincp this line pass.-H tliroii;r|, q_

•''-••''i + /A..'/, = "-'.

This proves that r,,„ //,) is on th.' line

'''.' + ////,. = "-

:

I .•• P is on tho poliu- <,f Q.

Cor. ir the point Q .Moves ulon- Hi,, pohir of p
the polar of Q chanj;es its position, hnt alvvnys i

throuirh P.

aiK

passes

.-., if the pole moves along a st. line, its polar
turns about the pole of that line.

00. To find the pole of the st. line Ax + bu + c =
with respect to the circle x' + y- = «

".

Let
(./'i, //,) 1,„ the coonlinat.s of tlic pole.

Tlie equation of tlie pohir of '.,,, yj is

•''•''i + ,'/,'/i
- 't'-' = 0.

This equation must he the .vamo as

A /• + B// + C = 0.

•''• = .'/' _ ^ '«'

A B ~ c""

mm
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!>l. To find the polar of p (x^. //,) with respect

to the circle jr + «/' -f 2gx + 2/i/ -f c = 0.

The «'(|Uati(m ol" the ciroli- iiiiiy In- wiiltfii

(.'• -f ,'/>' + (// f fr ^ ,'/' + ./' - '••

TninHi'oriiiiiii; llu' <>ii;,Mii t<i tlic point (-,7, — M, llu'

tnvnsfoi'iiiin;; nliitidiiH iin- .r — X — «/, */ — Y — /,

.r, = X, — </, .'/, r= Y, — /, mill tilt' finiutidii i>l' tin-

circU' Im'Coiim's

X- + Y- - (f + /' - r.

'Y\w ('(luiiti'ii of tilt' pol.ir of p (X,, Y.I with rc-sjM-ct

to this cin^le is, l>y § M4-,

XX J + YY, =
(J- + /- - r-

Tiiuisfoniiin^ h.ick to tlic orijiiiwil oii>,'iii, ili< •'ii:iLi(>ii

becoiiU'S

(.'• + o) (.'•. + .'/) + <// + /) <//, +/) - .'/-' + / - ^•

.-. XX, + yy, + g (X + X,) f f (y + y,) + c - 0.

NoTK.—An (in i-xi-rdsf, th>' sfinl'Ht shnnhl o'l/oin On iihore

result dim-tlij fnnn th" ih tint lion of j>i>/'''^ (itnl fmlnrs, l.ij

the methuil nseil lit ^ ^ i-

.
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92.—Exercises

1. Find the po'-ir of tlie point

(rt) (3, fi) with lespect to a^ + y~ = 30

;

('') (", 0) ,. „ „ X- + y2 _ ^ .

(') (
- -. 4) .. ., M '.,"- + y-i - Ax - d,y = o;

(r/)(-r), -i) a-i + 7/2 _ 10.r + 6y = 15;

('') (0. 0) '• " " (.r - hf + (y - kf = r2.

2. Find tlie pole of the st. line

(a) 2a; - 7y = 17 with respect to a-2 + v/ = 17
^

(i) .r - 2y + 12 ^ .. „ „ a-2 + y2 = 23

;

(c) 4.C -
»/ = 1 with respect to ar + y- - 2.r-4t/ = 4;

('0 4a; + 5^ =5 , ^.2 + ,/ _ ^^ - \Q,j

= - 5.

3. (rt) Show that .»-' + y-' = 2.1 is the equation of a circle.

{h) Show that ( - 3, 4) is on the circle.

(-) Write the ecjuation of the tangent to the circle at
this point.

(d) Show that the point (9, 13) is on this tangent.

{e) Find the equation of tiie other tangent from (9, 13).

(./) Write the e(iuation of the polar of (9, 13).

(y) Find tiie equation of the st. line through (9, 13)

± to the polar, commenting on the form of the result.

Draw the diagram on squared jjaper.

4. Find thep<»leof ^" + '^ = 1 witli respect to..-" + y-' = c-'.

r>. Find the pole of Lr + my = 1 with respect to the
circle x- + y- + '-V»- + 2/»/ + c - 0.

G. Prove that the polar of (
- 2, 5) with respect to .r^ +

y- - 18 touches x- + y-' - G.r %j - 19: and find the

coordinates of the point of contact.
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TAXCiEXTS FIU)M AX OUTSIDE PoiXT

93. To find the length of the tangent pa from the

point P (Xp Ui) to a given circle.

Fl<t. 40.

(1) Li't till' (H|UJitioii <»f tlie circle be

..•- + //- = >('.

Join OA, OP.

AOP is ji rt.--^(l .,

AP- = OP- - AO-

= •'•f + .'/i'
- "'•

AP = i^Xi- + yi'
- a-'.

(2) Let till' e(|Uiition of the circle he

./- + //•- + 2<l.r + -IfII + r = 0.

'rhi.s e((imti<)i» may he written

(•' + .'//' + ill + ff = .'/' + ./"' - ^•

from which it is seen that the centre is {—<i, —f)

and the radius — \ (/' + /-' — '••

With the diagram and construclion of Fij;. 40,

AP- = OP- - AO-

= (-r, + OT + (//, + /)-' -(,'/•- + f - <')

= ^r' + 2/f' + - .'/•''! + Urn + '•

.-. AP = /x,- + y,- + 2gx, r 2fy, -f c.
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94. To find the equation of the tangents from
(•"fi. ^i) to the circle x- + y- = a'.

Fio. 41.

Lot a secant .Imwn I'rnn. p (,,„ ,/,) cut tlio circle at
A; and lot Q (./•,//) h,. ji„y j„,int on tlie secant.

If PA:QA =/.•:!, tlic oonlinatcs of a are

V h -\ ' /_ 1 ;• "'"' •• •'*"«'<' A IS on tl,o circle

(/•./•- ,r,)-" + (/•,/ _ y,)-'^(/, _ ^y„,

or, (,/•- + ,,-^ - o^) /,• - 2 (.r,r, + yy, _ „.)/.

+ •''!'' + .'/,"' - "'-' = 0.

If, now, tlie .secant tnrn ahout P until it coincides
with either of the tanu^-nts fr.an P, the two values ,)r
/• found from this .M,uation, an.l which convspond to
th<" two points whore the socant cuts the circh , are
ecpial to each other.

••• (XX, + yy, - a-')-' = (x-' + y-" - a") (x,-' + y,-' -
a'-').

This is the ro(juirod equation.

iy
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05.—Exercises

1. Kiiul the length of the tangent from

(a), (7, 3) to ..- + //-' = •2-2
;

(/,), (3, - 5) to ..-' + //-' 3..- + 7// + 35 = ;

(r), (,-2, -«)) t.. ..-• + r =. !•-'.':

(</), (0, 0) to .-••-' + //•- + 2,7r + •-;/// 4- -• = ;

{>>), (4, 2) to y- + >/- - Cu- + -2;/ - 39 = 0.

Explain tlie iniai^injiiy result in ('•).

2. The length of the tangent drawn froni a point to

^'" + }/' - 10a; - 4/y + !) = is always 4. Find lh<' locus

of the point. Plot the diagram on s<iuared paper.

3. The length of the tangent from P to .i- + //- ' is

twice the distance from P to (6, 0). Find the locus P.

4. Find tlie equations of the tangents from (7, -1) to

X- 4- y- = 25.

5. grow, by the method of ij 94, that the equation of the

tangints from (,-•,, y,) to .<-' + //- + 2i/.r + 2/// + r - is

{•''"i + ff.'/i + 'J
<' + 'i* + / i;/ + H\) + ''}

= ('- + u- + -'J'' + -fii + '')
'-'v'

-t- III' + -''"i + --'t'l + '^•

Kadi'AL Axis

f)(i To find the radical axis of the circles

x- ^ y + 2gx + 2fy + c =0,

x- + y- + 2g X + 2f y + c = 0.

Since the taiijxeiits to llie circl.'s fioin any i)-int on

their radical axis are eiiual to eacli other, it' (y, // )
is

any ])oint on tin; locii^, by ^ i>"l

.,..; + iji + i,/,,' 4- -Ifij 4- r .(-' + <i- + -lif.r -f 2/"// + '•'

.-. tlu" re<nnred e(|\iation is

2 (g - g) X + 2 (f f ) y + c - c - 0.
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97. The controH of the circles in the lust article are

(-'J> -/) and (-;/', -/'I

.'. the st. line joiniiii^ the centres is

« + fl ^ y + f

u-y' f-r'
"'•. (/ - /') {'• + O) -

(<J
- <j') (// + /) = 0.

By the condition of perpendicularity this line is ± to

2 (y - II') -v + 2 (/ - /') y + c - c = 0.

.-. the radical axis is i. to tlie line of centres.

->.-

5)8.—Exercises

1. Kind tfie radical axis of the (ureltjs

.'-' + ;/- - 4.C - Gy + 9 = 0,

X- + if - l()j; - My + 104 = 0.

Draw the dia^'raiii on squared paper.

2. Find the radical axi.'< of the circles

",.2 + 2-> -H 9./,- - 8// - 3 = 0,

./• + r = 9.

3. Show tlijvt the radical axes of the circles

y- + y- + -lyr + 'Ify + c 0,

X.-' + yi + 2y,.<' + 2/;.v + c, ^ 0,

y- + y- + 2y..r + :!/[.,/ + c =

taken two anil two are concurrent. (Tiie point of concur-

rence is tiie ra<lical centre.)

4. Find the radical centn; of the circles

.r- + y- 3.i; + 7y + '.i') = 0,

.r2 4 r - 7.r + .'.,/ - .-JI - 0,

j;2 + ,/-' - 6,c + 2*/ - 39 = 0.
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5. Show tl»at the circles

x-2 + ,/ - 3..- + 5y - •) = 0,

x"- + 1/ + 7x + 1/ II = 0,

.l,-2 + y2 ^. 2,,- + 3y - 10 =: 0,

have a common radical axis. Show also that tlieir c«>iitres

are in a st. line which is J. to the common radical axis.

Miscellaneous Exercises

1. Find the equation of tin- st. line passing through the

intersection of j: - 2y = '>, x + 3^ - 10 and
||

to 3.i; +

4y = 11.

2. Find tlie equation of the st. lino passinj; through the

intersection of 8.f + // - 7, 11.^- + 2// 2.S and 1 to tlie

latter line.

3. Plot the (juadrilateral (4, 2), (-."), {]), (-9, - ()),

(7, - 4) ; and fiml its area.

4. Plot the lines 2.r + 5y --- 21), 12./- + // = 29, 5x- - 2y

= 29 ; and find the area contained by them.

5. Find the equation of the st. line passing through

{h, k) and such that the portion of t hetwwn the axes is

bisected at the given point.

f). Find the ('(iiiation of the st. line passing through

(A, A) and (a)
\\

to, (h) ± to tiie st. line joining (.<,, //,.,

('.,, y.,).

7. Show that, if the lines <u- + iy -|- c - 0, I,.,- + cy + a

^ 0, c.r 4- (ly + !' - are concurrent out nol coincidetjt.

then a + l> + c 0.

8. Find the ratio in which the st. line Joining (-."), 3),

(<\. - \) is rli%iiled by .c 11?/ + 3 = 0.
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9. Find tlie centre of the inscribed circle of tlie /\ formed
liy the lineH 4.« - 3y ^ 18, 5.r + 12y/ = 9, 24.>; + 7y = 30.

10. Find tlie area of the /^ container! by ij =^ 3x, y = 5x
and .»• + 2y = 77.

11. Show that the area of the . . contained by y = m x,

y = m.,v. and A.f + B.y + C =

_ (JM, - ?n.,) C-
~

2 (A + /M,B; (A + w^,B)'

12. Find tlie locn-s of a point such that the sriuare of
its (iistance from (fi, Q) is tjirec times the s(|uare of its

distance from (2, 0).

i;5. One vertex of ;i Pi^m is at the orijrin and the two
acijaoent vertices are at (<», i), (c, d). Kind the fourth
v«?rtex.

14. Show that, if the two circles

'•' + y- + 2i/a; + 2yy + c = 0,

.r- + y-' - Ifx Igy + c =
touch each other, then (y - / )- = 2c.

15. Give the ijeometrical interpretation of the equation
.<•'- + y- + 2«./- Ofii a + 2ay sin a + n- = 0.

10. Find the «>cus of the interserti(m of the st. lines

which pass tliro-i,di (6, 0) and (0, 3) respectively and cut
each other .it • ' - ^^

17. Fine; the eijuaiions of the tangents to the circle

' + y" "= -^'' which ,trp |: u, 3.r— y =~. Q,

18. Find tI, orthocpnire of tlio . whose sides are 8.1; -

5y = 1';, H.. '.// = Iti and .,- + 2.y = 6.

19. Prove tluit zhe ra.iical axis of the circles

•'" + ,'/- = «^.

•'"^ - y- - IM {.r ens a + y sin a) —
bisects the st Hne joining their centres.
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20. CJ.ords of th. drolo .r^ + ,^ . ,. „.^,^„.,,^
fixed ,.;nt (A. .;. n,., U.0 i..cu.s ..f tl.,-!.. .nicldl- ,„;..,'

21. Find tho e,,uatiou of the cirel. which pusses throu.^hhe ong.. and n.aKes intercepts . und .... o. Orespectively. ^ y ^!/

22. Find the equation of the cirde described ..., ,h,. stline jounng th. origin to (,,,y , as diameter.

23. Find the coordinates of a point such that the st linoJOHung ,fc to (4. _3) is bisected at rt. L. by o.r ^ 7

24. Fin.l the locu.s of the points fro,;, which tu....nf«drawn to .,•"- ^ »- = 13 -md ,. - .,

t.mgents

as 5 is to .3.
''""•''--2'---'+«Z/+l=0are

25. Find the distances fron. the p, i,u (o,
4, ,,^ ^,,^,

direction having the <lirection cosines
curve whose equation is

3,*- - (i.nj + .'5y-' - 32 = 0.

points. ^ "•^'>' ^ K" .y..) 'w-e fi.xod

Show that the locus is a circle and tind the rehuio, ofIts centre to A and B.
reLuioi. ot

27 (.) Find the coordinates of the j,oi„t c ul„chdmdes the St. line .joining A (., - o, ^ , l^^'^^
ratio AC : CB = 1 : ."?.

W Prove that D HI, 1) Hcs on the .st. ],..,. a8 -dvenabove and by computing the Ico.ths of AD an.l BD^i,the ratio in which D <iivides aB.

2.^. (n) Find the urea of a the coordinates of who.eangular points a.e U, y,), (.,.^, ^^^ ,,^^ ,^ ,

r. ' ~ , to the
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(h) From tlio result of (a) deduce the equation of a st.

line in terms of the coordinates of two given points through

which it passes.

29. Show tiirit y = inx + a »/l + in' is always a

tangent to the circle .»;'- + i/- — a".

30. The equation 3x2 ^ 3,/.- _ 12j; - G// + 4 = can

1« reduced to one containing terms in x and 1/ of the

second degree only, by transforming to
||

a.xes through a

properly chosen point. What are the coordinates of the

point ?

31. Find the distance of the point of intersection of the

lines 3x + L>/y + 4 = and 2,/; + 5// + 8 = from the

line {i.r - 12y + 6 = 0.

32. Find the eciuation of the circle whose centre is (A, k)

and which passes through (a, l>).

33. Find the locus of the points from which tangents

drawn to the circle

X- + »/-' + 2(/.K + 2/v + c =

are at rt. Ls to each other.

34. If the tangents at the points (./•,, i/^), (.r.„ y.,) on the

circle x- + i/'' + '2(jx + 2/i/ + <• = are at rt. Z.s to each

other, show that

^'i''-> + !/i!h + 'J (''1 + •'j) +/(,'/! + !/.) + 'J- +/- = 0.

35. Find the ecjuation of tlu- st. line joining («/>-, 2ai)

and {(IC-, 2ac).

.io. bhow that tlie eijuation of the _L to x + y
a h

~- 1 at the point (/t cos a, b sin a) is .< - -. y
.,7,1 cos u sin a— a- - (J-.

37. Find the pioduct of the _Ls from (-7, - 4) to the

lines lix- - I'Jxy + I ly- = 0.
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38. Sliow tli.iL the prcMluct of tin; J_.s fiuin (.•, (/) tti the

lines a.i-- + 2 hxij + by- is

ac- + 'Ihcd + l>(t-

\ (a - Ij)- + 4/t-

39. Find the ('(^uatioii of the st. liiKS which join the

origin to the points of iiitersi'ftiun uf

a.i- + 1)1/ k

Hii.l ..••-• + y^ + '.'r/.r + 2/ir + <j - U.

Solution :

—

(1)

(2)

Fio. 42.

Let the lint- (1) cut the circle (J) at A, B.

It iH ri'tiuinMl to t'md tin; e<|uati<iii rcjiicseiitiiig OA ami OB.

From (1) k- rr I,- {,ix + >»j) ^ (((X + hij)".

i--'(./' + //) + 'Ik (<tx + hij) {</,, +/,/) f ,• {„.r I hij)"- (I. (:{)

Ei|Uittion (;i) has all its tcrins of the sccmiil tli!,'rfL' in x ami //,

and .•. , l)y § StJ, it represents twi) st. lines pas.sing throuu'h the

origin.

Again, e(iuati<)n (3) is .satisfied liy the Viiliies of .r and y which

satisfy both (1) ami (2);

.". the lines represented hy ('^) pass thi(>n!.'li A and B.

.". etiuation (.1( represents OA and OB.
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40. F'iiid the (•juutioti nf ilio st. lines joining tlie or.j^in

to tlio iMiiiits of intei-seetioa of '2x - .3y =. 1 and a- + y- 5.

41. Kind the «'i|Uiilion of the mI. lines joininj,' thfl ori-^in

to tlio points of inttfiscetion nf .r + *2>/ = ifa iukI ."» (./-' + y-')

+ rm.i- + \Oni/ -^ 18a-', and show iliiit th<-y am ± to each
other.

42. Find the L Iwlwcen the .<t lines wliich join the

origin to the points i.f intersection of ' '^
^,„| ^.-j

ir - 2,.' + 6// +10.
4."{. Find the C(ju,i'i»nH of the st, lines jKissing tlirou,i,'h

the ititersection of Ih- + 2i/ - 7 and x + Tiy 11 and such

that the ± on oacii of them from (1, 7) is equal to 5.

44. A, B are points on O.r, Ox respectively and on
OA, OB s<|uares OACD, OBEF are descril)e<l. EF produced
cuts AC at G. Pn. e that OG, BC, EO are concurrent.

*•'•• 'f +,>'< constant, show that the variable line
'I h

X
+ ^ = 1 pa.sses through a fixed point.

4G. .V s( line moves so tliat the .sum of the ±.s to it

from {<i, l> (r, il) is e(|ual to the JL to it from (7, h).

Show that tin; st. line passes through a fixed pciint and
find the eiMirdinates of the point.

47. Prove that the difference of the scjuares of the tangents

from (.',, V,) to the circles

X- + ;,' + 'l,jy>- + '2j\>i + r, - 0,

.'•- 4- //-' + -J//,.'' + V'.JI + <•._, =

is e(|uai to twice the rectangle containe<l by the distance

between the centres of the circles and the len^'th of the ±
from (.'•,, /y,) to their radi'^al axis.
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48. Tliroo circlos toncli p.icli other at a •••iiiiukiu [M»iiit.

Prove that the pilnrs of a i'wnl point ( <|, >/^) wiili rosjx'ct

to theso oircl»;a are «'(>ticurnMit.

49. Find the Of|uati<)ns of tho st. lirn-s wliieh dividt* tlio

/^H l)etw».«!n I ho Iii»>s 4.,- - ."?// 4- 7 0. T.r + 12// lt>

into parts wliosc sines arc as 5 to 7.

r)0. Sliow thu' tli(! «M|iiatii)ii of the si. Htu' joiniiii;

iaCOn{'t + ,i), liniu i'l -r /ij .'i!!'! I'f ('.'-((a - ;J), hum (n /j)
j

. X y .
,

l.s i'OK « + .s(;/ '/ c(i» jt.

a h

51. Sliow that the Iri sectors .t' tin- iiit'TJor /s nf a A
are concurrent.

NOTK.— T(tk''- thi' ori'jin ii'itlmi ///<
,

oiiil ht l/n' ii/iintinns

of the aides he

.1' rox 'I. -f If
sill "

.

.1' roH <i
, + '/ SI II II

,

.1' I'lis 11 4- '/ sill a

52. If th.' <linnl of tlic circlr ,,

tion is iir \- qij 1 sul'lcmls ;iti /

then «-' + 7'-) 1 - t -.

5.3. A st. line niovt's <> that the sum, or the (iiil'iTi-nce,

of tilt' iiilcrcc'pts cut o' Irorii tin- axes \;iiies as liie area

of the containeil liy tlie si. line aiid tie- axes. Pcovc

that till- -^t. line passe-, in either case, throiii,'li a iixeti point.

51. Sliow ihat the n-i of the containeil Wv the iiuvs

a,r- + 2li.iif 4- hy- U .ii.d A'' i B// 4- C i-

C- 1 /,- - „/,

A^ - ABA 4- B-'(

55. OACB is a
|

^nn, P is a point in OA, Q is a point in

OB; PS drawn |: OB ni. ets BC ai S; QR drawn Ij OA
meets AC at R. Show tiiat PR, QS, OC are concurrent.

I'

4- ;/-' n' whose e({Ua-

of 15 at tii<- origin,
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50. P is a point sucl, that tl,e sum of tl.e ±h from pon 0.r and on .r - hy ^. is constant. Prove that the
locus of P js the base of an isosceles A of which O is the
vertex and y = 0, , - % = are the sides.

57 Given the base of a A in magnitude and position
and the nmgnitu.Ie of its vertical Z

; prove that the locus
ot Its vertex is a circle.

58 Prove that, if (,r,
, y,), (.r^„ ,,.,) ^,e the extremities of

the d.ameter of a circle, the equation of the circle nmy be
written •'

(^ - a;,) (.f - .r.,) + (y -
y,) (y _

y^) = q.

59. If (h, k) is a point in the first quadrant, .show that
the equation of the st. line which pnsses through (h, k)
and makes with the axes in that quadrant the A of

minimum area is
/*'

. ^ oh^ k ^ -

CO. Show that, if the chord of contact of tangents drawn
from the point (/, k) to the circle .'-> + y2 ^ ,2 .attends a
rt. L. at the centre, then Ifi + U- = 2r^.

CI. P, Q are two points and O is the certre of a circle.

A 'L P°''"' °^ ^ '''^^' '•«^P««fc t« the circle,

OP : 2q.
'' "^ '"^ *^" ^^'''' ""^ ''• ^^''^^^ ^'^'^^ P"^

=
QN =

e2. Tangents PA, PB are drawn fron, the point P (A, k)to the circle x'-> + y2 ^ ,.2 p^^^^ ^,^^^

^^
^ '

'^^

A PAB . ^ii^Jlz^^

^63. Prove that the polar of (., i) with respect toX + j/~ = c- IS a tangent to (.r _ /*)2 + /^ _ ^). ^ o -^

^^>..^i£2r^*=.
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64. ABC is a A in whidi a v.iriahlo line DE drawn
||

to BC cuts AB at D and AC at E. Show that the

locus of the intersection of BE, CD is the st. lino joining

A to the middle point of BC.

65. Show that the equation of tlie system of circles which

pass through (h, k) an<t touch Ax + Bi/ + C ^ may lie

written

(Ah + Bk + C) {{Ax + B// + C)-' + (B.*- - A// -f /)2}

= (A.^ + By + C) {{Ah + Bk + Cf + {Bh - Ak + 0-}'

where I is .an arbitrary constant.

66. The circle x- + y- + 2<jx + 2/y + c - cuts off

from O.r, Oy chords of which the lengths are respectively

a and b. Show that 4y'- - a'-' = 4/- - b'^ = 4e.

67. Find the locus of the middle points of the chords of

the circle x- + y- = a- which pass through the fixed point

(A, k).

68. O is the centre of a fixed circle, A is a fixed point,

Q is any point on the circle. The l)i.spctor of Z ACQ
meets AQ at P. Show that the locus of P is a circle

having its centre in AG.

W^i'.s -^TPrr «K^S^^Sft5^^^^ :t£t.





ANSWERS

4. (0, 0), (2.», 0), {a, ay Ijj. 5. (0, 0), (/.. 0), {b, h), (0, /,)

S IC. (Piige U.)

13 04.

10, 17, 9.

8.

9.

11.

3.

4.

v/82, 2i, 10, V
K5, V 29 ;

7i/2, vl37.

(0, 0)-the origin.

(I I) '"Hi (V, §)•

12. *,/(i5.

13. 3(.r -13.

14. 4x- 10;/ + 29-0.

15. (',V. V.'); 3-7 nearly.

!•;• (7, 2), (-V/, 'a^/).

"0 ( ^"' 't^-^1' •'' "^ "•- •" '•'•'

\ 3

21. (V. V).
22. (-18, -14).

3
0-

36-5.

§19. (Page 10.)

8. 36 miles.

9. 1 : 3.

§22. (Page 21.)

2. y= 5a;. 6. 2x + y+ o= 0.

3. (a) The axis of x ;
(h) The 7. a;^ + ;/' - 8.<- - 61/ = 0.

axis of y. 8. x^+tl^-2x + 4ij = 3L
4. :e = 4. 10. .«-2y + 3 = 0.

5. 3x-5y= 17.

^ .4. (Pago 23.)

1. («) (2, 7) ; (/.) (3, 2) ; (.) 3. (0, 0) and (6, 0).

(2, -3); ((/) (8, -<!)aml 4. 2x = a.

(-8, 6); ((•) (5, 12) and 5. 7x- + 4j/ = 20.

2. (0, 9) and ( - 15, 0).

109
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i5 27. (Page 27.)

'/2. (a) -+^ =!;(,) ^^^.^

-1; (.) :-?'=i
^ '

-i 8 *

3. («) a;-3y = 0; (/,) 9x-2y+
l''i = 0; (,) 8x + !!</ + 34
= 0.

Intercepts :—(,() 0, 0; (/,)

-V, V; W -'V,
4. '-5, -3^).

C. (IJ, 4).

7. R/itio of equality.

.14
11-

8. Sides, 3H-nv + 14 = 0; 5 +
% + 28 = 0, 2.- -3,, -14
= 0;

Medians, a; - 5j/= 14, x +2\j
= -7, 3.<-i/ = 0;

Centroid ( - 1, - 3).

••>. Sides, 2r-5;/= -24, 3.,+
2;/ = 2, X- i/= 4, 3j-+4i/
= 33

;

Diagonals, 8.r-j/=:l8, x+
9.V = 34, 87j: + 438;/ = 5!»48

;

Lino through middle points
of diagonals, 2x = 5.

10- (-G, -7), (5, -2), (-3, 4).

ii 40. (Page 38.)

3.(«)x=v/3v;(/,)y4-Va= 0; 8. (a) C = 0; (1,) a=0: (,•) B(c)5ar-7»/ + 35= 0;((i)3y
±4*+ 9 = 0; (g)a;-;/=l.

4. 00 9, -i, -I,.).
(/,)C^, 0).

5. (3, 3^).

G. x + i/+l=o.

7- /ff l/58; /an-
J.

= 0;(<OA = B; (e)A + B
=0.

!). w= l.

10. m=-i, a= 2J.
11. a = 8, 6= -4.

C'-C13. Intercept =
B

S 44. (Page 42.)

1. (^0 -15°
; (/,) 30°

; (,.) 00^

(,d) tun -15.

3. 9x+ 4»/+ 47 = 0.

f». 2A' + 3y=:14.

0. 7.>- + 5j/=4.

7. 5.i-3(/ + 8= 0.

8. X ~
]i + 2 = and x + y -

12 = 0.

9. x-v/3^ = 3i/3-6 and x+
»/%= -3i/3~-5.

10- (2f, -4|).

11. (, 'i^').

12. 12:5.

14. (17^/3 - \(i)x 4- 47(/ = 344

+ 34v/3";and(17v/3+ 16)

a- -47.7= 34^/3 -344.
15. 6.c + !/ + 8 = : and x ~ Vu,

= 11.

^2 2c

18. 3x - Ai/ -\-p/A^+l3'^= 0.

)

<Xfm^ ^'i-^I 1 .L.SH*.-^'^
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12, 2 1!>.
.*?« 24

1. (a)~;{b) ;(c)
^/2!> ,/i;{

5 an
('/) : (-) —

,41 J 74

2. 1=.

3. _-' .

y, (' + !>'

4. ( - 24, 55).

5. 8^ + ();/ = 15.

Ct. J- -11 = 0.

7 9 7 27

8. (>«! - m) {fij- - hij) + li{mir -

"i'"i) + "(''i - ') -0.

10. ahr-„f'-lMf-<h- + 2j]ih = 0. 2H

11. (/y-m,rt-c,) ((/- (,(,!•(•) =
(t-jmi-f) (;/- m,.c -(•,).

12. (AC, - A,C).f4 (BC, - BiC).^

= 0.

20.

21.

22.

24.

25.

2(\.

> 2 i s ) 2 A s /•

:t;i..-f<iiv=-2i(i,

11
(7. ;{ + ii)

i;{

2!».

13. v^2. 30

14.
±2^/130-11 32

7 33

15. a: + 21j/= 6 aiivl 189j-9i/ 34

092. 35

17. 3x+;/ = 2aiid .r-3;/ = 24.

;^: .2.

ah (,
• - ,/)

l/K-' + Z.-

15r+14i/ 10<t.

13.(.'-77=3 Jind 7.'+13v =
111)."

(24 + 13^/ ;j) .T + 23;^ + 52/3
+ 257 =0;in(U24 - 13, 3,i.r

+ 23./ -52,/ 3 + 257-0.

5j- - 12;/ + 5G = and 5..; -

12./ -74=0.
«.i + i/ = 31, X- i/ + 3 = ()

;

14 7

I
37'

I 2

m'i, 3 .'g.

12.'- -5!/ = 26, )/ = 2.

A..' + 8./ + /* v/A'- + B^~=0.

B..-A./ + A/.- B/.=0.

(")(?5Y.-A); ('')(-{^f,

-iVi).

S CO (Page (!0.)

1. (a) x — >i, oe = h
;

(/-) X -11 = 0, ..• + ;/ = ;

(<•) x= 0, x = :i,i ;

((/) 2..--!/= 0, 4,t-3!/=0;

(.') x = a, y= -h
;

W)3x- !/= -4, x-'Sij^--').

2. 2 and A.

3. Thu axes of coordinate.s.

4. ((0 tuH >
,-V : (. ) 90'

; (/)

fan '^ I
5. hr — nd.

(',. 8.

7. 3.r' -j/-30x- + C!/+ (;fi = 0.

mif<'J>':.'SSr:l
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Ji 65. (P;i-o 64.)

1. 2x'-lb;/ + r-V = 0. 6. 2..;/ + '<'-0.

2. a-^ + xij^il «. !»..-' 25;/' -0.

3. (-f;, ;;); 2(.-^ + ,r). lit. !>. /.(»i »
f.

; 3.1' + 2;/' = 10.

5. (A/3 + B),.+(Bi/3-A +
2C = 0.

i< 66. (Paye 66.

1. ('0 i/145;
•<-*5- (4;,,, -,'.,).

34. 2./ 7.'±.'.>,'55-0.
(l>) x/rui' + Uinh + llib';

(f) <i+h. 35. - '•'
.

2. P(S. ;{,i); Q(17^, 16.\). ^'153

3. ;}'(//.
37 ^'-l

4. 41 i 2

5. loa. 38. a: + 6;/= 39 and 6x - y = 12.

G. ••i dh - th) + a,'2 ()/:,- )/i) + 41. 2.-; + 3;/ +11=0.
*j(.'/i-!/2) = 0.

42. 165j; + 605 ./ + 31 14 - (
t

; .">32a:

7. 8.c + 7!/ = 5. -747'/+ 3466 0; 497x
{». 2(t.f + 2/>;/ = c + (/. -142./ -2178 = 0.

10. x = ii tdii (i + lt. 4;i. (3, i).

13. xe(>.ia + iisinn = n. 44. {(() (ah - cf)x + (bh - e-i),i = 0;

14. tmr-^ IjY. ('') («;/ - ¥) (•'• - ;/) + '•(/+ !/)

15. m = |, (»= -4]. -/((„+/,)=.0.

16.

17.
mh -k + a

45. 5.i--14i/ = 6 and 154.i+55i/
= 229.

46. 49.«-245!/= 242.
xtH a - >H ct/.f a

18.
:c V h k

a b (I h

48. a; + i/
= 10.

49. :c - 1/ = 10, or 1/ - 3= 1 0.

20. b.r + aii = ad.
50. 7x + 5 (/ + 50= 0, and 9x- + 35i/

+ 150 = 0.
21. ( - 2,

'-
8) aiul ( - 6, - 14).

51. x-4>j= n.
23.

25.

.< = 6or -4; (A, i), (i, -A).

45".
52. 2((, - h)x + 2(b - k)ij = ,r + Ir

-h'-kl
26. 65x- - C5i/+ 14a + ."i/i = 0. 53. 2..: + !/ + 15 = 0.

27. b{(im + c)x -t- (/'(/ - iih + ndm 54. 45°.

+ iic)ij - bd{utii, + ,) = 0.
55. IOj + 4i/ + 11 = 0, and 4x -

29.
a6 10;/ -33= 0.

V«-' + b- 56. x--i/ = 0.

30. a:+4;/ + l = 0. 57. -13orlO,V.
31. a: + 7!/ + 6 = 0. 59. (11, 1),(-1, -5), or (-5,7).

32. (W.% 6} 10; (-V7, ??); 61. ~^.
(2«iY5. 4i%) ; (0, 57). 62. 24.



ANSWKHS ua

1. j-^+if^b.

2. (.'• (if + (j/-2y'-!>.

:j. (..•+r.)'+(;/ + i)»-'-'(5.

4. ,i' + h^ -=<•'.

5. (.r)(:{, 1). 5; (/-) ( I, - i),

v'^ii^; (..) (7, 0), 7; ('/)

o

(0, -l>),V^>^'-'-

8. x' 4- !/'-.'- 7!/ = <).

11. («)/-(•; ('');/<>.

12. x- + ir-ijc + i>j=^2.

J«72. (IV.'e 7r..)

i:{. .. + ,/-A., +c„r Ifi.

ir.. 47 (.'-'-I ;r) -181.'' + .•{41;^

1 <»;•»; -u.

Ifi. ,/lo.

17. 14 ,
-'.

21. 2- -ri;/-ir>.

22. I2;s.

2;{. 14 (..• + ;,')- 17.

24. (•-.•'.

25. (/. + A )
(..•' + if) -{h' + k') (x +

;/)-0.

1. (.<) 3..+ 5./ = 34; CO 3.. - 4.V

+ 11 = 0; (-•)12..+.J!/-

9G; (d)<ir+fij = 0.

2. y = .r ± i'7'». _
3. («) A..: + B;/ = ± <• 1/ A'' + B'

;

(//) B.'- - A-/ =

±ri/AM^B^
4. (2, 4).

5. (<!, 1).

6. (<()C'=/MA' + t
'»

+ B/ - C)' = -)

{.f+r-r).

7. «-'6'= /•'('»'+ ''O-

9. x'^ + !/•'- 2 (7± 2 j/ 5) (.-•+;/) +

60±28/ 5 = 0.

10. j-y 3;/ + 3 J 3 - 1 = 0, iiiul

;>• - y"S 1/ — 5 1/ 3 - 1 = 0.

11. ii'Vj'.

13. (.<• - ;/) <''<s <i + (|/ -/) >/ « " = i:

14. (VS-V); 4x' + 3,v + l = 0.

^81. (Page 85.)

U',. .,-3!/- 3; (
21+3, Hit

10 '

-3±vll9\
10 /

17. (A' + B''}(.r'+|/2) = Cl
18. 34 (.<-'+ ir) -476.C - 130;/ +

1753 = 0.

1J>. (1, I); {17, -13).

triiusversu, 12(5;/ - 7) = ( - 21

±5/15) (5..- -1);

diroct. 24(;/ + 13) = (-21±

V21)(..-17).
20. lirect, ;/

= !) and 3x + 4;/ + 3

= 0;'

tr.insvorse are imaginary.

(2, !l)and( ' 1, 0) niix'+if-

-4,.' -8;/ -5 = 0;

(5,0) and (I, -^)on x'+ </

-lO.r r);/-2 = 0.

21. .<: + 3;/ + ;/ + 3/±

I i%h7'^=o.
22. X- I 3 !/±10 = 0.
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i^l»2. (PngoJW.)

1. ('t)3:i; + 5;/ = ;K)
; (/,)„.r = ,'

;

(c)4x+17 O; (,/) 10.,-

2;/ =-7; (.) hx + bj h' +
^<i I, /

k' r\

2. (a) (2, -7) ;(/>)( -^ j ;], V)

:

('•)(- 35, 11); (,/)(0, 0).

3. (.) 3x--4;/ + 25= 0; (.) '24..-

-7 =125; (/) ».r + 13!/

= 25; (j/)13x-% = 0.

• V
1 +/»« + ;/« '

ifm-f- mr -/.//X

<••• (1, 4).

S 05. (Pajre J»7.)

1. (a) G
; (/,) 5

; (,•) 8
; (,/) ,/,.,

2. a'+j/'-10x--4;/ = 7.

3. j'+!/'-ie +51=0.
4. 4a+3y = 25iuid3x-4;/ 25.

S!'8. (PageJtS.)

1. 12.x + 8.7 = 95.

2. 9x-8y+15= 0.

4. (-13, -7).

MiscELL.vNEors ExERcisKs. (Page 99.)

1. 3a; + 4;/= 25.

2. 2.r-liy + 329 = 0.

3. 113.

4. 29.

h ^ k ''•

IG. x'^+}/--Gx~th/ = 0.

17. 3.c-y = 3i±^-^/Tr).

18 /'.•IS 2 .10i\

20. x-'+/= Ar.

21. 3;2+-/''-a..-/,v = 0.

22. xHr-^.--/y = 0.

6. (a)f^=J'-^. (,,),,_ 23. (H.j'i).

w ,
•

,
-'^ 24. 8(3- + ,/) - 25x + 75v+71

0.

8. 7 : 4.

10. 77.

12. xH;/^ = 12.

13. (n + c,h+d).

0.

25. 10 or «.

2(). Ceiifni divides AB exter-

iiiilly in r.-itio fc' : 1.

27. (-0(7,1); (/>)AD = DB.
30. (2, 1).

31. U'
15. The point (-a cos n, - a 32.' ^Xy^ -2l.i.-a)-2k(y-l^

am. in «... ' \J "/sin (i) =aH6».

wr>'^-v^;i''^»''-^'f.w«r?^""5B,^w^73ajBK«saBK;i^
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Ml8t'ELLANKOl-S K\KK«I.SKS— t'«((h/|l(. (/.

42. tun V^>'-^-'.

115

33. a;s -f f + 2,jj- + '2f<, + 2<; -
,f

36. 2x-(/< + <)y + 2(«6.=0.

37. -1^.
4

40. l!».r2-(M)..;/ + 44v^ = 0.

41. 3/--8x;/-3ir = 0.

43. ;/ = 2aml liij-f8;/-3I.

40. (ii +«• ;/, /(+(/ h).

4!>. I(i3./ -f-!>i/+r»4 O.-mtl 23'.t.f

-573;/+ 1112 0.

07. j = + .'/--(/ix+ A- [/)-=().

_.
k''*- :*lj£»i/'J >/>M,V ^^''i.'*,.. 'j- li^Xr*!'
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